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Department of Foreign Affairs is November 1935, when the then Department of
External Affairs, which had hitherto acted generally as a branch of the Prime
Minister's Department, was given full autonomy by the appointment of its own
Secretary. The confused and confusing history of the administration of Australia's
external relations before 1935 is generally dismissed rather briefly, often almost
apologetically. As a result it is not widely recognised that on three separate
occasions before 1935 Australia came remarkably close to establishing a lasting,
albeit embryonic, foreign office, under the direction of an official with many of the
attributes necessary for a principal diplomatic adviser to the government of the day.

A Department of External Affairs was among the first Commonwealth

departments created on 1 January 1901.2 Several historians have rightly pointed out

that this department had little to do with diplomacy, as that term is now
understood, but they have perhaps under- estimated the extent to which the

Secretary of the Department, Atlee Hunt, acted as the government's principal
adviser on imperial and foreign affairs. His influence tended to grow during the
Barton and Deakin governments of the first decade of the century, but was reduced
during the period from 1908 to 1916, when the Labor Party usually occupied the
Treasury benches. In the light of later events, it is interesting to note that one
element in the Labor Party's attitude towards Hunt was the mistrust generated by
the fact that Hunt's father was a prominent Orangeman.
The abolition of the Department of External Affairs in 1916 by Prime Minister
W. M. Hughes was consistent with his habit of keeping all aspects of external
policy firmly under his personal control. While Hughes was away in London and
Paris in 1918 and 1919, a Pacific Branch was created in the Prime Minister's
Department by the Acting Prime Minister, William Watt. The Director of the
Branch, Major E. L. Piesse, was an able and energetic man, but the Branch's
potential to develop into an Australian foreign office was destroyed when Hughes
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returned to Australia. Piesse and Hughes differed on many issues of substance and

style, and Hughes restricted Piesse's influence until it was negligible. Piesse

eventually resigned in November 1923.
By this time Hughes had been succeeded as Prime Minister by S. M. Bruce. After
attending the 1923 Imperial Conference in London, Bruce realised that he had to
develop his own solution to the question of how to administer Australia's external
relations. He sought the advice of Allen Leeper, an Australian -born member of the
Foreign Office, who spent from May to August 1924 in his native land. On Leeper's
advice, Bruce created two new posts. The first, to which R. G. Casey was appointed,
was that of 'liaison officer' in London, with the responsibility of keeping Bruce in

touch with developments and trends in policy in all the major departments in
Whitehall. The second, of equal status in the Public Service hierarchy, was in
Melbourne, the temporary home of the Commonwealth government, in what was
nominally the Department of External Affairs, usually referred to as the External
Affairs branch of the Prime Minister's Department.
The attention of contemporary observers and historians alike has always centred
on the liaison office. It was an interesting innovation; Casey was not loath to make
substantial claims for its importance; his later career, including Cabinet office in
both Britain and Australia and vice -regal posts in India and Australia, served to
reflect some glory on to his first civilian public office; and in 1980 his personal

letters to Bruce were published by the Historical Section of the Department of
Foreign Affairs, under the title My Dear P.M.' No disrespect to Casey is intended in

saying that it is regrettable that this concentration on the liaison office has
detracted from the attention given to the co -equal position in Melbourne, the first

and principal occupant of which, Dr Walter Henderson, is perhaps the most

Dr Walter Henderson in 1927, photographed during his term as liaison officer in London. (Dr
Henderson)

seriously neglected figure in the early history of Australia's foreign relations.
Henderson was born on 29 November 1887 in Enfield, now an Adelaide suburb
but then farming country.' His father was an Ulster Scot, born in Enniskillen,
County Armagh; his mother was of Somerset stock. As a boy, Walter Henderson
was extremely diminutive in stature and the taunts of his schoolmates led him to
withdraw from school and to rely on private tutoring, until he matriculated to the
University of Adelaide. As he himself recalls, his traumatic experiences at the hands
of larger schoolboys encouraged him to develop both a combative personality and a
determination to excel in scholarship. In 1904 he joined the South Australian
public service, where he acquired a reputation as a shorthand writer, and he joined
the first official Hansard staff in 1914. In November of that year, despite his height
(five feet five inches), he was among the first South Australians to enlist in the First
A.I.F., serving in a medical unit in Egypt and France and attaining the rank of Staff
Sergeant.
On demobilisation in 1919, Henderson took the unusual decision, apparently
the culmination of a long -held ambition, to study law at the University of Paris. He
graduated as Doctor of Laws and further topped the classes in diplomatic history
and public law at .the Ecole des Sciences Politiques. Whereas Casey, Piesse and
others involved in Australia's early foreign relations had backgrounds in military
intelligence, Henderson had excelled in the classical training of a European
diplomatist. Moreover, he married a French wife and proudly claimed that he had
thereby become associated with the Protestant elite of France, with its ramifications
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in business, the professions, the judiciary, the public service and diplomacy. If he
was 'well- connected', it was in a way quite different from Bruce, Casey and other
members of the Anglo- Australian elite.
Initially, his association with Bruce and Casey seemed destined to be fruitful.
Casey and Henderson assumed, and Bruce confirmed, that the long -term intention
behind their appointments was to establish an Australian foreign office. To that
end, Casey sent back to Australia not only the personal letters to Bruce published in
My Dear P.M. but voluminous quantities of official information which Henderson
placed in the nascent External Affairs filing system. Keeping this information,
intended to be the basis of an eventual, independent foreign policy, separate from

the Prime Minister's Department files was one of the most important of
Henderson's early battles.. When Henderson complained of being subordinate to
the Secretary of the Prime Minister's Department, Hughes's former acolyte Percy
Deane, Bruce was immediately sympathetic. 'Henderson', he told Casey in July
1926, 'has turned out remarkably well ... and its building up the External Affairs
Branch in quite a satisfactory manner.'S It was at this time that Henderson acquired
the title of Director, a compromise offered reluctantly by the Public Service Board
which gave him direct access to Bruce, but which fell short of the completely
autonomous status of Secretary of the External Affairs Department for which
Henderson hoped.
The value of his European background and legal training was probably most

evident after Sir Littleton Groom, the Attorney - General, led the Australian
delegation to the fifth League Assembly in 1924, where the principal topic was the

document known as the Geneva Protocol. As the spokesman for Deakinite
liberalism in Bruce's Cabinet, Groom was sympathetic to this attempt,

l

characteristic of League diplomacy in the 1920s, to introduce a greater element of
quasi - judicial arbitration into international affairs. Groom performed capably as
chairman of the Assembly's First Committee (on legal and consitutional questions)

and as Australian representative on the Third .Committee (on reduction of
arm aments). Finally, perhaps influenced by the Geneva atmosphere and by a sense

of shared paternity, Groom voted in favour of the draft Protocol, in direct
contravention of Bruce's instructions to abstain. He returned to be overruled by a
hostile Cabinet. It was Henderson who provided the arguments with which Bruce
and his colleagues demolished the unfortunate Groom. Henderson later learnt that

the Australian Government's cable, which he drafted, explaining to London
Australia's rejection of the Protocol, was used as a set text by students of
international law.6

In 1927 Henderson and Casey exchanged places. While Casey was mainly

occupied with the implications of the transfer of the federal capital from
Melbourne to Canberra, Henderson trod the rounds of the Foreign Office, the
Dominions Office and the Cabinet Secretariat. His reports to Bruce and his diary
R. G. Casey during the 1920s, when he was Henderson's colleague In the unsuccessful attempt to

found an Australian foreign office. (National Library of Australia)

leave the impression of an active and businesslike officer, with greater intellectual
capacity than Casey but with less personal charm.' He was less sanguine than Bruce
or Casey about the-value of the liaison officer system: he saw it as an excellent way of

keeping a Dominion informed on developments in British policy, but to influence
that policy was quite another matter. Britain had, for example, just completed a
Major review of her policy towards China, quite without consultation with the
Dominions. Even so, he was shocked when the British Government precipitated a
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rupture in diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union, again, in his view, without
adequate consultation with the Dominions. He let both Bruce and the Foreign
Office know that he thought that this was an unwise step, clumsily handled.' While
outwardly conservative, he was not always conventional. The sight, for example, of
Australians flocking to London, eager to be received at Court or at least to attend a
Buckingham Palace garden party, led him to the 'radical and revolutionary' view
that Australia would be better off as a totally independent country, forced to fend
for herself rather than to assume that the Empire would always provide military
and economic protection.'
While overseas, Henderson took particular interest in the structure of British,
European and north American foreign offices and diplomatic services and, on his
return, pressed with renewed enthusiasm for the expansion of the External Affairs
Branch into an Australian counterpart. His notes indicate that he hoped to attract
Rhodes Scholars into the department, but not too many Oxford and Cambridge
men; that he regarded classics and diplomatic history as the best training, but not
too much political science; that, despite his own record, he distrusted brilliant
examination results as a guide to future performance; and that he also distrusted

what he called the 'deliquescent liberal mind'. As the first steps towards an
Australian diplomatic service, he foresaw Australian counsellors being attached to
British Embassies in Washington, Tokyo, Paris (with responsibility for the League
of Nations in Geneva) and possibly The Hague and India, but not in Rome or
Berlin.°
Bruce was inclined to agree with Henderson that Australia needed to develop her
diplomatic machinery, but a new obstacle was emerging. While his confidence in
Casey grew steadily, there were increasing signs of dissatisfaction with Henderson.
Bruce told Casey that
There is no question but that he has considerable ability, but his tact and diplomacy
seem to leave a good deal to be desired, and I am not sure that his character is such as to
really stir one's enthusiasm."

Henderson's boyhood combativeness, combined with his confidence in his
formidable academic qualifications, led him to assert opinions with a dogmatic,
often abrasive, certainty. He was usually right, but that did not help his popularity.
Both superiors and subordinates found it increasingly difficult to work with him.
This dissatisfaction culminated in a strange episode. In December 1928, soon
after a general election, Bruce cabled to Casey that he had told Henderson that he
could no longer remain in control of External Affairs, but must either join the
Attorney - General's Department (which Henderson had often advised on questions
of international law) or leave the Public Service. Bruce confirmed to Casey that his
doubts related to Henderson's personality and his ability to administer what he
hoped would soon become a larger and highly talented department. In reply to
Bruce's request, Casey's suggestion for a successor to Henderson was his own
brother -in -law, Rupert Ryan, but Bruce could see what a political storm such an

appointment would create. In early 1929 Henderson was becoming heavily
engaged in planning the 1929 -30 Antarctic expedition to be led by Sir Douglas
Mawson, while Bruce was facing domestic political problems that would soon
precipitate another election. In March he told Casey that he had decided to allow
Henderson to stay."
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What is curious is that Henderson appears never to have received Bruce's
ultimatum. He has emphatically denied to the present writer tI'iat Bruce ever spoke

to him in the manner indicated in Bruce's cable to Casey. The entries in

Henderson's diary for the period, mainly concerned with the Mawson expedition,
are consistent with his being quite unaware of any dissatisfaction on Bruce's part."

As far as Henderson was aware, he retained Bruce's full support and their
relationship was based on mutual respect. One can only speculate that Bruce's
cable to Casey of December 1928 reflected an intention to confront Henderson,
which was not in fact carried out.

Confident of Bruce's support, Henderson was deeply engaged in 1928 and 1929 in

a strenuous battle to put the administration of External Affairs on a more

professional basis.14 The essence of his scheme was that officers should be
appointed to an External Affairs service separately from appointment to the rest of
the public service. These officers should be university graduates with knowledge of
a modern language who, before being promoted to the higher levels of the service,
would be required to sit further examinations in diplomatic and constitutional
history, international law and modern languages. The basic principles were
unremarkable to anyone familiar with diplomatic services elsewhere in the world,
but they ran counter to many of the traditions of the Australian public service.

Henderson faced not only direct opposition but problems derived from
unfamiliarity and misunderstanding.

The Prime Minister's Department stood to lose most by the separate

development of an External Affairs Department. The Secretary, Deane, evidently
did little either to hinder or to help Henderson, but the Assistant Secretary, Frank
Strahan, was a more formidable opponent. He represented the view that external
policy was a matter for the Prime Minister and, by extension, the Prime Minister's
Department, since all that was necessary was communication with London. A
separate diplomatic service was an expensive luxury and could only confuse
Imperial policy: relations with foreign powers should be handled by the United
Kingdom government on behalf of the whole Empire. Strahan and others therefore
sought to obstruct Henderson's attempts to create a distinct diplomatic elite. Since
Henderson's office was effectively part of the Prime Minister's Department, there
was ample opportunity for what Henderson called 'sabotage'."
Henderson nevertheless gained Bruce's blessing for an approach to the Public
Service Board to establish an External Affairs Service. The Board found much in
the proposal that was new and alien. For the next year, July 1928 to June 1929,
Henderson fought for his scheme, exchanging long memoranda on principles and
details with the Board's Chairman, W. J. Skewes. Finally, on 4 July 1929, a muted

declaration of independence appeared in the form of advertisements in the
Commonwealth Gazette for two new positions under the dual heading 'Prime

Minister's Department Department of External Affairs'. Henderson had sought
titles that would emphasise the distinctiveness of the new service, but they were
blandly designated 'Senior Clerk (External Affairs)' and 'Clerk (External Affairs)'.
Henderson made the best of the compromise result in a press release, describing the
creation of the two new posts as the 'second step in the direction of creating a
professional External Affairs service', the first step being the appointments of
Casey and himself in 1924. Applicants were required to be graduates in arts or law:
'a new avenue', the press statement continued, 'is thus opening out to Australian
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University men',16 The use of the masculine noun was deliberate: female applicants

1

were firmly told that diplomacy was no career for a woman.
To emphasise the distinctive qualities required, a special Selection Board was
appointed, comprising Henderson, Skewes and Sir John MacFarland, ' the
Chancellor of the University of Melbourne. On 9 September 1929 this Board
reported that, of the 95 applicants who were graduates of the appropriate age and
gender, none was suitable for the senior post. Three warranted selection for the
junior position, first place being awarded to Alfred Stirling, who held degrees in
law from Melbourne and arts from Oxford.' By this time the political crisis was
sweeping all other considerations aside. On 12 September Bruce announced that a
general election would be held on 12 October and he postponed any action on the
new external affairs posts until after the election. This was not only
constitutionally proper but politically wise. The Labor Party and the Age had
criticised the new positions, implying that, in a time of economic crisis, jobs were
being created for Bruce's proteges.'s To have made appointments on the eve of the
election would have presented Labor with an electoral weapon.
Bruce's dubious distinction in 1929 of becoming the first (and thus far only)
Prime Minister to lose his own seat at an election had a devastating effect on the
plans for External Affairs. He had been the only minister interested and involved in
the discussions between Henderson and the Public Service Board. With him out of
office and out of parliament Henderson and his small staff felt exposed and
vulnerable. The new Prime Minister, J. H. Scullin, shared the Labor Party's
general lack of interest in foreign relations and its suspicions of the motives behind
the creation of the posts in London, Melbourne and later Canberra. While not
hostile to the work done by the External Affairs office, Scullin took an ominously
close personal interest in the appointment of a female records clerk, whose
application Henderson had accepted after the official closing date.19
Scullin and his colleagues probably suspected, quite rightly, that Henderson's
private views were strongly hostile to their own. After his first meeting with
Scullin, Henderson recorded in his diary:
A self- educated man, with quite an untrained mind. A product of Australian unionism.
A Roman Catholic of Irish descent. Is completely ignorant of all our external relations.
His prejudiced and partial intellectual formation will probably make it impossible for
him to learn anything and impossible for me to teach him anything.20

Other entries make it clear that Henderson was opposed to the 'egalitarian
democracy' espoused by Labor, which was behind the new government's
ar

Prime Minister S. M. Bruce and Mrs Bruce at their London hotel during the Imperial Conference of
1926. Note Mr Bruce's spats, which became a controversial symbol of his allegedly British, rather
than Australian, style. (National Library of Australia)

suspicions of his attempts to recruit a highly educated elite for External Affairs. He
was also very critical of the 'sentimental humanitarian internationalism' adopted
by socialist parties in Australia and Europe.21
In these pre -Evatt days, Labor was even more reluctant than the conservative
parties to initiate independent Australian diplomacy. When Scullin fended off a

request from the Chinese Consul- General to establish a Chinese Legation in
Australia by saying that the Chinese Government should make representations to
the Foreign Office in London, Henderson was privately scathing 'Another case

of the colonial mind.' While he was trying to suggest ways in which Australia could
gradually enter the field of diplomacy, the government, he felt, was trying to have it
both ways, 'acting as if we had a distinct international existence and at the same
time as if we had not.'22
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Given the gulf between Henderson's views and those of his new political masters,
a confrontation was probably inevitable. In March 1930 Scullin commissioned a
report on the work of the External Affairs office from J. G. McLaren, who had
succeeded Deane as Secretary of the Prime Minister's Department, and H. G.
Elvins, an inspector from the Public Service Board. Given the known views of the
Department and the Board, Scullin's choice ensured that the trend towards an
autonomous External Affairs Department would be abruptly halted.
Henderson's aspirations were doomed not only by opposition from the Labor
Party, the Prime Minister's Department and the Public Service Board, but also by
internal tensions. He and Casey had come to regard each other more as rivals than
as colleagues. Casey's confidence that background information could be given to
the press in a way that Henderson thought improper and dangerous was but one
manifestation of their contrasting attitudes 2s By 1930 Henderson's subordinates

were intensely antagonistic towards him, complaining of procrastination,
inefficient organisation and an overbearing rudeness. For his part, Henderson
regarded these subordinates, none of whom he had selected, as ill- suited to
diplomatic work. In interviewing members of the office, McLaren and Elvins were
embarrassingly well informed about these allegations and counter- allegations.2'

Their report proposed that the External Affairs office be brought firmly back
into McLaren's department, which would be re- styled 'the Department of the
Prime Minister and of External Affairs'. The office would consist of two sections.
One would deal with 'League of Nations, International Labour Organisation, and

general administrative matters'; the other, of one officer only, would handle
'political matters'. While leaving open the possibility that Henderson might hold
this reduced position temporarily, McLaren and Elvins strongly hinted that it
would be better to transfer him to the Attorney - General's Department as an adviser
on international law. The position of Director should be abolished, and the two
sections placed under the authority of the Assistant Secretary (Administrative) of
the department.25

The two departments were never formally merged, but all the report's other
major recommendations were adopted. The Attorney - General's Department
declined the offer of Henderson's services. He was therefore offered the choice of
accepting the position dealing with 'political matters', at a reduction of more than

£200 in salary, or resignation. He chose resignation, but not before writing a
vitriolic critique of the way in which he had been ousted. He contended that his
removal was political, resulting from the change in government. Claiming that his
work had gained 'the full and complete satisfaction' of the Bruce -Page government
and that his plans had had the approval of the Public Service Board and the Prime

Minister's Department, he attributed his downfall to his opposition to public
service trade unionism, to his initial appointment from outside the public service,
and, with cautious and rather pompous circumlocution, to religious bigotry. In
short, he believed that a Labor government in which Irish Catholics and exCatholics predominated was determined to rid itself of a conservative, European educated officer of Ulster Protestant descent.26
Henderson seemed genuinely unaware that Bruce had had very much less than
'full and complete' confidence in him by 1929. It is unlikely that he attached any
significance to the intense personal hostility of his subordinates. Yet these, as much
as the political factors to which he referred, prepared the way for his downfall. The
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change of government allowed the Prime Minister's Department and the Public
Service Board to remove an unorthodox officer and to arrange the administration of

external affairs in a way that suited their concepts of economy, efficiency and
Australia's role in world affairs. For all his alleged faults, one cannot withhold all
sympathy from Henderson, as the fall of a government on a domestic issue led to his
ejection, virtually in disgrace, from the public service, when he had been so close to

seeing the first fruits of his plans for an Australian foreign office and diplomatic
service, with himself as the administrative head.
For the third time in as many decades, therefore, changes in political fortunes

had aborted developments that could have led to the establishment of an
autonomous Australian foreign office, under a man who had at least some of the
necessary qualities. If Henderson's intellect and technical expertise could have
been successfully allied to Casey's charm and diplomatic flair, with continuing
support at the prime ministerial level, Australian diplomacy would have been
placed on strong foundations. Instead, yet another period of uncertainty and half measures ensued.
And what of Henderson? In May 1930, shortly before his downfall at the hands of
the Scullin government, he was approached by C. H. Ellis, who said that he was on
his way to Japan to reorganise the Far Eastern operations of the British Secret
Intelligence Service. He invited Henderson to accompany him and to remain in
charge of the Tokyo office. Henderson declined on the grounds that the work was

unfamiliar to him and that he would be responsible for subordinates who, if
caught, 'would be in the hands of the cruellest people in the world'.27
Instead Henderson went to London, where he established a practice at the bar,
specialising in international law. He was also active in support of the Conservative
Party, but declined the offer of that party's nomination for the House of Commons
seat of Nottingham. In the 1950s and early 1960s he grew increasingly alarmed at

the effects of non -white migration into the United Kingdom. He states that his
decision to return to South Australia was prompted by entering the library of his
Inn of Court, Gray's Inn, and finding every seat 'occupied by a negro'.26 His years
notwithstanding, he has been active in several public issues since his return to
Adelaide, including 'the Battle of the Burnside Swimming Pool' in 1965.29
Henderson also became particularly prominent as a spokesman for the Ian Smith
regime in what was Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe. His knowledge of international law
was vigorously deployed in criticism of the sanctions imposed by the British
Government and the United Nations against that regime, and he became president
of the Federal Council of Australia- Rhodesia Associations. At the time of writing,
he is living in the Adelaide suburb of Glenunga in his ninety -sixth year, and, after
many years as a widower, has recently re- married.
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FROM SPORT TO BUSINESS: THE FIRST
SEVENTY -FIVE YEARS OF HORSE - RACING IN

SOUTH AUSTRALIA'
A paper presented to a meeting of the Society on 6 August 1982
WRAY VAMPLEW

External Emulation 1838 -1862
Until the early 1860s racing in South Australia owed much to the traditions of the

English turf. In their efforts to establish a 'new Britannia in the antipodes', the
South Australian colonists pursued many of the sporting habits of the mother
country.2 As horse - racing was considered part of England's social fabric it was soon
organised in the new colony and the first meeting took place at Thebarton on New
Year's Day, 1838, scarcely a year after Proclamation. About 800 people attended
some 25 to 40 per cent of Adelaide's population to witness three matches and one
sweepstake race, all run in heats.3 Despite the un- Englishness of a blazing sun and a

dusty paddock, the meeting was a link with home, thousands of miles away.
For the next two decades or so, South Australian racing, both metropolitan and
country, continued to exhibit many of the characteristics of the English sport in its
traditional form.* Primarily the races were annual holiday events, designed to
provide some organised sport as the focal point of the community's relaxation.
Horse - racing was but one ingredient, albeit a major one, in a day of enjoyment.
Spectators came for the fun of the fair and, depending on the locality, could
anticipate refreshment booths, dancing facilities, roundabouts, Aunt Sallies,
cockshys and entertainments such as acrobats and jugglers. Moreover, at many
country meetings the horse -races would be interspersed with foot -races and other
athletic events. As far as can be ascertained, as in England, the meetings were
organised on the behalf of local notables who, though essentially providing the
races for their own horses, clearly saw that it was also a day out for the local
populace and that sponsorship and patronage could help cement their position in
the local hierarchy.
Although one and a half to two mile heats were the norm, races were organised
for horses of any age and parentage and there would be a variety of events including

hurdle and match races. This programme structure was dictated by the limited
supply of quality racehorses in the colony. Heats guaranteed at least two races
before the prize was won; hack races allowed non - thoroughbred horses to complete;

hurdle races brought in the hunters; consolation races for beaten horses, hurry skurries organised on the spot, and matches all helped stretch out the card; and all age and handicap events made races of what might otherwise have been one - sided,
Dr Wray Vamplew is Reader in Economic History at the Flinders University of South
Australia and author of Salvesen of Leith (Edinburgh, 1975), and The Turf: A Social and
Economic History of Horse. Racing (London, 1976).
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two or three horse processions. Nevertheless, despite these expedients, the absolute

shortage of horses meant that at meetings in 1850 the largest field on any day
averaged only four runners. By 1860, however, imports and the establishment of
studs within South Australia had raised the norm to between six and eight.5
Another problem to be faced by the race organisers was that of prize - money.
Matches meant that owners wagered against each other, possibly as a form of
conspicuous consumption. Sweepstakes too inferred that owners were racing for
each other's money, but added money was seen as necessary to tempt them to

,
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participate. Although resources in the colony were probably insufficient to finance
regular race - meetings, the annual or irregular nature of the events made it possible
to obtain sufficient support. Local dignitaries and politicians could be relied upon
for patronage. Subscription lists would also be taken to those who stood to benefit
financially from the meeting. As early as 1851 it was being argued that
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Hence publicans provided plates, butchers presented cups, and purses came from a
variety of tradesmen. Other money came from the rents paid by refreshment booth
proprietors, amusement stallholders, and by those entrepreneurs who erected
temporary grandstands. By the late 1850s, sums of five hundred sovereigns or so
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However, as in England at this time, no funds were raised directly from the
general public: unless they wished to use the stands and 3/6d was an effective
entry to the races was free. Restriction of access to the
socio- economic barrier
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stands and other select areas to those who paid was relatively easy; one or two burly

in 1856, declined to invite members of its predecessor to join them.10 This club was

10 guineas, with iO0'sovereigns added.
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no man of business, be he merchant or tailor ... can ... deny that our metropolitan races
are of very great importance to the trading community. The attraction which they
present to the country settlers causes such an influx of visitors with money ... that our

gatemen could see to that. But to do the same for the whole course would have
required wider enclosure and the expense of doing this would not have been
warranted by the potential returns from annual meetings. Whether more frequent
meetings would have been a justifiable economic proposition is debatable, but in
relative terms the economic indicators shown in Table One suggest that later in the.
century was a more propitious time.
Other problems which faced the early colonial turf enthusiasts were those of
some form of central control of racing and the establishment of a permanent home
for metropolitan racing. A Turf Club had been founded in August 1838 with the
purpose of 'encouraging racing and field sports'.? This club faded from the scene in
the 1840s and was superseded in 1849 by the first South Australian Jockey Club
(S.A.J.C.) which, in turn, was abandoned in 1855. It has been suggested that this
occurred because the S.A.J.C. membership was too upper class, but such an elite
composition does not appear to have been detrimental to either the English Jockey
Club or to other sporting institutions in South Australians Possibly the S.A. J.C. had
overstepped the mark financially as the inaugural St Leger meeting of 1855 had
added money of 535 sovereigns, a record for any South Australian race meeting to
that date.9 Certainly some dispute had taken place because the new S.A. J.C., set up
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note the variety of events and the use of heats.
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Table 1:

Year
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883

1884
1885
1886

South Australian Economic Indicators 1861 -1912*

Male Real
G.D.P. at
1910/11 prices Wage Index
1900 =1000
£000
6662
6697
6696
7649
7791

8177
8934
8257
8867
9222
10026
10419
12258
12013
13950
14111

14866
16185
17304
21414
17708
17832
18039
18824
17177
15913

532
557
554
546
497
520
594
597
586
605
637
641
631

600
607
792
727
719
800
787
801
815
826
791
852
895

1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907

1908/9
1909/10
1910/11
1911/12
1912/13

f000

1900 =1000

17308
18372
17702

919
770

20118
19687
17227

929
913
965

17747
18380
18173
18338
17368
19838

1021

22002
22612

1003
1000

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

28885
30449
32553
32174
33192
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right to exclude or remove undesirables, and the power to charge entry fees to an

Male Real
G.D.P. at
1910/11 prices Wage Index
Year
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793

1100
1040
930

930
955

Fuller details can be found in W. A. Sinclair, 'Gross Domestic Product of South Australia,
1861 - 1938/9', Flinders Working Papers in Economic History, no. 3 (Aug. 1981), and W.
Vamplew, 'Wages and Prices in South Australia 1838- 1900', Flinders Working Papers in
Economic History, no. 4 (forthcoming). The real wage index is provisional.

enclosed area- as well as the grandstand." However, possibly because of the
investment already made at the Parklands course, the Club continued to hold its
May meeting there. No doubt the financial difficulties of running meetings at two

different venues helped account for the demise of the Club in 1861. The new
S.A.J.C., which was formed later in that year, attempted to obtain a lease for the
Parklands course similar to that which they held for Thebarton, but, when this was
not forthcoming they decided to concentrate both meetings at Thebarton. Racing
did not cease in the Parklands. Paddy Coglin, one -time S.A.J.C. starter and owner
of the Rapid Bay Stud, stepped in.'4 So, at the close of the first twenty -five years of

racing in South Australia, there were two different organisers of metropolitan
meetings: the seeds of future rivalry had been sown.
Internal Rivalry 1863 -1887

Even when South Australian racing became more ambitious it still tended to
emulate English practice. Hence in 1855 Adelaide witnessed its first St Leger and in

1860 the inaugural South Australian Derby. Attitudes were changing, however,
and inter - colonial rivalry came to the fore in 1864 with the establishment of what
was to become South Australia's premier racing event, the Adelaide Cup. As an all age event and as a handicap (from 1868) it was more suited to South Australia than

the imitation classics modelled on English lines. Its inauguration was partly a
reaction to the Melbourne Cup, founded in 1861, and possibly may also have been
influenced by the transfer, in 1863, of the Lockleys stud from South Australia to the
more lucrative Victorian market. Certainly the £1,050 in added money at the first

Cup meeting was lauded in the South Australian press as
the first real and substantial inducement yet offered to sportsmen here to exercise care in
the breeding and training of their horses. Hitherto the stakes have been so small that, in a
majority of instances, the winners could only have gained a loss after the actual expenses
incurred had been deducted.'s

The money to be made from breeding increasingly became regarded as an
no more successful and in 1861 it too was dissolved. Despite their titles, these early

clubs were not concerned with controlling racing throughout the colony. Their
ambitions were limited to running an effective metropolitan meeting. If other
organisations wished to utilise the S.A.J.C. rules that was all well and good, but
such adherence was voluntary not compulsory. South Australian racing perhaps
was not yet widespread enough to require a controlling authority.

A more pressing problem at the time was the search for a permanent

metropolitan course. The annual Adelaide meeting had been switched to the East
Parklands" in 1846, but, although the City Council could permit racing, it had no
power to grant the S.A.J.C. a lease which would allow them to treat the course as

though it were private property.12 Hence not only was there no security of tenure for
the improvements made by the Club, but the public could not be kept off the course
or its facilities. Eventually in 1859 the S.A. J.C. took a lease of land at Thebarton on

which to organise the New Year meeting. Ironically the track was alongside a
boiling -down works which may have put the fear of glue into some previously
unpromising nags. In contrast to the Parklands, Thebarton offered a long lease, the

important by- product of racing in South Australia. Table Two shows that exports
of South Australian bred horses had increased substantially in the late 1850s and

early 1860s, but then fell away causing consternation amongst the breeding
fraternity. In 1870 Parliament was persuaded to revive the Queen's Plates which
had last been run in South Australia in 1858, but which were common elsewhere in
Australia as inducements to breed horses for endurance events. It was argued that

the one hundred guinea prizes would encourage breeders to import quality
bloodstock as there would be a racing, a military, and a farming market for the
offspring of stallions which had won a Queen's Plate.16 Whether the previous
absence of such subsidies was responsible for a relative shortage of runners is a
matter for conjecture, but certainly it was not till the 1870s that the S.A.J.C. was
able to abandon the use of heats. Nevertheless, even at that time handicaps still
dominated the racecards and races could be found for hacks, though hurry-skurries

and matches had practically disappeared."
Prize -money in the 1860s continued to come from traditional sources and the
majority of spectators still did not pay to watch their sport. Despite the growth in
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Table 2:
Year

Overseas

Value

Number

Total
Number
2
2
23
2

50
160
1700
140

36

930
5150
9368
17949
11410
11095
18339
10955
9414
9795
4087
4759
7015

121
17

4
35
3
7
3

83
18

28
27
20
19
31

25
44
14

24
49
64
54
45
106
122
107
124

204
299
757
1078

650
573
370
1020
461

612
1132
1340
2701

905
797
1114
1804
1937
1957
3675

4406

3070
3300
2315
460
2220
255
1289
3185
1907
795
815
1418
1408
1640

2530
2185
5130
11220
11340
23120
10200
41410
33446
20625
10640

330
365
247

6298
17719
9095
10635
10119
10740
8125
6610
2180
3964
6200
4108

131

1559

50

550
70
780

246
698
406
533
895
640
476
357
109

4

28
6
43
1

47
64
3

374

107

150

55
92
170

28225
26457
23016
13938
14128
11672
23412
13156
13612
16104
16875
36811
17428

190
170
126

3000
2900

300
350
272

6000

16545

3

23790
36106
55595
47558
68205
82845

2
100
64
495
324

2
1

1

4

36
215
189

659

137

150

80
380
3800

19785

263
702
441
536
902
643
559
385
357
385
266
162
75
48
42
24
55

1030
1280
500

5611

2176
625
50
535
2290
2065
45
45
1140
1035
6261
6705
13680

Value
(C)

(£)

(c)
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904

Year

The Export of Horses from South Australia, 1853 -1912
Within Australia
Value
Number

125
107

126
205
444
757
1248
776
573
670
1370
733
613
1136
1376

2916
1094

800
1116
1904
2001

2452
3999
5065
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4711
2967

2190
2600
2965
5130
11370
11714
23270
11330
42690
33946
20625
10720
20165
32025
26457
26016
16838
14128
17672
29023
15332
14237
16154
17400
39101
19493
16590

23835
37246
56630
53819
74910
96525
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Within Australia
Number
Value

Overseas

Number

(C)

1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912

1031
1321

82672
76983
69053
36262
44438

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

3737
3402
2250

Value

Total
Number

(C)

22
355
623
808
392
478
617
559

380
7054
14844
17149
8452
10677
13315
9248

Value
(C)

3759
3757
2873
1839
1713

83052
84037
83897
53411
52890

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Source: Calculated from data in South Australian Statistical Register.
Notes: Includes only those horses which were the product of South Australia.

the economy the Jockey Club executive was unable to maintain the level of prize money which it had offered in the euphoria surrounding the first Adelaide Cup. By
1868 the reward for winning the Cup itself had fallen from 500 to 200 sovereigns
and the total added money for the whole meeting was£630, some£400 below that of
1864.18

Possibly fund - raising difficulties were one reason why there were still problems

in establishing a permanent Jockey Club. That which had been set up in 1861
continued to race at Thebarton for the rest of the decade, but was wound up in 1869
with debts of over £800.19 Racing in South Australia at that time was described as
being in a 'woefully sick state' with the colony's 'good blood percolating through
to Victoria ... to more promising pastures' 20 Several attempts were made to revive

the club in order to 'maintain the reputation of South Australia as a field for the
introduction and raising of horses of a superior character' 21 All these efforts failed
as 'there were too many jealousies to strangle and old scores to be wiped out' 22
Clearly there were strong rivalries in South Australian racing circles. In 1865 an
attempt had been made to establish an Adelaide Turf Club as an alternative to the
S.A.J.C. and possibly it was members of this group, which included Coglin, who
held the meetings on the Old Course 23
After the demise of the S.A.J.C. the Autumn races at Thebarton continued for a
further year as a private speculation, but no Adelaide Cup was offered and the prize money raised was inadequate to attract sufficient entries of quality and only 400500 spectators attended the single day's events. The fixture was then abandoned and

the course used as a site for an extension of the boiling works. Coglin and his
associates fared only slightly better with a Queen's Birthday meeting at the Old
Course which attracted a crowd of between 1,500 and 2,000. Apparently gone were
the balmy days of the mid 1860s when 7,000 and more had watched the Adelaide
Cup.24

Racing in 1870 was at a low point: no Jockey Club, no Adelaide Cup, and only a
couple of racing fixtures with poor attendances. The situation was regarded as an
economic blow to the colony because racing here had `more of a business aspect
than it had in the old country'25 In England men with princely fortunes offered
special patronage to the sport by spending large amounts in breeding, training,
and racing their horses, but, although there were some wealthy owners in South
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for many owners, the
Australia, they were not that rich by English standards 26 and
auxiliary
to
the
promotion
of horse breeding.
turf in the colony was viewed as an
without the racecourse test
select
stock
for
breeding
and
The racetrack was used to
as a seal of merit customers might begin to look elsewhere.
racing undergo
From this nadir the next decade and a half saw South Australian
witnessed
the
foundation
of two new
a remarkable period of boom and bust. It
standard, and
metropolitan racing clubs, the creation of a new course of first -class
winding -up of both clubs
the introduction of the totalisator, but ended with the
of
racing
from
Adelaide.
and the virtual disappearance
but in 1871 a
Whether or not it was a reaction to the situation of 1870 is unknown, three day,
committee, similar in composition to the defunct S.A.J.C., organised a
Old Course with added money of 575 sovereigns.

eleven event meeting at the
people attended.
Economic circumstances were propitious and nearly 6,000 card to 13 races,
committee
expanded
the
1872
Encouraged by this success the
to the
including the reinstituted Adelaide Cup, and added 730 sovereigns
and added money
-day
fixture
was
held
with
17
races
stakemoney; and in 1873 a four
rather than
of 930 sovereigns. It was decided to put the committee on a permanent
established.
This one
an ad hoc basis and in July 1873 yet another S.A.J.C. was
shown in its
approach
than
its
predecessors
as
adopted a more businesslike
of the paying -out of
abandonment of the traditional settling -night dinner in favour
both the volume and
It
was
determined
to
expand
stakes in the Secretary's office.27
insufficient to
value of racing in the colony as it felt that the existing levels were
their
progeny,
being sold
prevent 'our most valuable sires and dams, together with
colonies,
where
large
prizes
were
open
to them
and going to enrich neighbouring
for competition' 28

course of its own
To facilitate this ambition the S.A. J.C. looked for a permanent
Council for a longnegotiated
with
the
Adelaide
City
and, with Thebarton gone,
Elder offered 160 acres
term lease of the Old Course. In the meantime, Sir Thomas S.A.J.C. Company.
of land for 'a racecourse at Morphettville to a newly- formed
as too much of a
Perhaps the S.A.J.C. regarded the company's choice of name the
company were
challenge, and initial approaches for the club to take shares in
fitting
comment that
firmly rejected. Eventually the two came to terms, but it was a
the Parklands
the
new
course
had
to
be
transferred
to
the first meeting scheduled for
being willing to pay for the
flooded,
the
result
of
neither
side
as Morphettville was
drainage system.29
S.A.J.C.
Despite the move to Morphettville and its acclaimed course, the
to
lease
of
the
Old
Course.
Their
attempts
continued to negotiate for a long -term
thwarted
by
opposition
secure a monopoly of metropolitan racing, however, were
and Blackler,
within the Council and instead a lease was granted to Messrs Ferry
the 'few
breeder.S°
Whether
these
two
were
among
respectively a trainer and a
meeting ih late
organised
a
relatively
unsuccessful
sporting gentlemen' who had
Year's Day meeting
1874 is not known, but certainly they promoted the 1878 New
and
also
that
of
the
following
year at which
which attracted some 6,000 spectators
formed
heading
the
committee
of
the
newly5,000 attended; and by 1880 they were
Old Course 91 Good
whose
headquarters
were
at
the
Adelaide Racing Club (A.R.C.)
and booth
attendances enabled the A.R.C. to obtain high bids for the amusement
continuing to be
the
flat
at
the
Old
Course
sites, a necessity in view of the entry to
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free to the public. In contrast all spectators at Morphettville were required to pay
for their admission: the grandstand cost ten shillings, the mound and enclosure five
shillings, and even the flat required a shilling. Nevertheless several meetings before
1879 were run at a loss.32 This changed with the legislation of the totalisator, which
was introduced on a trial basis in an effort to reduce gambling and its baneful
consequences, particularly among young men.

The battle for the totalisator had been long and hard S3 Its proponents had

argued that it would undermine the bookmakers, especially the 'greasy
blackguardism of Melbourne', and thus lessen the flow of money out of the state.
Moreover, the tote's insistence on cash transactions would reduce the number of
bankruptcies and suicides which stemmed from credit betting. Additionally the
tote would help keep racing honest as the proprietors of the tote, being guaranteed
their percentage, would be indifferent as to which horse won. And, of course, the
tote would assist the finances of racing.
Until 1879 the only direct contribution made by gambling to the sport on which
it thrived was the fees paid by bookmakers. The coming of the tote, however, shifted

the relationship between racing and gambling to a more symbiotic one. If the
public preferred the tote to the bookmakers then the racing clubs, which took a
percentage of the tote turnover, stood to benefit financially. The S.A.J.C. jumped
in quickly, but the A.R.C., whose executive supported the bookmaking interest,
initially refused to adopt the 'infernal machine'. Within a year the financial success
of the S.A.J.C. caused them to relent. From then on both clubs prospered s+ In 1881
totalisator turnover on the two metropolitan courses totalled £63,155 and in 1882
£97,153, of which the clubs retained 714 per cent.35 Even with up to a third of this
going on operating expenses the effect on prize -money was dramatic: that of the
A.R.C., for instance, jumped from £1,920 in 1879 to £8,822 in 1882.38
The main problem now appeared to be intercompany rivalry. Although some
racing men were members of both clubs, the committees were estranged and that of
the S.A.J.C. went on the offensive.37 It deliberately clashed its 1881 New Year
fixture with that of the A.R.C. but it lost out as 7,000 spectators went to the Old
Course but less than 2,000 to Morphettville.S8 Despite the arrangements which had
been made with the Glenelg Railway Company, Morphettville was regarded as an
out -of -town course. Moreover, the flat at the Old Course was still free. Unless the
S.A.J.C. could obtain a monopoly of the best dates it could be in trouble. Possibly
this was why the S.A.J.C. broached the question of amalgamation in 1882, but the

discussions were dropped when Mr Ferry 'intimated very plainly that his club
intended preserving their individuality'.S9
In the end neither club was able to preserve itself. By 1882 the opponents of
gambling had regrouped their forces sufficiently to begin a major campaign
against the tote. Their basic argument was that it had been introduced as an
experiment to reduce gambling and had failed to do so. They claimed, with support
from the police, that the totalisator had actually increased the volume of gambling

in South Australia. It had done little to harm the bookmakers as the minimum
totalisator bet was a pound and it functioned only in the grandstand and reserve
areas. In fact it had helped bookmakers by expanding the volume of racing: the
A.R.C. in particular was castigated for organising meetings simply to utilise the
tote. Moves in Parliament began to cast a shadow over racing and soon the shadow
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Table 3: Statistics of Metropolitan Racing, 1888 -1912

became substance. In 1882 the use of the tote was restricted to eight days per course

and in 1883, partly due to the influence of the Congregationalists in Parliament,
without the
the tote was made illegal from June 1884.4° Racing was in trouble for
they
had been
tote the clubs could not maintain the level of prize -money which
the
pre
-tote
situation
as
bookmaking
offering. Moreover, there was no returning to
there to
too was declared illegal in any public place. Without gambling what was
itself
up in
attract the public? Metropolitan racing collapsed. The S.A.J.C. wound

December 1884, but, as entries had already been accepted for the 1885 Adelaide Cup,
into
that event had to be held at Flemington in Victoria. Morphettville itself passed
Company
and
was
later
sold
to
a
Sylvester
the hands of the Queensland Mortgage

Browne" The A.R.C., by this time only nominally a club and in reality run by

Blackler and Ferry, held New Year and Birthday Cup fixtures in 1885 but then too
dissolved as the attendances did not justify the continuance of meetings. A few days
racing were held on the Old Course by the South Australian Licensed Victuallers'
Association, but for most practical purposes metropolitan racing had ceased 42
The decline in racing was not without economic consequences. Several
gentlemen and squatters left the colony to pursue their amusement elsewhere,

taking their wealth with them; sales of South Australian bred horses declined
(though with a lag because some studs were put on the market); railway and

for their corn
steamer traffic was adversely affected; farmers were deprived of sales
already
depressed
labour
market.
and hay; and stablehands were thrown on to an
between
£100,000
and
£200,000
per
annum,
All in all the losses were estimated at
G.D.P.
by
over
a
percentage
point:
of
more
enough at the higher estimate to lower
than marginal significance to an economy suffering from a slump 45
The Great Revival 1888 -1912
Thanks to the election of 1887 which cleared out some of the anti -tote personnel
On
and to political lobbying by R. C. Baker, the totalisator was reinstituted in 1888.
the day that the Act was passed, 19 September 1888, a new, and this time permanent,

Jockey Club was set up with Baker as chairman. Its committee personally

guaranteed the £1,200 annual rent to Sylvester Browne, the owner of Morphettville,

and were also guarantors for a bank overdraft of £6,000. Shortly afterwards a

revitalised A.R.C. emerged from the chrysalis of the Licensed Victuallers'

Association.44 The way was open for racing to boom, which as Table Three shows,

it did, though there were fluctuations around the generally upward trend.
An obvious influence on the fortunes of racing was the state of the economy. The
annual reports of both the S.A. J.C. and the A.R.C. stressed that racing could not be
expected 'to be in a position different to that of any other undertaking in South
Australia'.45 On the participation side fluctuations in Stock Exchange and in
pastoral activities seem to have had the most effect on ownership, whereas tote
revenue and gatemoney were most influenced by the state of metropolitan
employment.
It was the totalisator which brought in most money to the clubs and here there
that the
was the influence of further legislation46 The main initial problem was
illegal in
of
oncourse
betting.
Bookmaking
was
still
tote did not have a monopoly
public places, but no -one was certain whether racecourses came under this
description. Until 1893 both the S.A.J.C. and the A.R.C. allowed bookmakers to
The
operate, though they charged them ten guineas per annum for the privilege.
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Season'

Days

1888
1889
1890

4

1891

7

1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898

14
14
14
14
15
18

1899
1900

22
22

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912

22
24

Source:

Note:

8
7

23

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
26

Races

Totalisator Attendance at the
Adelaide Cup

Runners2 Prize -Money Turnover
(f)
U)
2260

25070
108024
131655
148033

22
47
42
42

223
474
461
514

11475
14830
16525

84
84

506
487
497
553
611
742
1905

15140
15045
16515
17980
19230
19390
19710

118455
172208
178505
212695
208791

143
143
144
147
150
152
152
150
149
158
157
155
155

1782
1557
1580
1922
1550

21265
20280
19910
21445
21450

1951

19055
18795
18920

171

2931

226925
217426
224953
213506
173473
151500
166739
163502
223646
289352
303653
357353
416008
452600

84
84

90
108
139

2027
2107
2251
2293
2320
2506
2675

20040
24140
26600
29490
32500
37530

201168
240030

7- 10,000
10,000+

'record'
slightly more
than 1890
'largest ever'
'immense'
c. 11,000
several '000
at least 10,000

'largest for a
long time'
'large'
'big'
'excellent'
'crowded'
'good'
10,000 -

record
12,000

'poor'
13- 14,000

'large'
c. 20,000 record
c. 30,000 record
25- 30,000

Calculated from Totalisator Books ofS.A.J.C. Adelaide Cup Attendances from the
Register.
1. Year beginning 1 August.
2. In order to avoid the tedious job of counting individual runners in the Racing
Calendar, the more accessible figures of final acceptors was used as a proxy for
runners. Sampling suggested that there was no great error in doing this. In a few

instances only nomination figures were available so the ratio of acceptances to
nominations for the rest of the meeting was applied.

Police Commissioner then decided that bookmaking at a racecourse was illegal and

placed an obligation on the clubs to prevent it happening. Credit betting 'on the
nod' did not make their task easy, though in 1907 they were allowed to eject persons

on 'reasonable grounds of being involved in betting'. In the meantime some
bookmakers had been encouraged by the clubs to become on- course totalisator
agents by an offer of 1'% per cent commission. Others began to operate as tote agents
in the streets, but soon graduated to operating tote systems of their own without any
reference to that at the course. They attracted customers who did not want to pay a

course admission fee; who wanted to bet in amounts smaller than the new
minimum of five or ten shillings at the official tote; and who wished to bet for a
place rather than accept the win -only situation which existed at the tote till 1907. In
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(Members' Extra Lady's Ticket, 5s.)
..

...

...

10s.

the A.R.C. resolved to register with the S.A.J.C. and thus accept its authority on
racing matters 47 All other metropolitan clubs followed suit.98 The major problem

... 2s. 6d. extra

was with the country clubs. In 1891 the S.A.J.C. decided to publish a Racing

CARRIAGE PADDO C11

Calendar of registered meetings in order to control the large number of small race meetings `which are not calculated to do good'.49 To be registered meetings not

only had to be run totally under the rules of the S.A.J.C., but, if the course was

Members' Coachmen by Special Tickets.

Drivers of Vehicles

purportedly had 800 members. Legislation of 1907 which extended the definition of
a place finally put paid to these off - course challengers to the race track tote.
The old problems of control, horses and prize -money were solved in this period.
The new S.A.J.C. was permanent and was able to centralise its control over South
Australian racing, though not without a challenge or two. As early as January 1889

.. 2s. 6d.

CHILDREN UNDER 12...
SADDLING ENCLOSURE
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1897 further legislation specifically prohibited tote agents, but several of them
then inaugurated totalisator clubs, claiming that these were in a similar legal
position to the more prestigious Tattersalls or Adelaide Clubs where gambling was
carried on unmolested. In reality they bore more resemblance to the Black Hole of
Calcutta: one `club' with two rooms each measuring 14 feet by 20 feet had a
membership of over 1,000 and another, with only one room 12 feet by 17 feet,

1&DIVIISSION.
GRAND STAND
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.

5s.

... 2s. 6d.

DERBY STAND

within 25 miles of Adelaide, at leastC200 prize money had to be given for each day's
racing, or if it was between 25 and 50 miles, f150 had to be found. Elsewhere smaller

amounts were required, but all meetings were subject to a rule which limited
entrance fees from individual owners in any race to less than 5 per cent of the prizemoney offered. The blunt instrument to enforce this policy was that participants at
any unregistered meeting were to be banned from official racing all over Australia.
A spate of disqualifications followed. Initially most of these were rescinded, but,
after a few warnings, the rule was applied firmly. The result was a dramatic fall in

the number of registered clubs from 84 in 1892/93 to 38 in 1896/97 and in the
number of official days racing from 124 to only 58. The decrease was accentuated by

TICKETS to be HORN CONSPICUOUSLY
So as to be plainly visible to the Officials of the Club.

50. TOTALIZATOR TICKETS

the agrarian depression, but, even at the height of pre -war racing prosperity in
1911/12, there were just 62 clubs and 104 days of official racing.5o
The licensing of jockeys in order to control their conduct brought little reaction
from the racing community; not so the extension of the licensing system to trainers
in 1903.51 The recipients of the S.A.J.C. legislation, particularly those owners who

were also trainers, objected to being placed on the same status as professional
jockeys. Moreover, the trainers were angry that the rules had been introduced
without any consultation with the Association of Owners and Trainers of South
Australia.
This Association had already challenged the authority of the S.A.J.C. over the

ISSUED AND PAYABLE IN

issue of the number of days racing which the Club would sanction. In particular the
S.A.J.C. refused to allow the Port Adelaide Racing Club to race at its Cheltenham

DERBY STAND ENCLOSURE ONLY.

course on as many days as the totalisator legislation would have permitted. The

S.A.J.C.'s fears were, first, that an extension of metropolitan racing might
stimulate the opponents of the tote to campaign again for its repeal, and, second,
that the public might become satiated with racing and thus reduce their spending
on the totalisator.52 After the Port Adelaide request had been rejected for five

J. H. £herring & Co., Printers, 42, Currie Street, Adelaide.
Costs of Admission to Victoria Park 1898

there was no charge for the flat.

successive years the Association took up the cudgels in 1901. Its spokesman claimed
to represent 98 per cent of the owners and trainers in the metropolitan area and said
that they were willing to take the risk as presently there was 'insufficient racing ... to
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pay the expenses of keeping horses'.53 The adamant refusal of the S.A.J.C. to give
ground led to a boycott by owners of the New Year meeting of 1902 which forced the
S.A.J.C. to cancel the event. The almost immediate result was that the owners and
trainers got their way and the S.A. J.C. granted two extra days racing; one to the Port
Adelaide club and the other to the South Australian Tattersalls Club which raced at
Morphettville. A second result of the conflict was a new S.A.J.C. rule which gave
them permission to call off a meeting without default should there be a conspiracy
to scratch runners.54 The reaction of the Association was to organise a partially
successful second boycott and to threaten a third. However, despite reservations

29
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about the conspiracy clause, this threat galvanised the A.R.C. to support the
S.A.J.C. and the Association was persuaded to back down. It accepted that 'there
must be some body in the state which controls racing'.55
This was the last attempt to usurp the authority of the S.A.J.C. before the First
World War. All other disputes were continuations of an old sore, the selection of

t' e,

.
to

d;

dates for race meetings. Every club wanted a public holiday for naturally
attendances would be higher if the populace was not at work: a great debate ensued
when Queen Victoria died as the Monarch's Birthday and Accession Day holidays
changed. The discussion, however, never became a challenge to the S.A.J.C. as the
premier club held the trump card in that its own major event, the Adelaide Cup,

was not held on a proclaimed holiday.
The number of horses was no longer a problem. The average number of runners
per race at metropolitan meetings in season 1890/91 was 11.0, rising to 16.1 by
1910/11.56 Indeed it is ironic that entries of two, three or four horses, which caused

the abandonment of the meeting during the owners and trainers dispute, would
have satisfied race organisers half a century before.
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With the commission from the tote turnover, prize -money too had diminished as
a problem. In successive quinquenia from 1898/99 the commission received by the
A.R.C. averaged £5,934, £6,257 and £12,525 per season. Gatemoney and other
receipts dependent upon crowd attendance also rose: corresponding figures were
£4,491, £4,180 and £7,057.57 This increase in interest in racing in the immediate prewar period is also reflected in the record crowds at the Adelaide Cup meeting.5e

Not all the extra income went in prizes. Although the S.A.J.C. had not been
instituted for gain', there were several claims on its funds as well as prize- money.59

Facilities had to be provided for club members and the public 'on whom racing
depended' also had to be considered.ó0 Hence Morphettville was purchased for
£12,000 in 1894 and £8,000 spent on improvements in the next three years so that
'there was no course in the country, or perhaps in the world, better fitted and
equipped for the needs of its patrons and members'.61 Moreover, given past
experiences, reserve funds had to be accumulated to provide 'a nestegg in case of
emergency' and 'they had at all times to give preference to the financial stability of
the club'.62

Nevertheless, owners did gain. The prize -money offered at S.A.J.C. meetings
increased from £4,980 in 1889/90 to £11,125 by 1912/13. At the same time the
proportion of this which was raised from the owners themselves declined from 32.7
per cent to 19.2 per cent. The A.R.C. gave owners a similar deal. Prize -money
increased from (5,275 in 1889/90 to£13,100 in 1912/13 and the proportion coming
from the owners fell from 31.7 per cent to 23.9 per cent.63 Not only the wealthy
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owners benefitted. In 1899, in order to help the less rich owners, the S.A.J.C.
introduced a policy of a fixed proportion of the prize -money going to the second
and third place horses. A similar motive lay behind their rejection of a proposal for
sweepstakes to be used more extensively as this would have cost owners more than
the conventional nomination and acceptance system.64
In three - quarters of a century South Australian racing had changed

substantially. Adelaide itself now boasted three permanent racecourses, at
Cheltenham, Morphettville, and Victoria Park, which hosted twenty -six days
racing a year with six or more organised races on each card: a contrast to the heats
and matches in that dusty paddock at Thebarton seventy -five years previously.
Whether South Australian racing was yet an industry is debatable, but certainly

there was a higher degree of commercialisation within racing than at any time
before.65 In 1912 it offered a living to 184 trainers and employment to 235 jockeys

and several hundred stable lads. Moreover, it had spawned a breeding industry.
Overseas exports of South Australian horses averaged £7,670 per annum in the first
decade of the twentieth century and sales to other states averaged £51,705. To this
must be added sales within South Australia: an average of £2,541 at thoroughbred
auction sales and an unknown quantity of private transactions and sales of half bred stock. There had also been a shift of the virtually parasitic relationship of
gambling with racing to one of symbiosis. Racing and the totalisator flourished
together. Tote turnover at metropolitan meetings in 1912/13 totalled £452,600 of
which the racing clubs took 7'A per cent or £33,945. Moreover, the state government

also siphoned of 2% per cent: possibly the introduction of the tax on turnover in
1902 signals the recognition that racing had become a business! The contribution
of racing to the South Australian economy is incalculable but, if credence is given
to the estimates made for the early 1880s when metropolitan tote turnover was some
85 per cent less, prize -money some 60 per cent less and the number of days racing 50

per cent less than that of 1912/13, it must have been substantially above the
£l00,000- £200,000 cited at that time. Clearly by 1912 the commercial aspects of
South Australian racing stretched well beyond the refreshment booths.

..
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1. I am grateful to the South Australian Jockey Club for granting access to their records, to
the A.R.G.C., the Australian National University and Flinders University for financial

assistance, and to Morag Clay, Jane Murray, Chris Paino, Catherine Uhlmann, and
Janice Vamplew for research help. A useful introduction to the topic was M. D. A.
Thomson, The Development of the South Australian Racing Industry' (B.A. Hons
thesis, University of Adelaide, 1969). This paper is concerned primarily with flat- racing

and thus does not deal with Adelaide's major social race meeting, the Great Eastern
Steeplechase day at Oakbank. Moreover, the nature of the source material has led to a
concentration upon metropolitan racing, but it should be noted that the sport, like the
population, was centralised in Adelaide. A more quantitative analysis can be found in
Problems of Research: The South Australian Jockey Club archives after the fire of 1979.
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RUTH SCHUMANN

families. For a long time, too, various literary societies had existed to further the
education and improve the social confidence of Catholic youths. Generally led by
the clergy and better - educated laymen, such societies attracted the support of the

`CHARITY, WORK, LOYALTY'

more ambitious youths of the urban parishes. But clerical leadership did not

THE CATHOLIC WOMEN'S LEAGUE IN
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

attempt to provide organisations to cater for the social and intellectual aspirations
of Catholic women.
In most parishes there were religious sodalities or prayer groups which Catholic

women could join
the Children of Mary for girls and single women or the
Sodality of the Sacred Heart for those who had embraced the marriage state.

A paper presented at the Society's seminar on 'South Australian Religious History',
18 September 1982

Otherwise, women could assist in local church fund- raising, or devote themselves
to the relief of poverty by joining one of the two Adelaide conferences of the Ladies
Society of St Vincent de Paul. This was the extent of possible involvement outside
their homes.
Education in convent schools, where they were taught to model themselves on

RUTH SCHUMANN

the Blessed Virgin, chaste, obedient and self- effacing, did little to encourage
worldly confidence in the average Catholic girl. Second only to Mary as a model
were the nuns themselves. They had renounced the lure of worldly pleasures to

In October 1914 the establishment of the Catholic Women's League, in Adelaide,
marked the first challenge issued by Catholic women in South Australia against

their traditionally subservient role in both church and society. The timing was
opportune. In serving the needs of a society at war members of the Catholic
Women's League also served the needs of their own church helping to upgrade
its image from that of a disinterested minority group to one inspired by patriotism
and British loyalty.

become symbolic brides of Christ and were thus seemingly on a higher plane than
ordinary women. Many Catholic girls who remained in the outside world did so,

therefore, with a sense of having chosen the lesser path to salvation. It is
understandable, then, that Catholic women, generally low in social status and less
confident than others, were slower to organise themselves than women of other
denominations. Without clerical leadership, an educated, self- confident, middle -

Catholics in South Australia, like those in other parts of Australia, were
predominantly of Irish birth or descent, and they occupied the lower strata of

class was a prerequisite to the establishment of a collective Catholic feminine
identity.
By the early twentieth century several groups of church women were already

society. However, they were proportionately fewer in South Australia 14 per cent
in 1911 compared with a national average of 23 per cent.' Consequently, they had
always been less aggressive than other Australian Catholics and, in reality, had
tried hard to fit into the wider community. However, even in the generally tolerant
religious climate of South Australia, the growth of the Irish Home Rule Movement
had effectively separated the sympathies of many Catholics from those of their
English Protestant neighbours. In addition, unpopular papal edicts, and a clergy
intent on a policy of defensive separatism, had widened the gap between Catholics
and the general community.
Lack of money and status had always debarred the majority of Catholics in South
Australia from participating in the social life of the elite. However, in the early

active in South Australia. Following trends in America and England, the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, the Presbyterian Women's Missionary Union and
an Anglican organisation, the Mothers' Union, had all been formed by 1895. There
was also the Young Women's Christian Association which, like the Young Men's
Christian Association, was supported by funds from prominent South Australian
businessmen and philanthropists. By 1913 the Y.W.C.A. had opened a hostel for
girls and, in 1914, was providing various classes for women physical culture,
science of womanhood, bible and mission studies, singing and tennis. It is evident
from the support that they received that church organisations were important to
Australian women, offering as they did, opportunities for meetings and discussions

twentieth century the impact of 'superior' schools, run by imported religious
orders, could be seen in a more educated strand of Catholics born in the colony.
Because there were so few Catholics in public life, those who belonged to a

outside the limits of home and parish circles. Without such groups the latent
interests and talents of -knany women of the period would have remained

profession, or managed to enter parliament, merited considerable prestige among

their own community. In addition, their goodwill was sought by bishops and
clergy, who often depended to a marked degree on their generosity and professional
advice or influence.
Since the middle of the nineteenth century the Hibernian Australasian Catholic
Benefit Society had been the dominant lay Catholic organisation. It provided for
the social needs of Catholic men, as well as giving some financial security to their

Ruth Schumann is a postgraduate student in History at the Flinders University of
South Australia.
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undeveloped.
It was, however, the effect of World War I on Australian society which acted as a
catalyst for the organisation of Catholic women in South Australia. In August 1914
the outbreak of war in Europe had initiated a flurry of activity from almost every
organised group in the state. To be uninvolved was to appear disloyal to King and
Empire. But reports of Catholic activity were missing. Although it was important
to many Catholics to demonstrate loyalty to Britain no appropriate organisation
for doing so existed. The opportunity was soon seized by a small group of middle class Catholic women, all with good reasons for wishing to upgrade the Catholic
image in the community. On 25 October, in St Francis Xavier's Hall, Wakefield
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Street, Adelaide, an inaugural meeting of 150 potential members unanimously
agreed to establish the Catholic Women's League.2 At this time there was only one

other such organisation in Australia, the Catholic Women's Association, which
had been founded in Sydney in 1910 with a membership of five.3
The founder of the League in South Australia, Miss Betty Leaworthy, was an
intensely patriotic Englishwoman, a pro- conscriptionist during the later national
referendums, and a convert to Catholicism. She said later:
... the sudden demand for Belgian relief work enabled a dream of some years standing to
be realised ... the desire having arisen through reading an article in the English Crucible

of 1909 .... war work ... afforded us an opportunity to begin our new society for coordinating the social activities of Catholic women.4

Mrs P. McMahon Glynn, First President of the League.
(C. W.L. Magazine, vol. 1, no. 8, Dec. 1935)

The original constitution of the League gives as its motto 'Charity, Work, Loyalty'.
Its formal objects were: 'To unite Catholic women in a bond of common fellowship
for the promotion of religious and intellectual interests and social work' .5
It is likely that Lady Galway, Catholic wife of the Protestant governor, Sir Henry
Galway, played a significant part in persuading the traditionally minded Catholic
bishops to grant permission for the League's formation. It is likely that pressure
also came from three South Australian Catholic men in the political world. (There

Miss Betty Leaworthy, Founder of the League in South Australia in 1914. She later became Matron of
the League Hostel. (C. W.L. Magazine, vol. 1, no. 8, Dec. 1935)

was Irishman, Patrick McMahon Glynn, and two South Australian -born men,
James Vincent O'Loghlin and Laurence O'Loughlin, all with long careers in state
or federal politics.) The presence of their wives, Abigail McMahon Glynn, Blanche
O'Loghlin and Mrs Laurence O'Loughlin, at the inaugural meeting of the League,

suggests that political as well as other interests were to be served by its
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establishment. Dr Robert Spence, O.P., the new co- adjutor Archbishop of
Adelaide, who gave permission for the League's foundation, later proved himself to
be as conservative as his superior, Archbishop John O'Reily, in his view of what

Catholic women should be allowed to do. But, in wartime, Catholic loyalty to
Britain needed to be visible in the community and he, as well as the few lay people
at the top, was quick to realise it. Patrick McMahon Glynn, a lawyer as well as a

federal politician, had addressed a Liberal rally in Sydney before the federal
election in September 1914: '... I am an Irishman and a home ruler to the backbone,

but when the Empire is in danger, Nationalist and Unionist stand shoulder to
shoulder and march one way ...'.6
During her time in South Australia (which coincided with World War I) Lady
Galway was one of the foremost leaders of women in the state. At the outbreak of
war she had immediately established a branch of the Red Cross and begun working
for the relief of Belgian refugees. She was a highly intellectual woman as well as an
energetic one, publishing several literary works during her life, including her own
memoirs, The Past Revisited. The Lady Galway Belgium Book, a collection of
essays written for her by public personages, was published in South Australia free
of cost, and sold in aid of the Belgium Relief Fund. As a Catholic, Lady Galway was

unable to take the position which traditionally belonged to the Governor's lady,
that of president of the Anglican organisation, the Mothers' Union. She became,
instead, an unofficial patron of the Catholic Women's League, giving Catholic
women new status and an éntree into the elite circle which gathered at Government
House to organise the work of voluntary helpers. Her departure from Adelaide in
December 1918 was the occasion of gracious regret on both sides. Farewelling her
on behalf of the Catholic Women's League, Mrs McMahon Glynn expressed 'deep
sorrow at your departure ... and gratitude for all that you have done for us during
your stay in South Australia'.' In reply, Lady Galway referred to the 'zealous
support' given to her by the League, and to herself as a 'fellow- worker in the days of
the Great War'.8

Leadership of the Catholic Women's League remained almost entirely the
.

ll

prerogative of middle -class women. While its founder, Betty Leaworthy, was the
first honorary secretary, the inaugural president was Abigail McMahon Glynn,
+

,t'$

herself the daughter of a wealthy Melbourne businessman, John Dynon. An
educated and well travelled woman, she had been favoured on one of her overseas
trips with a private audience with Pope Leo XIII, at which she conversed with him
in French. Her long involvement with the League (she remained its first president

until retirement in 1926 because of ill health) indicates that she was glad to
establish for herself an Adelaide identity apart from that of politician's wife and
mother of a large family. At her retirement the presidency of the League passed to
Blanche O'Loghlin, who remained in office for six years.9
Parish meetings to establish branches of the League in local districts were
described as 'gatherings of principal Catholic ladies "0 in other words they came

from middle or at least lower middle -class families. It is significant that at
The Most Rev. Robert W. Spence, O.P., D.D., Archbishop of Adelaide and Patron of the League
(C.W.L. Magazine, vol. 1, no. 1, Christmas 1933)

Thebarton, a totally working -class district, no gathering was allowed by the stern

Irish priest in charge, Father John Healy." Nevertheless, Thebarton was
represented on the first League committee by Mrs Mary Zeltner, an orphan
educated by the Sisters of St Joseph, an ex- governess and daughter -in -law of early
German settlers. Her presence on the committee reflects the deferential support of
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the ordinary women who made up the majority of League membership. She, too,
would have had an obvious interest in demonstrating British patriotism at a time
when there was general antipathy towards German names and ancestry.
A significant feature of the League between 1914 and 1950 is the extent to which
single educated women, the majority of them teachers, were responsible for its
vitality. From 1914 until the post -World War II period these were among its most
able and dedicated leaders, holding office for several years at a time. For example,
Miss Rose Donnelly was general secretary for 13 years, vice - president for four and
president from 1937 until her death in 1938.12 Another single woman, Miss Anne
Flaherty, was chairman of the hostel board for 18 years. In 1935, four out of the five
executives on the Council were spinsters, as were three out of five convenors of
major League activities.
By March 1916 the League boasted a membership of 959, an increase of 639 per
cent on its inaugural membership." This reflected both the desire of women
generally to be involved outside home and parish and the attachment to Empire
shared by a substantial number of Catholic families. At the first annual general
meeting of the League, Archbishop Spence expressed his own satisfaction:
... the work done for patriotic funds ... had placed the Catholic body in South Australia
in a position it had never held before ... any national organisation ... could come to the
Catholic Women's League, from whom they would expect a great deal of help, and from
whom, he was glad to know they would get it .... It was a great comfort to him to be able
to congratulate the League upon the building of the Keswick Recreation Hall ... that was
an effort that would bring glory on the League."

Later in the year a Jesuit priest, Father Connell, commented: He was glad the
League had taken its part in such work, for they must admit that Catholics,
whatever they had done individually, had not collectively taken their due share of
civic work'."
It was this image of Catholics that the League had set out to counteract. The years
1914 -18 were filled with Red Cross work, knitting and sewing for soldiers, hospital
visiting, fund - raising. There was an astonishing proliferation of badge - selling
days Australia Day, Wattle Day, Navy Day, Red Letter Day, Violet Day, French
Comforts Day, Bird Button Day to name only a few. All these activities helped to

break down sectarian barriers, at least at the level of leadership, by bringing
organisers into constant and friendly contact with women of all denominations.
The outstanding contribution of Catholic women during World War I was the

erection of the Recreation Hut at Keswick Hospital for returning soldiers.
Officially opened in 1916, this Hut was paid for by money raised by the Catholic

Women's League and furnished by the State Schools Patriotic Fund.16 This
example of co- operation between Catholics and government school authorities is
understandable in terms of the considerable number of League members who were
also teachers in the state school system.
The foundation of St Mary's Hostel, primarily but not exclusively for Catholic
girls, was another work begun during the war years. Like the Y.W.C.A. Hostel, it
was intended to provide a protective environment for young girls forced to leave
home to work or undertake specialised training in the city.' However, the
isolationist policy of the Catholic church was also reflected in the desire of Catholic
women to provide an essentially Catholic environment. St Mary's was to be a

shelter for the delicate faith of youth, protecting it from the harsh winds of
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secularism or the persuasive breeze of Protestant proselytism. Begun as a

philanthropic work, rather than a self- supporting institution, the hostel provided
an important community service until its closure in 1972, as young people turned
more and more to flat life. During the depression years it remained open to cater for
a lone band of society's outcasts, for example 'three unemployed domestics with
no other homes, one deserted wife from overseas, one orphaned lady, slightly
subnormal, one orphaned girl awaiting apprenticeship'." However, during World
War II the hostel, now sometimes quaintly referred to as St Mary's Munitions
Hostel, was extended by government loan to cater for country girls coming to
Adelaide to work in war -time factories."
When hostilities in Europe ceased, in 1918, the League's civic involvement
lessened. But energies unleashed during a period of frenetic wartime activity
needed a new outlet. Hence League members quickly involved themselves in
Catholic charities and parish work in the way envisaged by Spence when he had
said:
... with the cessation of war, [and] the need for patriotic efforts ended, the League would

be able to turn its attention to home charitable institutions... 20

However, Catholic women of the period, confident in their own deep faith, were
not as isolationist as their spiritual leaders. Spence was wary of social intercourse
between Catholic women and those of other denominations, fearing 'the thin end
of the wedge' in a combined social involving the Y.W.C.A.21 However, the League
established a rapport with the mild social activists of the day. They sent delegates to
meetings of the Women's Non -party Political Association and participated in
various other joint Christian activities a committee of institutions interested in
girls' welfare, discussions on the plight of Indians employed by the Colonial Sugar
Refining Company, the establishment of the Travellers' Aid Society. But, above all,
they were committed to the preservation of their own religious and moral values
and to the alleviation of social distress.
... we hope to form a body that can be self reliant in the van of progress and capable of
upholding Catholic principles in an age of crumbling ethics and insidious doctrines.
We want organisations working amongst us which will help our youngpeople to realise
the joy of service, and we must never lose sight of the fact that the basis of a useful life
must be set in the home "

The 1920s and 1930s saw the heyday of involvement by League members in
charitable and community, work, in social gatherings and fund -raising activities.
They thrived on social problems. During the postwar migration of the 1920s they
aimed at becoming surrogate mothers to young Catholics coming on their own to
South Australia. The depression years again brought the Leaguerepresentation on
the Lord Mayor's Relief Fund, the Committee for
various civic committees
Crippled Children and the Christmas Help Fund. There were, too, soup kitchens to
be provided at the poorer Catholic schools, 'Pound Days' for the home for the aged
run by the Little Sisters of the Poor at Glen Osmond, fete stalls for Catholic
orphanages. In addition, a registry was set up to try to find work for unemployed
Catholic women and an Opportunity Shop was established to subsidize the hostel
expenses "
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In the beginning this latter venture was left to general members whose pleasure
and interest in it arose from helping the `poor distressed souls' who shopped there,
rather than with its profit making potential. The Women's Page of the Southern
Cross, in the manner of the times, sentimentalised the role of Opportunity Shop
helpers:
... her sad lot made much brighter by the social intercourse with good Catholic women
who were ever anxious to inculcate by sympathy and gentleness, a brighter spirit, and
self - respect, and desire to carry on for a while longer, hoping the dark clouds would soon
be left far behind them.24

However, the Council of the League had a businesslike approach which was at
variance with the generally domestic image of charity workers. Executives checked
on the law regarding the sales of second -hand and new items, obtained a reduction

in rent and set about acquiring stock through the free publicity given in the
Southern Cross. The Shop and the League's unemployment Registry co- ordinated

their efforts to assist the unemployed. Miss Leaworthyr a teacher at a business
college during this period, was concerned that girls should have new clothes in
which to seek interviews, and urgent needs were supplied from shop funds.
Leaders of the Catholic Women's League also interested themselves in girls at
Catholic schools, widening their horizons by introducing them to the Girl Guides
Association and establishing junior branches of the League at several convent
schools. It was anticipated that these latter groups would provide for the adult
League the leaders of the future.
It is evident that early Ieaders of the League were eager for involvement at every

level. In 1916, while on a visit to London, Abbie McMahon Glynn personally
visited the London Catholic Women's League and obtained permission to use their

1

badge design. From then onwards there was regular contact between the South
Australian and the English organisations, particularly during the immigration
from Britain after World War I. In 1919 the League became affiliated with the
newly established Travellers' Aid Society, in 1920 with the National Council of
Women and, in 1922, with the Girl Guides Association. In 1928 the Australian
Federal Council of Catholic Women was established and, ten years later, this
organisation became affiliated with the international association now known as
the World Union of Catholic Women's Organisations.25
Social functions, large and small, gave Catholic women a chance to develop, and
demonstrate, their abilities as hostesses and their knowledge of church and official

protocol. 'Briliant' entertainments celebrated events important in the Catholic
world. For instance, in the centenary year of the state, 1936, church and civic
dignitaries were entertained at an evening reception in the Australia Hall, to
celebrate the Catholic Education Congress held in November. (Gold lettered
invitations were sent to important personages, black and white to ordinary guests.)
In 1937 an afternoon reception, again in the Australia Hall, welcomed to Adelaide
the wife of the Catholic Prime Minister, Joseph Lyons. Dame Enid's address to

League members was the highlight of the day. It touched on 'many points and
places of distinctly Catholic interest with anecdotes of Catholic personalities,
priests and writers'.26
i.

While Abbie McMahon Glynn and Blanche O'Loghlin held the presidency of
the League, the deference which always underlay the relationship between laity
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and clergy was unobtrusive, giving way before the self- confidence of women whose

social position was secure. However, as single women began to assume the

dominant role in leadership, episcopal direction was sought in a way foreign to the
earlier independent spirit of the League. During the 1930s it began to measure itself
more definitively against ecclesiastical ideas regarding Catholic organisations.
Renewed inspiration for aspiring women leaders in the church had come from the

call to Catholic Action, defined by Pope Pius XI as being 'for the defence of

religious and moral principles, for the development of a sane and beneficient social
action under the direction of the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy ... to restore Catholic life
in the family and in society ....'27 At the Annual General Meeting of the League in
May 1938, the president, Rose Donnelly, expressed the League's willing
compliance: 'whether we as a League will be called on for special service is for His
Grace to decide, and we are his obedient daughters... '.28
Nevertheless, at the beginning of World War II the League still had a perception
of itself as a dynamic organisation important to the success of a Christian- oriented
postwar society. An interstate conference of Catholic women, held in Adelaide in
1941, adopted the theme 'Social and Moral Reconstruction After the War'. Various
papers reflect the desire of Catholic women leaders to be part of the planning for a
better society, not mere domestic figures in the background. A paper by Mrs Robert
Healy, B.A., of Adelaide, entitled 'Rights and Obligations of the Family in Social
Reconstruction', demonstrated one of the primary concerns of Australians during
the war years
the right of the worker to security of employment. Another paper,
by Betty Leaworthy, stressed the need for co- operation between people working in
related industries 29 Thus Catholic women in South Australia tried to keep pace
with the current thinking of lay Catholic intellectuals who had earlier formed the
Campion Society in Melbourne. With hierarchical approval, this society sought a
new system to combine the preservation of religious values with a radical approach
to social problems.

However, by the end of World War II it was evident that the League was a
declining institution. Its relevance to the postwar world was questionable. As
Catholic Action got under way in Australia during the early 1940s the hierarchy
had bypassed such organisations as the Catholic Women's League in favour of a
new national programme for Catholic youth. Based on the European programme
carried out under the direction of the Countess d'Hemptine, the National Catholic
Girls' Movement in Australia now superseded the Junior Catholic Women's
League set up in the 1920s. School authorities supervised it, instead of League
Councillors as in the past. Thus the connection between young women and the

senior organisation was severed, and no flow -on membership provided new life as
older members of the League were lost.

Changes in the national economy during the war had taken many potential
members permanently back into the work force. The boom years of the 1950s and

1960s, which followed the war, lessened the obvious social needs which had given
such stimulus to the League in its early decades. The institution of mothers' clubs
at Catholic schools, during the 1930s and 1940s, also lessened the number of
married women joining the League. Single, middle-class women of the post -war

period were able to join wider -based organisations with more appeal to the

educated woman than the now narrowly - focused Catholic Women's League. There
was, for example, the United Nations Auxiliary, the Penguin Club, the English-
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Speaking Union and the Victoria League. Finally, the League would have been
affected by the overall decline in single -sex clubs which took place in the 1950s.
This decade saw a vast economic and technological expansion in Australia which
brought to the average family the television set, the family car and, altogether, a
more affluent lifestyle providing a new variety of entertainments.
For the Catholic Women's League the postwar period was one of stagnation. The
organisation lacked stimulation, direction, new membership. An attempt to assist
the wave of postwar migrants reflects the lack of understanding of ethnic problems
that was general in the Australian community. Parties for migrants, run on the
same lines as prewar afternoon teas, understably failed to attract those who needed
help. 'It was agreed that the second Friday in July be "Welcome to Migrants Day"
in the C.W.L. rooms and that an announcement be inserted in the social column of
the press' 30 Such parties were soon abandoned in favour of monthly visitations to
migrant camps. Migrants and hospital patients received almost identical attention:
Woodside Holding Camp: Magazines, Catholic literature and flowers were distributed.
There is often a demand for Rosary Beads .... At Christmas time a beautiful Crib was
once again decorated .... Holy Cards were distributed.31

A once vigorous institution, the League of the 1950s seemed reluctant or unable
to involve itself in pioneering a new kind of welfare work one that would have
been taken up with alacrity by its earlier younger leaders. Invited to a meeting, in
1954, to discuss the proposed service to the aged, 'Meals on Wheels', aging League
members readily accepted the advice they had sought from their Spiritual Director,
Father Bowler, to 'leave it in abeyance'.32

It is understandable that the 1950s saw the entrenchment of a noticeable
dichotomy, based on age and interests, between the activities of Catholic women.
Care of church altars, mending of vestments, visitation of the sick, remained the
prerogative of older women. Younger, married ones involved themselves in raising

money to supply the needs of Catholic schools. With their husbands they
eventually formed the federation of Catholic 'Parents and Friends' organisations
whose political wing applied national pressure to governments of the 1960s for the
provision of state aid to independent schools.
As membership aged, and dwindled, spiritual concerns, always an important
theme in the life of the League, began to assume greater prominence in the annual
reports. As the Catholic hierarchy placed its hopes upon the younger generation
the duty consistently stressed to the League by Archbishop Beovich was that of
prayer and good example. This emphasis on religious activities unconsciously

reinforced the League's reason for existence in a changed world. From an
organisation active in social welfare it became, in the 1950s and 1960s, little more
than an oasis of faith and piety in a world now perceived as more materialistic than
ever before.

The original leaders of the Catholic Women's League in South Australia had
sought to play an important, dynamic role in the life of the church and, indeed, in a
Christian society. During their first three decades they had demonstrated initiative,
business acumen and leadership qualities equal to those of men. They had hoped to
continue representing the female members of the church by an informed, skilled

and united body, sharing in the responsibilities of a Christian institution.
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But for many Catholic clergy, their understanding blunted by their celibacy, it
was difficult to recognise the talents of women in any field outside the domestic.
There are frequent examples of the League's help and expertise being rejected or
ignored by bishops and clergy. For example, their Spiritual Director, not their
Councillors, was invited to Western Australia in 1938 to establish a branch of the
League there 33 This, in spite of the fact that the foundation of the League in South
Australia was essentially the creation of Catholic women, acting with episcopal
permission but not episcopal leadership. In a short- sighted move, the official
connection between the senior organisation and Catholic youth groups was
severed. So clerical attitudes, in the long run, hastened the decline in status and
effectiveness of the League.
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12. C.W.L. Magazine, vol. 2, 8 Jan. 1939, p. 4.
13. Southern Cross, 31 March 1916.
14. Ibid.
15. Ibid., 1 Dec. 1916.
16. Ibid., 31 March 1916.
17. Ibid., 15 Feb. 1918.
18. C.W.L. to Spence, 3 March 1935, Spence papers, South Australian Catholic Archives,
West Terrace, Adelaide.
19. C.W.L. Minutes, 30 June 1942.
20. Southern Cross, 31 March 1916.
21. Spence to Donnelly, 14 March 1929, Spence papers, S.A.C.A.
22. G.W.L., Papers read at Second Interstate Catholic Women's Conference, Adelaide, Oct.

Consistent records of League membership do not exist. Nevertheless, it is
possible to trace to some extent the falling interest in the League's activities. At the
end of 1939 there were 24 branches recorded in the diocese of Adelaide, but by 1953
only eight were still in existence.34 In 1946 there had been over 1,000 members, but
after 1955, when the nominal membership was reported to be 560, such figures were
tactfully omitted from annual reports.35 By 1960 it is obvious that membership had
lessened still more; but, again, no figures are mentioned. Further decline seemed
inevitable.
However, the Catholic Women's League in South Australia was saved from
oblivion by the Second Vatican Council (1962 -65) and its appreciation of the role of
a lay apostolate. The 'Decree on the Apostolate of the Laity'36 stressed the value of

ecumenism and the importance of lay organisations as the basis of contact with
other Christian bodies. The Catholic Women's League, with its long history of
affiliation with other women's groups, had an obvious place in the structure.
Recognition by the hierarchy of the League's potential, in this and other areas,
was the first step in its reconstitution according to the commands of Vatican II.
With increased status in the church and new goals to pursue, the League again
began to attract a nucleus of energetic, middle -class women with an apostolic
vision and a flair for organisation. Under their leadership the League of the 1970s
began to gain ground. History suggests, however, that for the Catholic Women's
League in South Australia, the 'new' vision of friendship and co- operation between
Christian denominations, which gained momentum from Vatican II, was, rather, a
return to the spirit of its pioneer members.
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HELEN JONES

LUCY SPENCE MORICE AND
CATHERINE HELEN SPENCE:
PARTNERS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
SOCIAL REFORM
HELEN JONES
When Catherine Helen Spence died at her Norwood home in 1910, aged eighty five, it was her niece Lucy who tended her in her last hours and held her hand as her
life ended.' The bond between the two was based primarily on strong family ties,
for Lucy Spence Morice was the daughter of John Spence, favourite brother of
Catherine Helen Spence. As well as that the two women were close companions
who shared their Unitarian faith, many mutual friends, a deep love of reading and
and
years of co- operation in working for social justice, especially for women
friend
and
kinswoman
who
always
children. Lucy wrote of her aunt as 'my dearest
knew me and gave without stint, not affection only but sympathy always,
understanding, wise counsel and inspiration'?
The considerable difference in their ages seemed not to count; Catherine Helen
Spence, who had arrived in South Australia in 1839, was born in 1825. Lucy Spence
was born in 1860. She described, after her aunt's death, something of their common
interests, writing that:
My Aunt and I were close friends. During the last years of her life I made a poin t of going
always
to town on Thursdays. She attended the Destitute Board on that day and we used
to lunch together and afterwards she went to some afternoon meeting. There were so
many movements in which we were both keenly interested .3

In this paper several of the main enterprises in which they both participated are
considered.
Catherine Helen Spence's name became a household word in her life -time, and

today, although her work may not be much remembered, her name remains'
familiar: there is the Catherine Helen Spence scholarship for social work; the South

Australian electorate of Spence; her inclusion in 1975 as one of six famous

Australian women portrayed on postage stamps and her literary works. Two of her
novels, Clara Morison and Gathered In have been reprinted in recent years and a
facsimile of her autobiography was produced in 1975.4 Her portrait is in the Art
Gallery of South Australia. No definitive biography has yet been written, though
there are several studies of her life and work .6 Catherine Helen Spence is a daunting
subject for any biographer because of her long life and the extraordinarily wide
range of her activities. She was teacher, journalist, author, preacher, political and
social reformer, and it is in the latter areas of her work that she and her niece Lucy
co- operated.

Dr Helen Jones is a Lecturer in History at the South Australian College of Advanced

Education, Magill Campus. Her book on women's education and social change in South
Australia, from 1875 to 1915, is to be published by the University of Queensland Press.
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Lucy Spence Morice's name is commemorated tangibly by the Lucy Morice
Kindergarten at Lower North Adelaide. Her life is recorded only partially in a
memoir written by her own niece Anne Wainwright who was disappointed to find
no obituary in Adelaide newspapers on her aunt's death in 1951.6 More passionate
and impulsive than Catherine Helen, Lucy was equally dedicated to righting social
wrongs, but much of her energy was directed for some years to her family. She and
her husband James Percy Morice had two children, only one of whom, a son James
Patrick, survived infancy. For about fifty years Lucy Morice was well - placed to
learn of South Australian government and social affairs; her husband was not only
Parliamentary Librarian for almost thirty years, from 1886 to 1917, but he also held
the position of Clerk Assistant and Sergeant -at -Arms from 1901 to 1918 and was
Parliamentary Clerk from 1920 to 1937.'

The public co- operation between the two women appears to have begun
following the granting of women's suffrage at the end of 1894. The suffrage
campaign had acted as a proving - ground for South Australian women in public
life. During the nine or ten years before the vote was won women had organized
meetings, lobbied politicians, circulated petitions and spoken publicly on issues
affecting women and children and on which, without the suffrage, they had limited
power to act.°
When women gained the suffrage, many people believed that a new era would
begin. During the campaign a number of women's issues had become well- known;

these included sweated labour, especially in the clothing trades, conditions of
female school teachers, and child delinquency. But these issues were partially
submerged after 1894 when bad economic conditions largely overshadowed
particular social problems. It was six months after the women's vote had been won,
in the middle of 1895, that Lucy Morice, at the age of thirty -four, began her first

major public venture; in conjunction with Catherine Helen Spence she founded
the Woman's League which was designed for the education of women as citizens .°
Lucy Morice described it subsequently as 'an effort we made of ter the franchise was

granted to us to educate women politically and to form a real Woman's Party of
work for the interests of women and clildren'.'° The Woman's League may have
been modelled on the Women's Social and Political League of Wellington which
was founded in 1894; certainly its aims were similar." Although it was short -lived it

was a significant association.
The League began at a drawing room meeting in Mrs Spence's house at Glenelg
on 11 July 1895.12 It started with high hopes and ideals, being designed to make use
of women's enfranchisement, which, Lucy Morice stated at the first meeting, was
supposed to have deep effects. 'Public life was to be moralised and politics purified;
but the Bill has been passed for more than six months, and what do we find ?'," she
asked. She thought that women were either doing nothing 'to fit themselves for the
task of moralisation and purification' or else they were joining existing Leagues
and accepting their teaching which, 'some of us' felt might stultify them.l4 She
hoped, idealistically, that 'If each of us works for the cause in our own circle,
quietly and earnestly, it will spread and spread, and become a real power in the land
... let us go slowly and softly....' The objects of the Woman's League were then
primarily educational, and were worked out from a basis presented by Lucy Morice
and adopted after some modification at a second meeting held in her own drawing
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room on 27 July 1895. The final objects were:
I

To educate ourselves politically and socially that we may be capable of intelligently

taking part in the politics of our country with the object of securing as our
representatives men of good character & ability.15

II To stand together as women apart from all considerations of class and party & to
interest ourselves specially in questions relating to women & children.
III To try by all means in our power to interest other women in this movement & to try &
awaken in them a sense of responsibility.16

Those present at the first two meetings included Catherine Helen Spence, Rose
Birks and Annie Montgomerie Martin, all of whom had held office in the Women's
Suffrage League.
These women, and Lucy Morice who became the League's secretary, were to
remain among the most faithful members. Annie Montgomerie Martin made one
of her school rooms in Pulteney Street available for committee meetings. Other
members assisted in different ways, one offering to canvass for further members
among the Children's Hospital staff, another at the Adelaide Hospital.17 To
increase members' involvement, individual responsibility was stressed; for
example, the post of chairman was subject to election at each meeting. In spite of
aims to bring in women of all backgrounds, the Woman's League never gained a
popular following. The low entrance fee of one shilling was set to enable 'the poor
classes of women' to join, while for 'the very poor' the fee was to be remitted, but
there is no evidence that such women joined. It was hoped that the Working
Women's Trade Union would send a delegate, and Augusta Zadow, Inspector of
Factories, promised to send a representative 'to sit on the committee'.16 This may
have been Agnes Milne, a shirtmaker who joined and suggested that the committee
consider producing a 'definite policy with regard to labour', similar to a recent
British manifesto, which 'might win recruits among working women organized
and unorganized'.19 Her suggestion came at the end of 1896, after she had been
appointed Inspector of Factories following Augusta Zadow's death in July of that
year, and when the ailing League had failed to appeal to many women, working or
not.
The League had begun well with an early meeting of about 158 women, from
whom twenty -six new members were enrolled, in August 1895. Catherine Helen
Spence spoke, her subject being 'The State Ourselves', and another speaker read a
paper on 'Early Closing',20 a contemporary public issue; the Woman's League was
not associated with the temperance platform, although it attracted Woman's
Christian Temperance Union members, including the president, Mrs Elizabeth

Nicholls. After a promising start, the numbers attending meetings trailed
downwards; even committee meetings were not always well attended. In 1896, a
May committee meeting did not have quorum, though a well- attended meeting in
July heard Mr Henry Taylor speak on sweating, a topical issue. He took 'a different
view from the Fabian Tract read by Mrs Morice 4 weeks before.'21 At the following
meeting though Catherine Helen Spence, who had prepared a written paper on
'The Lessons of the Recent Elections' delivered it to 'the smallest audience ever
assembled under the auspices of the Woman's League'. When J. C. Kirby spoke on
the laws of bequest and maintenance the meeting was 'very poorly attended'22 and
the committee decided to hold subsequent meetings monthly instead of fortnightly.

Quite possibly it was Lucy Morice, who, under the pseudonym 'A Lady
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Contributor', wrote in exasperation in the Weekly Herald in July 1896:
Many women seem to be quite satisfied with the fact that they have once voted without
making any glaring mistakes in that merely mechanical act, and are ready to remain
with hand and brain quiescent until the next election calls them forth to play the game
of noughts and crosses ... ?5

In fact women had enrolled early and in large numbers and a slightly higher
percentage of women than men had voted in the 1896 South Australian elections 2'

The Woman's League took up only one practical matter, at Catherine Helen
Spence's suggestion. This was an investigation 'of the need there was for agitating

about seats being provided in the shops for the employees'. She and another
committee member visited many shops, mainly draperies, with little practical
result. They found that 'the humane employers who are few provide seats and the
others declare them unnecessary and unless under compulsion they will take no
action in the matter' 25 Other Woman's League members did not pursue the issue.
Their aims in joining the League clearly appear to have been self - education rather
than practical action.

The League's future was sealed on the night of 6 November 1896, when
Catherine Helen Spence proposed that, except for a forthcoming business meeting,

it should go into recess, 'until something urgent such as the Legislative Council
Election comes on'. This was carried and the committee then waited for members to
arrive, but 'Eight minutes elapsed after 8oc' [sic] struck and the audience failed to

arrive'. The committee dispersed and the meeting on Municipal matters was not
held.26 At a later general meeting the League's failure was discussed; Annie
Montgomerie Martin believed that it might have become publicly identified with
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union because it had supported the latter's
deputation to the Premier concerning laws for women and children. Catherine
Helen Spence thought that attendance had diminished following the April 1896
elections and that interest would revive 'when another election is in view'.27
Certainly the influence of Adelaide's summer weather was apparent when the
committee 'cordially' endorsed a proposal to go into recess 'during the hot months'.
The committee though was confident of the League's future, for they voted to
ensure that the election for the next committee should be carried out on the Hare Spence system of proportional representation which Catherine Helen Spence had
been promulgating at public meetings.28
Nevertheless in April 1897 the committee agreed to cease operating although it
was planned that 'at some future time' a business meeting should be called for the
re- election of the committee and the formulation of further plans of action.Y9 This
never occurred, and Lucy Morice, who had been secretary throughout, and who
later deposited the records of the Woman's League in the State Archives of South
Australia, wrote acidly in the 1896 Report:
It is very disappointing to find that womanhood and citizenship are not strong enough
bonds to hold us together as our League is non - political and many -sided it fails to
arouse either enthusiasm or animus, both of which seem necessary for the successful
carrying on of the Association70

The Woman's League failed for various reasons. In 1896 there were twenty open

meetings on an ambitious range of subjects including 'effective voting'; the
financial position of the colony; the Married Women's Property laws; functions of
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government; nationalisation of health; vivisection; official and political positions
for women; land reform; heredity and environment, and local option."

These were all questions of the day, and the speakers were chosen for their
particular knowledge. But the meetings were held at night and were frequent;
women had to find their way to the meeting place and home again in all kinds of
weather and normally by horse -tram. Among married women members were those
who might have hesitated to leave their homes and families for the sake of a lecture;
there were also school teachers who had their daily work and preparation to attend
to. Again, the great cause of the suffrage had taken enormous effort, and some of the
Woman's League members had been deeply involved in that. Those who joined the

League were already politically aware, and it had little success beyond them, in
spite of its meetings being reported in the newspapers.32 Lucy Morice herself
ascribed its demise to animosity by people with vested interests. She later wrote:
This [The Woman's League] was wrecked by Brother Man who desired above all things
to keep the world safe for democracy and sound finance, and distrusted the entry into
political life of mothers and wives and sisters who might be expected to bring along
disturbing ideas and suggestions33

There is, unfortunately, apparently no evidence of opposition to the League, male
or otherwise.
Lucy Morice's aspirations were shattered. At the League's foundation, she had
expressed her hope that 'much of the apathy and indifference with which we have
had to contend is only on the surface....'34 Woman's League members were, like
Lucy Morice and Catherine Helen Spence, women who cared about the society in
which they lived and who believed that their influence could redress wrongs, but
they were a very small fraction of that society and their League remained remote
from most women. Some of the 'apathy and indifference' would certainly have been
due to tiredness and lack of money. The Woman's League lost its impetus when all
but a very few women failed to respond to its aims and ideals.
Catherine Helen Spence and Lucy Morice were by no means limited in their
social contacts, as their next venture together showed. They moved readily among
different circles and groups in Adelaide and they directed some of their organising

abilities and their compassion to helping working women. This was done by
assisting a women's trade union and through the innovative South Australian Cooperative Clothing Factory. In this novel yet practical enterprise Catherine Helen
Spence was one of the prime movers; the proposal came to her in 1901 from Agnes
Milne who was then Inspector of Factories and who had discussed it with other
working women."
The Co- operative Clothing Company was designed to provide employment and
educate women in economic management and thereby improve their conditions
and dignify their lives. The idea of producers' co- operatives exercised a great
fascination over many able minds in the nineteenth century; the ideal situation
arising from co- operatives was seen to be that of labour and capital being supplied

by the same people, so that the workman was his own master, and industrial
democracy was achieved.36 Catherine Helen Spence readily undertook to give her
support, as she agreed with co- operative principles, and she was for some years

concerned about the sweating problem." Early in 1902 a factory under the
management of the South Australian Co- operative Clothing Company was
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established in premises in Blyth Street, Adelaide. Planned and run solely by women

'a number of very practical level headed women'," it was, as Catherine Helen
Spence said, 'the result purely of a woman's movement', and was designed so that

working women could 'ensure for themselves a degree of protection against
oppression''9
Although the Co- operative Clothing Company's records apparently survive only

from 1903, with its incorporation as a limited company, some information is
available about its foundation. The factory began in premises already being used
for clothing manufacture by one of the co- operative who had found it difficult to
compete against very large firms. At the opening ceremony in February 1902, the
factory manager, Miss Allison McGregor, described her own predicament as a
home - worker:
Each year the competition had seemed keener and it was impossible for a worker with
treadle machines to compete against power....She had had to work during busy times,
from 4 o'clock in the morning until 9 and 10 at night to make anything like a profit....40

The factory was well- designed to compete against these steam and gas powered
factories, for it was the first clothing factory in Adelaide to use electric power.91
Catherine Helen Spence, with Lucy Morice's support, became chairman of the
board of the Company;42 during the planning period she found that many people
had doubts about the co- operative's success, and others misunderstood the venture:
There are still people who speak with contemptuous dislike of women who work for
their living, but as many have no male relatives willing or able to provide for their needs,
it is absolutely necessary that they shall enter the ranks of wage- earners if existence and
self - respect are to be maintained!'

The South Australian Co- operative Clothing Company was an idealistic enterprise
designed to overcome women's economic difficulties. It was opened in February,
1902, at a ceremony attended by fifty women, three members of Parliament, and
male representatives of city clothing factories. Catherine Helen Spence switched on
the electric power and the watchers marvelled at the buttonhole machine and the
speed of sewing; a member of Parliament 'turned out yards of work in a twinkling'.
The factory was well planned. For example, the cloth on the table of the sewing
machine was protected from the belt by an 'ingenious contrivance' which Allison

McGregor had suggested, and the capacious two- storied factory, capable of
housing twenty machines and forty -eight employees on its two floors, was well -lit
and 'scrupulously clean'.44
The Company's records show that its first Object was: To carry on the trade or
business of Clothing Manufacture, and all trades and businesses incidental thereto
for the mutual benefit of members who shall be women and girls only'.S3 Thus its
co- operative and exclusively female character was firmly stated, and the latter was
re- affirmed as follows in the Articles of Association:
4. The membership of the Company shall be limited to women and girls, and the names
of women and girls only shall be registered upon the register book.46

The Company realized these objects, for all shareholders were women, and their
names and occupations provide an illustration of widely -based co- operation.
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Shareholders included five women who designated themselves 'Lady', including
Catherine Helen Spence who held eight £1 shares, the largest single holding, and
two titled women, Lady Holder and Lady Bonython.47 The major occupation listed
was 'housewife' or 'household duties'; in 1906, for example, thirty -one

shareholders belonged to this category. In that year other occupations of

shareholders included a grocer, who held four shares, a baker, a domestic servant,
matron of a girls' club, a nurse at the Destitute Asylum and several school teachers,
including Inspector Mrs Alice Hills who held a single share from 1904 to 1907 48
Woman's Christian Temperance Union members included Elizabeth Nicholls, a
former president, Mrs Emily Hone, and the secretary, Miss Mary Lockwood. There
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characteristics as well. She concluded that:
The workers had no real interest in or understanding of co- operation. It was impossible
to make them see the value and importance of the experiment. Australians are not a cooperative people. Really they are strongly individualistic and suspicious of anything
new which may be a try -on 60

Her perceptive but cynical view had emerged from her own experience.
During the period in which the Co- operative had flourished both Catherine

Helen Spence and Lucy Morice supported a new women's trade union, the
Women's Employment Mutual Association. Although the Working Women's

were a number of women in the clothing trade, including a weaver, four

Trades Union had operated since 1889, when it was formed in response to problems
of sweated labour in the clothing industry,61 it was composed almost exclusively of

Allison McGregor, its secretary and manager who held four shares. Mrs Robert Barr

workers in the clothing trade and many women workers were without a union.
Once Wages Boards had eventually begun in August 1905, arrangements were
made by a committee from the Working Women's Trades Union and the Trades
and Labor Council, with 'several lady sympathisers' including Lucy Morice,62 to
bring Labor organizer Miss Lillian Locke of Victoria to Adelaide 'to endeavour to

machinists, two tailoresses, a dressmaker, an 'employee of the Company' and

Smith, wife of one of Australia's wealthiest men, had bought ten shares and
presented them as 'bonuses' to workwomen of the factory,19 all of whom were

shareholders. Emily Siemer, secretary of the Working Women's Trades Union held
three shares and Agnes Milne, Inspector of Factories, held five.
Among the 'housewife' members were Lucy Morice, and the free - thinking Mrs
Agnes Benham, a foundation board member.5° There was a truly representative
group of women included in this co- operative venture; they ranged from poor to
rich, from ill- educated to those of high educational attainment and from sewing
workers to women of influence and wealth. This small co- operative provided
powerful evidence of the effects of informal education among women in industrial
matters, and it opened opportunities for further influence.
The Company's finances were based on a capital of only L120 divided into shares
of £1 each issued as fully paid up.51 At least until March 1904 only 100 shares were
taken up. At the end of the first year Catherine Helen Spence wrote, 'I think it [the
Company] is holding its own', and a dividend of one shilling per share, or a total of
£5 was paid to shareholders on 26 April 1904. Total liabilities and assets at the end
of December 1904 balanced at L143.19.11.52
The management remained stable. Monthly and annual meetings were held at
the factory" and there was only one change in secretary/manager, from Allison
McGregor to Agnes Milne in 1907, and one change in chairman of the board; when
Catherine Helen Spence died in 1910 she was succeeded by Lucy Morice. In 1904 the
number of workers was '15 or 17'5' These women worked an eight -hour day, and
none began at less than four shillings weekly starting wage.55 They made clothing
for 'all the big wholesale places in town'.56 In 1904, they were judged by Agnes
Milne to be getting on 'Just splendidly', and she said that no sweating occurred.57
But increasing competition from bigger factories which also installed electricity
contributed to the Co- operative's eventual decline and closure after eleven years.58

In February 1913 notice of winding -up of the Company was given, and Lucy
Morice was appointed liquidator,59 thus ending a brave experiment.
The Co- operative Clothing Company reflected some of the qualities of
flexibility and humane concern which characterized many people in South
Australian society. In responding to ideals of co- operation they in turn provided,
through the establishment of their co- operative venture, a fresh approach to
women's industrial problems. The company's failure was due largely to economic
factors. Lucy Morice though, saw it as a reflection of Australian national

organize the working women'65 She had already successfully undertaken
organizing work at Broken Hill.61 On her arrival in Adelaide on 16 September 1905,

she was met by the Labor Premier, Thomas Price, and executive officers of the
union, and from then on for three weeks she worked daily, addressing public
meetings in city and suburbs and attending meetings 'at the houses of ladies in
sympathy with her work'. She stayed with Lucy Morice for one week of her visit,65
thus demonstrating the practical links which existed in Adelaide between women
who came from differing backgrounds and positions and who worked for common
causes.

Lillian Locke travelled widely in South Australia to publicize her message of
women's industrial unity, encouraging women to accept the new union.66 She

addressed many groups, including meetings of women shop and factory
employees, tailoresses, dressmakers and milliners, waitresses and laundry workers;
she also spoke to general audiences at Democratic Clubs67 and at a social gathering
at the Trades Hall where the Premier presided and emphasized the great need for
organization among women workers 68 Lillian Locke appealed to women to join
the new union, and encouraged them to friendly co- operation, requesting that they
begin their meetings by singing 'Come, friends, the world wants mending'69 This

practice was adopted and continued for some years. The new union had strong
male support, the executive including both women and men.
The founders' initial hopes were recorded in the formal objects of the Women's
Employment Mutual Association:
1. to improve the conditions of employment in the various classes of work engaged in
by its members;
2. to amicably settle by conference or arbitration any dispute which may arise between
employers and its members;
3. to promote the welfare of its members morally, socially and intellectually;
4. to co- operate with other organizations having similar objects and aims;
5. to carry out the provisions of the Provident Fund.70

The membership was open to 'all female employees above the school -going age',
and there was an interesting provision made for honorary members. 'Women who
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sympathise with the objects of the Association, but who may be ineligible to
become ordinary members.' These women could, on payment of two shillings and
sixpence in advance, join the Association.71 Meetings were held fortnightly at
night. When the Association first met in January 1906, there were eighty -two
members, including laundry workers, tailoresses and white - workers and sixteen
honorary members, among them Lucy Morice who 'presided' at the piano for the
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with Catherine Helen Spence elected first president.82 Lucy Morice and her aunt
shared a sense of social responsibility, probably related to their Unitarian beliefs as
well as to their distinctive family background. The cause which they began found
followers among responsive South Australians; in this new Association there was a
firmer basis than the Woman's League ever had. The Women's Non -Party Political

Association, at first called the Women's Political Association,85 began when

opening song and other singing.72 Catherine Helen Spence was chosen to speak at
the third meeting and addressed members on the 'imperative necessity for united
effort'." Lucy Morice not long afterwards gave a talk on the co- operative movement
in Ghent.74
The Women's Employment Mutual Association never became a strong union;

women had become accustomed to their voting rights, both State and Federal. They
no longer regarded their full citizenship as a novelty and there had been time for
interested women to gauge the effects of their voting on the state.
When Dr E. C. Stirling, who had first proposed a women's franchise measure in
the South Australian Parliament in 1885, was asked in 1902 to assess the influence
of the franchise for women in South Australia, he replied that it had led to no ill
effects domestically, and that it 'has done something in the direction of broadening

enthusiasm of the 1890s was not easily recaptured. Even a well- attended memorial
service held in July 1906 on the tenth anniversary of Augusta Zadow's death failed
to stimulate further interest in the Mutual Association. At this meeting Thomas
Price spoke and Catherine Helen Spence, by then aged eighty -one, gave a talk 'on
the necessity that exists for women qualifying themselves for positions as officers of
the State'.76 In 1908 a member of the United Trades and Labor Council referred to

women's minds, and cause[d] them to take an intellectual interest in political
questions....'84 This was undoubtedly so among many women. The question

out of all the audiences which Lillian Locke had addressed, only a handful of
women joined and applications practically ceased within six months.75 The earlier

'the disinclination of women for organization';77 this was a major problem
common in industrialized countries and was largely related to women's tiredness
and home duties 78 It must have played a part in the weak response to the women's

union.

Both Lucy Morice and Catherine Helen Spence had other commitments and they
do not appear to have continued active participation in the Women's Employment

Mutual Association. Catherine Helen Spence's leadership in the campaign for
proportional representation, or, as her brother John had named it, 'effective
voting', absorbed much of her time, while both women keenly supported the
Kindergarten Union of South Australia which was founded in September 1905.

Lucy Morice was not only honorary secretary of the Union but she became lecturer
at the Kindergarten Training College which opened in 1907, giving the course on

history of education and 'making it a good line of hooks on which to hang her
many ideas and ideals of education'." Catherine Helen Spence was the first
subscriber to enrol in the Kindergarten Union and she also wrote a reasoned plea
for kindergartens in her pamphlet From the Kindergarten to the University.80
In spite of Catherine Helen Spence's advancing years and Lucy Morice's time consuming commitment to the Kindergarten Union, both women were involved in
the foundation of a new but this time a practical experiment in women's political

education and social reform. Catherine Helen Spence, who had become Australia's
first female political candidate by standing for the Federal Convention in 1897, had
developed a close friendship with Vida Goldstein, the Victorian suffragist who was
to stand on five occasions as a Parliamentary candidate. When she came to South
Australia in May -June 1909 to attend a State Children's Congress, she stayed with
Lucy Morice and discussed with her the Victorian Women's Political Association
which she had begun.81
'I thought the time was ripe to make a new effort to educate and organize the
women in South Australia', Lucy Morice decided. In July 1908 she arranged a
meeting in private rooms in the city and 'the Women's Non -Party came into being',

remains, however, why they should have formed associations of their own sex to
further these interests and to educate themselves and other women in political
affairs? Why did Lucy Morice, who had seen her hopes dashed with the failure of
the Woman's League, begin another similar association? Some answers to the
question perhaps lie in a newspaper article of 1906. The Labor newspaper, the
Herald, in June 1906, included an assessment of South Australian female voters, in
relation to the women's suffrage question in England. The writer, 'Mascot', made
the judgement that 'there is always an inert mass which simply wants to let things

alone, but which falls in with any change readily enough once it is an
accomplished fact'.85 'Mascot' noted that as soon as the suffrage Bill became law
'the opposition died away' and that even the extremely conservative women, who

had claimed they would be 'driven to vote against their will', were now
approaching their task 'with resignation and even zeal'.
The writer believed that there was a considerable and gradually increasing
minority 'which thinks and decides for itself'. Among them, 'political women',
who were usually 'mature women of experience' were the exception rather than the
rule; they spent time in public work, regarding politics 'as a more effectual means
of philanthropy than charity has yet proved'. Here again it is quite possible that
'Mascot' may have been Lucy Morice, who certainly had contacts among members

of the Labor Party. 'Mascot' wrote in terms which are in accord with the
philosophy of the Women's Non -Party Political Association, stating that 'The
franchise has been a political education to women, and has roused them to an
interest which they could not feel while it seemed outside their sphere'.86 This was
undoubtedly true, as the increased interest and knowledge demonstrated. Another

point made also links the 'Mascot' article with the Association. That is the
statement that 'An effective minority counts for more in the end than a passive
majority'.87 This outlook permeated the Association's work.
In this, it was similar to overseas women's groups, where the rallying of effective
minorities was occurring in a proliferation of women's associations in the United
States and England. The Association was in fact part of the women's movement
which flowered in the later nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In practical
terms, women's groups often concentrated their resources on specific questions,
such as the suffrage, or women's industrial conditions, or laws relating to marriage
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and property. In these matters they were attacking the status quo which favoured

men and therefore they banded together as a sex, holding firmly to the late

Victorian ethic of progress, for 'In the spirit of democratic optimism they believed
their turn had come in the struggle for freedom'.88 In South Australia, once the

suffrage had been gained and women had not only begun their industrial
organization, but had started to fill some public positions and enjoyed some
benefits of the law in relation to married women's property, there at first appeared
no urgent need for specific associations related to particular major reforms.
But as some women became more aware of bad conditions in both public and
private enterprises, of the shortcomings in provisions for women and children who
were confined in state institutions, and of the possibilities for improvement if
women were to be appointed to work in further public areas, a new and stronger
attitude emerged. Lucy Morice organized the Association into a tight -knit, active
body with specific aims.ß9 Unlike the somewhat dilettante Woman's League, it had

direct and practical objects. The naivete of the League, which had hoped to

transform society by good -will, had hardened into a firm resolve by Lucy Morice

and Catherine Helen Spence and others to improve certain specific aspects of
society by educating its citizens, thereby generating pressure for change which
would be applied to politicians. Through this Association women deliberately
made use of education for specific political purposes.
The Association had the benefit of learning from the newly- formed Victorian
sister- organization.9° In both associations, there was a broad interest in general
political matters, and specific attention to affairs affecting women and children;
the predictions of those who saw this emerging from the suffrage were now being
realised. Other similar associations existed in Australia, but they had a particular
political bias, like the Women's Liberal League of New South Wales, founded in
1902.91 Armed with the confidence of having had the vote for more than ten years,
the Women's Non -Party Political Association provided a practical means for
women's voices to be used effectively.
It should be noted that after September 1910 when the Association's name was
altered,92 it became known both among members and others as the 'Women's Non Party'. On examination of its records, a number of strong themes emerge, based on
the constitution and its objects. The Association's cohesion and effectiveness was
probably due as much to the practical nature of its aims as to the quality of its
organization and membership. The objects were described in the constitution thus:
The objects of the Association shall be to educate citizens to appreciate the value of nonparty political and industrial action, and to protect the interests of women and children
and the home under Municipal, State and National Government.95

The objects were amplified in the platform which was also part of the consitution.
In 1912 the platform included:
I. Equal Federal marriage and divorce laws
2. Equal parental rights over children
3. Equal pay for equal work
4. Pure food and pure milk supply
5. Education reform
6. Protection of boys and girls to the age of 21 against the vicious and depraved
7. Appointment of a special Children's Magistracy to be composed of both men and
women
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8. Stringent legislation to protect the child wage -earner
9. Appointment of women
(a) Police matrons
(b) Sanitary inspectors
(c) Inspectors of State Schools and Truant Officers
(d) Inspectors of all State institutions where women and children are immured
(e) Members of Municipal and District Councils
(f) Women Jurors
(g) Women Justices of the Peace
10. Reform of the Liquor Traffic
11. Cessation of Borrowing except for reproduction works
12. International Women's Suffrage
13. International Peace and Arbitration
14. Proportional Representation
15. Prevention of Cruelty to Animals?'

The majority of these aims were practical and possible, at least to some extent, and
the strong membership of the Women's Non -Party worked in separate committees
towards certain of them.
Catherine Helen Spence presided for the first three meetings, beginning in July
1909; Lucy Morice and Dr Violet Plummer were the first vice- presidents95 andLucy

Morice succeeded her aunt as president on her death. Other Council members
included some who had worked for women's issues previously, and because of the
relatively small size of Adelaide and the overlap of membership among various
organizations, most of the fifty to sixty women present at the first meeting had links

with some of the remainder. The membership list in the earliest Minute book"
includes names of private and state school teachers; artists; wives of clergy;
members of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union; women who worked for
charity, and in addition to Dr Violet Plummer, Dr Helen Mayo.

These women, an articulate, well educated and mainly Protestant group,
publicized their meetings by appointing a recording member who passed material
to the press; because such news was then considered worthy of publication the
Women's Non -Party Political Association gained constant news coverage, which
indicates some public interest. Another means of spreading news of their aims and
work was through the practice, established at the first meeting, and not unlike the
National Council of Women's approach, of asking all other associations of women
to send a delegate to meetings.97 Correspondence was maintained with women's

organizations in other states; Vida Goldstein wrote from Victoria, Bessie

Rischbieth from Western Australia and Rose Scott from New South Wales, and

news was sent to Vida Goldstein's journal, the Woman Voter, while some
international links were also formed.98
By the third general meeting, a suitable venue had been found and city rooms
were hired on a permanent basis 99 Unlike the Woman's League, the Association
held its general meetings in the afternoons which suited many women. There were

monthly meetings with speakers and some occasional special meetings. The
committee meetings were held in such places as Dr Plummer's rooms, the
Unitarian school room and the Young Women's Christian Association.10° The

Women's Non -Party Political Association was a well organized association which
approached its self- imposed educational role confidently, because its objects were
within the realm of possible achievement. Members worked methodically and
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displayed an understanding both of political processes and of the importance of
public relations.
Working groups undertook particular goals, including, for example, improved
accommodation for female prisoners.10' In 1911 an important sub - committee was
formed for the 'Protection of Women and Children'. This included delegates from

other women's organizations and it undertook correspondence throughout
Australia with the object of establishing equality and uniformity of divorce laws

throughout the Commonwealth.102 Catherine Helen Spence had raised the
necessity for such measures in her presidential address at the first meeting. No
immediate results ensued, but by widely publicizing the issues the Association laid
the foundation for later reform. In 1911 Lucy Morice proposed a successful

resolution which initiated long -term educational work by the Association. Her
proposal was:
As women of the Commonwealth are enfranchised citizens equally with men that
women have equal opportunities for employment with men as well as equal pay for
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means by which women alerted other women and the public generally to areas
requiring reform and through this educative process stimulated legislative and
administrative changes. Of all the organizations in which Lucy Morice and
Catherine Helen Spence participated together, this one and the Kindergarten
Union were to be the most influential and stable, and in them concerns for the
welfare of women and children were clearly recognized and practically dealt with.
With Catherine Helen Spence's death on 3 April 1910 the sturdy partnership and
close friendship ended. Lucy Morice deeply missed their weekly lunches, their
contacts at meetings, at the Unitarian church and on family occasions. By now
mature and assured in her convictions, she persevered with her Women's Non -

Party and Kindergarten Union responsibilities. Both Spence women were
essentially of their time, in the vanguard of the women's movement. Their work
together had been very influential; it stemmed not only from their own family
background and ethos. It was also influenced by South Australian society which, in
turn, they helped to fashion.

equal work in the Federal service.105

She further proposed that this resolution should be sent to members of the Federal
Parliament with a footnote intimating that if women could not obtain justice from
men the Women's Non -Party Political Association 'will have to take steps to send
women to represent them in Parliament'.104 Eventually, of course, such steps were
taken.
Much of the work of the Women's Non -Party Political Association concerned
children. The first decades of the twentieth century were the period when both

theories of the New Education and improved paediatric practice had reached
Australia. There was much public concern at the time with children, in particular
'the child as a future citizen'1105 In Adelaide this concern was manifest in the
foundation of the Kindergarten Union in September 1905 and of the School for
Mothers in 1909. Strong personal links existed between these institutions and the

Association; Lucy Morice was secretary of the Kindergarten Union from its
inception, while Lillian de Lissa, the Union's director and the first Principal of the
Kindergarten Training College, was a foundation council member of the
Association.106 The Franklin Street Kindergarten was used for early School for
Mothers' meetings, and Lucy Morice, who had called the first meeting, became its
president from 1909 to 1911. The work of the School for Mothers was initially

organized by Dr Helen Mayo and Miss Harriet Stirling,107 both foundation
members of the Women's Non -Party Political Association.
In an address prepared for the Woman's League, Lucy Morice had written:
It is surely simpler and better to educate and train the children of the poor than to have to

provide for a pauper and criminal class, with gaols, stockades and destitute asylums
which are best [sic] but confessions of our inefficiency as Thinkers workers & rulers.'°8

These sentiments were repeated frequently by Lillian de Lissa in her continual
campaign for public recognition of the significance of kindergartens. Again,
Catherine Helen Spence's consistent, widely -known work for South Australian
children had been carried on since the 1870s, mainly through the Boarding -Out
Society and then the State Children's Council.109
The Women's Non -Party Political Association became an established and
effective educational force during the seventy years from its foundation. It was a
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JANET SCARFE
Late in October 1871, the first item of local news in the two Adelaide dailies was the

failing and hopeless condition of Lady Edith, the first of three wives of the
Governor, Sir James Fergusson (1832- 1907). For days, South Australians kept
something of a death watch. When she died, citizens of all ranks accepted Sir
James's public invitation to pay their respects at Government House. Others
crowded into and around nearby St Paul's Church for the funeral service, then

followed the mile -long 'mournful cavalcade' along a route lined by 'great
numbers', to join a waiting throng at North Road cemetery. South Australians
parliamentarians and judges, tradesmen and artisans
from all walks of life
participated in this, reputedly the largest funeral seen in the colony.' Lowered
flags, closed shops, black drapes in homes and churches, and special sermons were
apparent in Adelaide and beyond for a week or more. The whole country', wrote

one reporter, 'has mourned.'2
The morbid fascination and sorrow, reflected and fanned by the press, were
typically Victorian. Lady Edith was, too, the wife of the Governor, the daughter of
an aristocratic family; she died far from home. Her delicate health, which prevented

her from undertaking many public dùties, was public knowledge. Yet neither
respect for position, nor mere sentimentality, explain the extraordinarily
widespread expressions of grief. The reaction exceeded that 'ordinarily felt for the

loss of those whose position and social standing may have rendered them
conspicuous. '3

South Australians were paying tribute to a young titled woman of 'great
kindness of heart and gentleness of demeanour', who was 'unremitting in her
endeavours to relieve want and sickness.'4 Lady Edith's reputation for charitable
causes went far beyond that usually associated with the early governors' ladies, and
a couple of later ones, who were content with the position of official patroness. Yet

she was in many respects typical of the energetic women philanthropists of

Dr Janet Scarfe, a graduate of the Universities of Adelaide and Toronto, is a Research Fellow
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Victorian England and their counterparts in the colonies. Her piety especially was
well -known and respected, despite the deliberate choice that she and her husband
made to attend Adelaide's most controversial Anglican churches and their close
friendships with much talked -about Anglican clergymen. Her public causes and

private life during her short stay of less than three years in the colony provide
considerable insight into the nature of churchmanship in Bishop Augustus Short's
diocese, both its spiritual expressions and its social relationships, into the role of
women in local charitable undertakings, and, not least, a glimpse of the personal
religious life of a remarkable young woman who was, very briefly, 'head of South
Australian society.'5
When Sir James and Lady Edith reached Adelaide in February 1869, Lady Edith
was twenty -nine, her husband almost thirty- seven. She was born in 1839, the second

t

daughter of the (first and only) Marquis of Dalhousie, and his wife, Lady Susan,
daughter of the eighth Marquis of Tweeddale.6 Edith and her sister remained in
Britain for their education on their father's appointment as governor - general of
India in 1847. The father had become tenth Earl of Dalhousie in 1838, and was
always known as such until created Marquis in 1849. Dalhousie was shattered in

n

1853 by the death of his wife, lonely to the point of despair, and heavily criticised for

his administrative policies in India. He returned to Britain in 1856, his health
broken. He was deaf and almost blind, barely able to speak, 'eternally sick', and
aged just forty -eight on his death in 1860.7 He lived long enough, however, to see
his younger daughter, Edith Christian, marry Sir James Fergusson in August 1859.
Sir James, sixth baronet of Kilkerran in Ayrshire, was the eldest son of Charles

Dalrymple Fergusson, the fifth baronet, and his wife Helen, daughter of David
Boyle, lord justice - general of Scotland. He was educated at Rugby and Oxford
(matriculated University College 1850), but abandoned his degree to enter the
Grenadier Guards, and was wounded at Crimea in 1854. He entered the Commons
in 1855 as Conservative member for Ayrshire, and towards the end of his years in

40.

The Fergusson family. Sir James is standing, second from left, and Lady Edith is sitting on the left.

parliament (1855 -57, 1859 -68), was under - secretary for India and then for the Home

The Scots in South Australia were delighted to have a fellow countryman as the
Queen's representative, and Sir James wasted no time in revealing his pride in his
Scottish heritage.17 Presbyterian Church leaders publicly expressed their 'great

Office.° Sir James looked on his appointment to a colonial governorship in the
'best years of his life' as an encouraging step in his political career.9 Although he

pleasure' in knowing of his Kirk allegiance and his generous support for its
'schemes and institutions.'18 Sir James warmly congratulated them on the

did not regard himself as a 'man of first -rate abilities, education or acquirements',10
his friends, parliamentary colleagues and the people of Ayrshire 'esteemed him very

of being 'with the other organizations of the great Christian Church ... the

highly for his business qualities, his great abilities, his attention to duty, and his
personal amiability and his kindness.'"
Prior to his arrival in Adelaide, the Register and Advertiser scoured the British

press for information about the new governor.'2 His bravery in the Crimea,
administrative ability, interest in 'social progress' and the devotion he inspired in
the Ayrshire populace augured favourably for his vice -regal career. His past history
proved him 'clear- headed, liberal minded, and indefatigable',1S and even those

wary of his Conservative Party allegiance admitted that he seemed 'wise and
conciliatory.'19 South Australians 'to, a man [expected] far more from their new
Governor than they have expected from any other.'15 Little wonder, then, that his

swearing -in (attended by Prince Alfred, second son of Queen Victoria) was
predicted to outshine anything in the colony for another quarter of a century.16

Presbyterian Church's existence in South Australia, and pressed upon them its task

honoured instrument of keeping alive in this province a spirit of true religion and
piety.'19

The Presbyterian clergy were, however, misinformed and over eager; Sir James
and his family were communicants of the Church of England. Sir James had indeed
been baptised a member of the Church of Scotland but, in his own words, he 'from

boyhood had enjoyed the privileges of [the Anglican] communion without
separating myself from my connection with the Church of my native land.'20 No
doubt forewarned of South Australia's distinctive denominational arrangements
and atmosphere, however, the governor was nothing if not discreet. His reply to the
welcome presented by Bishop Short and Church of England clergy gave no hint of
his religious affiliation.2'
Three weeks after their arrival in Adelaide, the Fergussons attended the monthly
communion service at Trinity Church, during which, Bishop Short was pleased to
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note, 'their demeanour ... was serious, no staring about.'22 In the ceaseless
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jockeying

and sporadic verbal battles between denominations in South Australia, the
Fergusson's confession of faith was a coup for the bishop, and he was delighted.

his Scotch wife had freely elected to
... a Scotchman and Presbyterian hereditarily withhere.
They really seem devout and the

worship with us in preference to joining the Kirk
influence of their example if they are steadfast will be great. What a responsibility lies

upon our Church!"

No doubt Bishop Short felt that a cordial relationship with the colonial governor
of Sir Henry Fox
was long overdue.24 Not since the days of the administration
Short's
niece,
had
he
felt
at home with the
Young (1848 -54), who was married to
governor. Fergusson's immediate predecessor, Sir Dominick Daly (1862 -68), was a

devout Roman Catholic with whom Short was never comfortable, particularly
during public debates over the thorny and long - standing issue of ecclesiastical

of
precedency. Daly's predecessor, Sir Richard Graves MacDonnell, was a member
church
church
stamp
so
disliked
by
the
high
the Church of England, but of the low
bishop. A regular worshipper at Trinity, MacDonnell supported the

`insubordinate spirit and behaviour' of the parish and its incumbent, the Rev.
James Farre11.25 He was, for example, one of the churchmen who publicly and
persistently condemned Short for his adamant refusal to permit the Rev. Thomas
Binney, a distinguished visiting Congregationalist minister, to preach from a
'Governor's
Church of England pulpit.26 His associations with Trinity, albeit the
Church', hardly endeared him to the bishop.27
its
The Fergussons attended Trinity initially, perhaps out of courtesy to
historical status as the parish church of the governor.29 They did not become
parishioners there, but sampled 'nearly every one of the Anglican churches in the
before joining St Paul's in
not without private and press comment
city'
Pulteney Street.29

Government House fell within St Paul's boundaries, but in deciding to attend
worship there, His Excellency and Lady Edith took a religious stand as definite as
MacDortnell's support for Trinity.30 St Paul's was no typical Church of England
parish. Neither the incumbent, the Rev. Alexander Russell, nor the acting
incumbent when the Fergussons arrived, the Rev. George Dove, were average
Anglican clergymen.
Erected in 1860 for those who found St John's location inconvenient, St Paul's
also attracted worshippers because of the personality and churchmanship of its first
incumbent, the Rev. Alexander Russell (1825-86).3' The son of a Free Kirk minister,
Russell had been educated in a Baptist college and two universities before taking
Anglican orders in 1850 -51. His early curacies, which proved decisive for his career,
then Julius Hare,
were with William Norris, brother -in -law of Bishop Short,32 and
Christian
socialist
and
broad
church leader
brother -in -law of F. D. Maurice, the
introduced to
above
all
men.
'33
Presumably
whom Russell 'honoured and esteemed
and
Short by Norris, Russell accepted the episcopal invitation to South Australia,
arrived the same year, 1854.
The recruitment of suitable clergy for the diocese, a constant problem for Short,
remained active for years,
was particularly difficult in the 1850s. The pioneer clergy
synodal

but their low churchmanship and their reluctance to endorse his

Major John Fergusson, the Governor's private secretary.

constitution exasperated the bishop. On the other hand, his first hand - picked
clergy had little staying power. Two clerical newcomers in 1853 -54, however,
Charles Marryat (1827 - 1907), Oxford
quickly won the bishop's confidence
theological prizeman and his nephew,34 and Alexander Russell, with his excellent
if unusual qualifications and recommendation from the bishop's brother -in -law.

Marryat and Russell personified the energy and sense of clerical vocation
associated with the 'Catholic revival' in the Church of England, that liturgical and

pastoral movement which altered theological emphases and transformed the
externals of Anglicanism in the second half of the nineteenth century.35 The
extremist wing, the ritualists, attracted extensive press coverage, from which the
Adelaide papers reprinted numerous portions recounting allegations of blasphemy
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and sacrilege in the English Church. In an effort to redress the balance and reduce
the frustrating sense of isolation that distance imposed, Russell began the Church
Chronicle (1859 -67), a publication whose permanent effect on South Australian
churchmanship cannot be over - estimated. Carefully avoiding secessions to Rome
and the antics of both ritualists and anti - ritualists, the Chronicle concentrated on
reporting evidence of renewed vitality in church life growing membership, sober
devotion and good works in parishes usually associated with notorious Popish
practices.36

The Church Chronicle's reports of the local church scene were dominated by the
diocese's most active clergy, in practice exponents of the Catholic revival. Parish
enterprises over and above the usual Sunday morning- prayer- with - monthlycommunion pattern, such as weekday services on feast days and in Lent, Whitsun

and Advent, were warmly applauded. Homilies /suggestions abounded on
disciplined Lenten observance, communicants' guilds, and improved singing by
choristers and congregations. The theme was 'decency and order', the purpose a via
media between either radical innovation or mechanical preservation contrary to
the letter and spirit of the prayer -book.
The earnest group of clergy who appeared regularly in the Church Chronicle's
columns included Russell, Marryat and Dove, and their locally trained disciples
such as Samuel Green. Their enthusiasm for participation in each other's services
and missionary causes made them highly conspicuous in the diocese. They also

enjoyed the friendship and support of Bishop Short. He found them more
congenial companions and colleagues than Dean Farrell and Archdeacon
Woodcock, with their low churchmanship and ready endorsement of the 'common
Christianity' held sacred by South Australian Protestants. Short's high

churchmanship and experience of Adelaide church politics encouraged him to
assert the distinctiveness and vitality of Anglican theology, liturgy and order. He
therefore found many aspects of the Catholic revival appealing, and he was
delighted to find a group of like- minded clergy.
From the mid- 1860s, these clergy achieved further prominence, so revealing and
extending distinct changes in the churchmanship of the diocese. Their increased
influence followed extended visits to England by Bishop Short, Marryat and
Russell. They deliberately sought out a broad spectrum of parish life there, both
ordinary and infamous, in city and village, to sample as much as possible of the

bewildering array of changes in worship, theology, organization and social
conscience. Whereas the Adelaide secular and Protestant press suggested that the
Established Church was poised for disintegration, they reported a 'great deal of real
life and devotedness on all sides among the clergy' .370n the deaths of Woodcock
(1868) and Farrell (1869), Short appointed Marryat archdeacon, Russell dean, and
Dove and Noel Twopeny (a much -loved sympathiser)58 canons. All were ardent
disciples of the liturgical and pastoral revival; three were reputedly ritualists. All
were close friends of Bishop Short and, soon after their arrival in Adelaide, of His
Excellency and Lady Fergusson.
The Fergussons' decision to attend St Paul's coincided with the diocese's first
ritualist controversy early in 1869. It erupted after eighteen months of rumours
about Romish practices and preaching by several Anglican clergy, including the

incumbent of St Andrew's and acting curate of St Paul's, George Dove 39
Cambridge- educated and S.P.G.- sponsored, Dove came to the diocese with the
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'highest testimonials as a pious, earnest, and conscientious man'," and quickly
proved an eloquent missionary, both at St Andrew's and in the Church Chronicle,

for the theology and liturgical practices associated with the Anglican revival. In the
1860s his name and Russell's were synonymous with that revival in the diocese.
Despite their shared campaigns, Russell and Dove 'differed in very many things',

particularly in theology." Russell was a broad churchman, a member of its

'constructive' school, and, as such, he deplored party strife fomented by ritualists
and anti - ritualists alike.42 Dove, on the other hand, admitted a 'very great deal of
sympathy with Ritualism',43 and the consequences of his well -known religious
proclivities, in doctrine and ceremonial, worried the bishop in the late 1860s 14
Dove clearly regarded his temporary charge of St Paul's as a missionary journey.
He increased the number of services there, as he had done on his appointment to St
Andrew's. Under Russell's incumbency until his departure for England in 1868, St
Paul's had two monthly communion services (one morning, one evening), services
on saints' days and in Lent, Whitsun and Advent
like several other parishes in
the diocese.45 By contrast, St Andrew's had had daily matins and evensong, and
weekly communion since 1862. Dove did not hesitate to introduce the same
practices as St Paul's early in 1868,46 and Russell was delighted at Dove's initiative.
'Had he [Russell] exercised more energy and more faith the same result might have
been attained years ago.'47
Dove's reputation for advanced ceremonial and theology grew in the late 1860s,
as did St Andrew's appeal as an oasis in the diocesan desert to similarly - inclined
clergy.48 Just what ceremonial change Dove introduced at St Paul's is unclear, but

membership fell noticeably. On Bishop Short's comment on a 'thinnish'
congregation in January 1869, a parishioner informed him that fifty sittings had
been given up in protest against sermons preached by Dove and the bishop's
missionary chaplain, Robert Webb, whose reputation for ritualism rivalled
Dove's.49 Both Dove and Webb figured prominently in the heated debate on
ritualism in the synod several months later.5°
The events leading up to the ritualism debate and the debate itself have been
described elsewhere5' Of the clergy accused of ritualistic practices and preaching,
Dove in particular carried all before him. The perturbation evident in Short's diary
hardly surfaced in the bishop's pastoral address, during which he commended
'conscientious clergy' who implemented the clear rubrics of the Prayer Book by the
'restoration of daily prayers, the keeping of festivals commemorative of our Lord's
ministry and His apostles, with more frequent celebration'.52 He thereby explicitly
sanctioned some of Dove's innovations. Dove's speech against neglect of the
rubrics, and stout defenses from the synodsmen of both St Andrew's and St Paul's
appeased many critics,53 one of whom, the Rev. George Farr, wished churchmen
were 'all ... filled with energy as Mr Dove.'S4 The anti - ritualists' motion that four
clergy
Dove, Webb, Green and Lionel Stanton
leave the diocese lapsed amid
laughter and apparent astonishment.
It was during these months, the autumn of 1869, that the vice -regal family joined
St Paul's, their parish church, but also a congregation with a controversial
clergyman. The Fergussons may have met Russell, a fellow Scot, in England before
their departure,55 but more likely than not, Dove attracted them to St Paul's. Dove
and the vice -regal couple had a mutual friend in the aristocratic Lady Charlotte
Bacon. Lady Charlotte, who was present in the vice -regal party at numerous
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official functions from the day the Fergussons arrived, had been in the colony for
several years, visiting her children. Her son -in -law, Charles Burney Young, was a

South Australia. They quickly proved active rather than passive parishioners,

prominent local Anglican, particularly in philanthropic organizations, a

and shyness. Their support was two -fold, involving church furnishings and
ceremonial on the one hand, and good works on the other.

parishioner of St Andrew's, and Dove's staunchest lay defender in Synod.56 The
Doves and the Shorts were among the Fergussons' first personal friends in South
Australia.57

Undeterred by religious controversy surrounding Dove and his two parishes, the
Fergussons attended both St Paul's and St Andrew's regularly while they lived in

despite Sir James's frequent absences from the city and Lady Edith's delicate health
Several months after the Fergussons' arrival and the stormy synod session, `Lady

Edith's choir' of gentlemen and boys robed in surplices began to sing the daily
service at St Paul's, accompanied by Lady Edith on the harmonium.58 The choir
had been `set on foot ... by the generous assistance of Sir James and Lady Edith
Fergusson' presumably the governor and his lady donated the printed music and
surplices.59 This was the first surpliced choir in the diocese. Such gifts were scarcely

innocuous, particularly in the religious climate of the colony in 1869. Pòpularly
associated with extreme ritualism in English churches in the 1840s and 1850s,
surpliced choirs had lost much of their party taint as they became increasingly
popular in the late 1860s; nevertheless, they could still arouse fear and wrath in
some Anglican and in Protestant circles in the colony.6o
On Russell's first Sunday at St Paul's after his eighteen month absence, Lady
Edith's choir processed into the church.ó1 Russell was delighted. From England he
had written to his parishioners of his great pleasure at village choirs in Lichfield
diocese, whose `boys [were] decently habited in surplices, as I hope we may some
day or other have them at St Paul's'.62 In his sermon on that occasion, Russell took
pains to explain the innovation not simply the processing surpliced choir but
also the choral services which St Paul's had had intermittently for several years. He
denied choral worship was 'all a performance and a show.'63 Surpliced choirs, he
continued, were 'a long established custom in all our Cathedrals, and many of our
Parish Churches', and clearly sanctioned by the English Protestant reformers. Like
the clerics' garb, the choristers' robes were symbolic, and taught the wearers 'by
outward sign as well as by earnest exhortation, that it is a holy service in which they
are engaged.' The procession provided order and decency in worship, and was far

preferable to the choir members 'find[ing] their way to their seats straggling, at
different times, and without serious preparation of heart for what they have to do.'
Russell's disclaimer of party or Papist motives did not assuage opponents in
Protestant or certain Anglican circles. His appeal to parishioners to wait until the
'first novelty ... passed away',64 his efforts to create a sense of perspective (`anyone
who in England considered a surpliced choir a sign of Ritualism would be heartily
laughed at' ),65 and his concerted educational campaign through the columns of the
new parish magazine were not entirely successful. Dove's continued involvement at

St Paul's, and Russell's invitation to a controversial, reputedly ritualist young
Melbourne clergyman to become his curate fed suspicions in sensitive circles about
churchmanship at St Paul's.66
After simmering for a year, the controversy surfaced in the Protestant Advocate, a
weekly journal that claimed to preach 'freedom from the mummeries of Popery and

The three eldest Fergusson children, with a daughter of Bishop Short (far right).

Ritualism' and to unmask `Anglican traitors' who enticed churchmen `blindfold
into the net of the Romish fowler.'57 Its favourite targets in the Adelaide diocese
were Dove, Webb, Green and Russell, the latter a `ritualist or worse.'69 Several
correspondents claiming to be present or past parishioners of St Paul's complained
early in 1871 in the Protestant Advocate of unacceptable, ritualistic novelties
introduced at the `fancy of the incumbent'.69 One, the procession of choristers, was
`mummery ... [which] will create a secession which cannot be recovered.'70 The
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letters revealed a great sensitivity about threats of Romish contamination, and
deep- seated fears of division among congregations.
The issue overflowed the boundaries of the partisan Protestant Advocate into the
synod meeting of 1871. It took the form of a debate about the legality of Russell's

F1

special service for the induction of choristers for which Dean Russell had neglected

to seek episcopal sanction. The debate (at St Paul's where the synod met) was
punctuated with occasional extremist remarks, and a mingled exasperation and
sensivity over the definition of 'ritualism.'71 Just as Charles Burney Young had
stoutly defended Dove in 1869, Russell found a staunch supporter in John
Fergusson, the Governor's younger brother and private secretary, who was the
synod representative from St Peter's, Robe, but also a parishioner from St Paul's.72
Deploring the time stolen from more pressing issues for the discussion, Fergusson
praised Russell as a 'bright example [of] a parish priest and clergyman.' He went on
to give his opinion of local church affairs.

r

In this colony, which was founded at a time when the Church of England was more lax
in practice, and when its services were performed in a more slovenly way than now, there
existed great ignorance as to Church services, and it really amounted to this that

where a clergyman was distinguished by zeal or care that his services should be

performed decently and in order, people conjured up ideas of immaginary ritualism ....
other bodies of Christians in this colony showed a rancour of bitterness and feeling
towards the Church of England which had no parallel in England, Scotland or Ireland."

Canon Farr (mover of the motion questioning Russell's action) was not impressed
with the newcomer's capsule summary, and commented: `They had a great deal of
trouble with reference to Church discipline, and matters of this kind were not so
frivolous as [ Fergusson] thought.'74 Nevertheless, after mildly reproving Russell,
Bishop Short dismissed the matter as a `pop-gun of very small effect.'75
John Fergusson's high church sympathies and associations were confirmed
weeks later by his marriage into the Gilbert family of Pewsey Vale. The Gilberts,
whom the Fergussons had met soon after arriving in the colony, were known for
their confident high churchmanship, and for their moral and financial support of
the Rev. Robert Webb, one of the diocese's most 'advanced' clergy.76 The Adelaide
correspondent of the country paper, the Border Watch, noted the impending

The Rev. Alexander Russell,
incumbent of St Paul's, Adelaide.

Bishop Short.

ceremony:

'k

St Paul's incumbent, I presume, will leave for a day or two the place sanctified by his
struggles as a parish priest, to assist the Very Rev. transubstantiationist the Rev. R. B.
Webb in tying the matrimonial bonds.77

That comment was one of several volleys the Adelaide correspondent of the
Border Watch fired at Russell. Apparently an aggrieved parishioner of St Luke's
Church in Whitmore Square (another city church embroiled in a controversy over
clergy and ceremonial, but one more heated than that at St Paul's),78 he asserted that
Russell had `grieved a number of good men in the Church', by becoming 'head of
the High Church party' in the diocese, and by accepting Dove's dangerous
innovations only after `ascertaining the proclivities of certain exalted personages,
who had come to South Australia during his absence', an obvious reference to the
vice -regal couple.79 Russell denied any innovation, admitting 'only a return to a
closer adherence to the rubric', and insisted that Dove had simply 'fulfilled honestly
my openly, and often- expressed wishes'B0
and well before the arrival of the
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St Andrew's, Walkerville.
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unnamed important parishioners who, in any case, had been 'expected to attach
themselves to a quite different communi011.'81
The indignation over the processing surpliced choristers was the first of many
diocesan disputes over doctrines and practices in the 1870s. Russell was aback. He
exaggerated when he said that the practice was used in the 'great majority of

churches in London'

a figure of one in five would be more accurate.s2

Nevertheless, in the English Church by 1870, surpliced choirs had virtually lost
their exclusive association with high churchmanship, let alone ritualism 83 In fact,
St Paul's in 1869 approached the Victorian ideal of a choir, cathedral or parish
around twenty trained and robed men and boys.
Marryat and Short, like Russell, had been impressed with the surpliced choirs
they had seen elsewhere in the 1860s, Marryat at the 'ultra- ritualist' St Barnabas,
Pimlico,84 and Short more recently at St Andrew's Cathedral in Sydney.85 The
diocese of Adelaide was slow in adopting the practice. Dove's 'ritualistic' parish did
not have robed choristers until 1879;86 Green's congregation accepted them in 1878,
after rejecting the idea in 1871.ß7 The cathedral choir of St Peter's was of course
robed in surplices from its formation in 1877. Its garb gave Bishop Short cause for

reflection when he described the

choir (surpliced and cassocked purple) of 16 nice Boys and 8 Choir men preceding me
and my two Archdeacons Marryat and Dove ... moving processionally to our places ... I
rub my eyes and ask myself 'Can this really be the Adelaide I came to 30 years ago ?'88

By 1877, the 'ritualists' in the diocese had advanced markedly, revealing the
surpliced choir controversy of 1869 -71 to be quite minor.
The music at St Paul's attracted less attention than the choristers' garb, but some
of it at least was more of a party badge than the surplices. The repertory included
Gregorian chant, far less common in London churches than surpliced choirs in
1869, but characteristic of extreme ritualism.89
St Paul's choir drew its settings entirely from the Westminster Chant Book edited
by James Turle and Dr Bridge, one of numerous collections of cathedral and parish
church music for daily services available from the mid- nineteenth century, but one
which, with a collection from St Paul's Cathedral, dominated the market in the
1860s and 1870s.90 From it, St Paul's Church choir sang a range of music that
included Gregorian chant, settings by English organists from the sixteenth to the
nineteenth centuries, and, occasionally, by the European composers, Spohr and
Beethoven.91 The choir at first used Gregorian chants intermittently, and then,
from May 1870, on every Friday for all the psalms and canticles, and for the psalms
of Sundays. Its members sang a setting in the Chant Book from the late seventeenth
century Parisian Breviary, very popular among early Anglo- Catholics,92 and a
setting by Thomas Helmore, from the 1840s the best -known crusader for Gregorian
chant in England93
St Paul's choir sang several settings by English composers of the sixteenth
century (Fan-ant and Tallis), and some from the seventeenth.94 The Parish Choir
(1846 -51), the strongest single impetus behind the choral revival in the English
Church, advocated church music from these centuries because of its simplicity and
appropriateness to worship.95 English composers from the eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries were well - represented in St Paul's repertory, despite a
noticeable decline in their popularity in English churches.96 There was also a
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group of contemporary English composers who flourished in the third quarter of
the nineteenth century, including Turle, Monk, Goss and Dyce (but absent were S.
S. Wesley, Thomas Attwood and Frederick Ouseley). This group was, however,
outnumbered by its eighteenth century predecessors.
The music and ceremonial at St Paul's at the beginning of the seventies, when the
Fergussons attended, were interesting from the perspective of the standard usage of
both the local diocese and the English mother church. The repertory bordered on
the out -of- fashion, as far as English parish music was concerned. The ceremonial
was a novelty in the diocese of Adelaide, but not in the English church. There,
rehearsed surpliced choristers in reverent procession, rehearsed and reverent, and
numerous related practices (the erection of organs, and restoration or 'throwing
out' of chancels) had become commonplace by the 1870s. The origin of the choral

revival was religious (with legacies from both the Evangelical and Oxford
movements),97 but also as an 'expression of secular middle -class values and tastes' 98

By 1870, the 'advanced' connotations of the new practices at St Paul's had largely

evaporated in the English Church; enthusiasm for 'cathedral' services crossed
traditions of churchmanship.
St Paul's daily services filled a gap in the diocese while the cathedral was under
construction (1869 -77). Several other parishes in the diocese had had 'semi- choral'

services in the 1860s,99 and Bishop Short had long supported improvements in

church music. He especially delighted in the 'congregational character' of
Anglican choral worship.'°°
Not all churchmen, however, did so. Two camps among advocates of the choral
revival divided over the extent of participation by the worshippers in the ideal
Anglican service.1" Broad churchmen, with whom Russell usually identified
himself, 'frowned' on it,102 and his practices at St Paul's suggest that he agreed. He
emphasised in word and deed the separateness of choir and congregation. The
choir's preparation, its members' induction, the robes and manner of entry and
departure, even the annual picnic for them (at the Government Farm, courtesy of
Sir James), all reflected this.103 In worship and status, its role seemed closer to the
clergyman's than the congregation's. Members were inculcated with a sense of the
beauty of holiness and the necessity of reverence, which would presumably inspire

ordinary layfolk in the nave. To this ambience, Lady Edith made a major
contribution.
She considered it no trouble to teach children how they could assist in their service, and it
was through her instrumentality that the choir was organised ... and clad in appropriate

raiment....She tried, in her personal kindness, to lead each member of the choir to set
about his work with the reverence she always manifested herself.104

The congregation was not entirely relegated to a passive role of pious listening, for

the daily services had a hymn, and the Sunday services several, from Hymns
Ancient and Modern. Worshippers joined in the chanting of the psalter, as Lady
Edith played the harmonium for the 'congregational psalmody:'°5 Nevertheless,
the choir dominated worship at St Paul's.
Lady Edith was as passionately committed to the good works which were as
distinctive a feature of St Paul's as its daily services, Gregorian tones, and surpliced
choir in procession. Despite their close friendship with the controversial Dove, the
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Fergussons remained at St Paul's when Russell returned from England. They were
attracted perhaps by St Paul's music,106 but most probably by its reputation for
charitable works, one in which St Paul's out -shone all other parishes in the diocese.

Dove did, in fact, continue to be closely associated with St Paul's. He assisted
Russell, newly installed Dean of Adelaide, with the daily worship and with a new
venture, services in the East End market.
St Paul's commitment to social action dated from the parish's beginning in 1860.

Russell's list of the first year's activities at St Paul's, read to an audience of six
hundred, mentioned
tract distribution, district visitation, the weekday services, private meetings for Bible

reading and conversation, the Sunday School work, the institution of a parochial
institute with monthly popular lectures &c., a parochial institution for Christian work
under a vow of Total Abstinence, the establishment of Evening Communion once a
month etc.107

The energy behind this impressive list of religious and charitable undertakings
came from the indefatigable Russell, from his unshakable convictions about the
nature of church membership, and his admiration for the theology and example of
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the diocese. Its objects were ambitious, and included visiting the sick and poor,

provision of religious instruction to domestic servants, establishment of a
benevolent fund for medical comforts for the ill and destitute, teaching children of
the poor, and collection of money for various local and missionary causes, as well as

for church furnishings.'" Forty ladies joined in mid -1870, among them Lady

Edith.'"
A complementary organization, the St Paul's Association for Men's Work,
appeared in mid -1870, its purposes no less ambitious than those of the women's
group. Involving various ministries to (and by) the 'more religiously- minded of the
people', its members chose a field of work 'according to their sense of individual

fitness and bent of mind', from a list that included 'prayer - meetings, choral
services, a day - school, a night school, cottage lectures, [and] Hospital -ward
visiting.'120 The indecisive or untalented were allocated fund - raising. The
Association recruited Lady Edith for one aspect of its evangelistic work
the
special mission services based on those Russell had witnessed in England.

F. D. Maurice. He deplored the Church of England's reputation as the church of the
respectable and comfortably- off.108 He rejoiced in the broad spectrum of social and

Arranged by Russell and Dove, they were held in the old Congregational Chapel in
Ebenezer Street in the East End Market, '[']here being no more room at St Paul's.'121
Lady Edith trained the choir to lead the music at these services. Since the worship
was intended for those 'not ordinarily church - goers', the music was 'not elaborate

economic backgrounds from which his parishioners came, but especially in the
attendance of the 'trading and working classes', whom Anglicans usually assumed

chants by a professional choir.122 Whether or not Lady Edith attended the

... but a natural and joyful service, in which all may join', rather than cathedral

were 'by rights' dissenters.109 By precept and example, he endeavoured to convince

missionary services is unclear, but she 'did what she could ... as regards the service of

Anglican clergy and laity that the 'special mission' of the church was to the

song.'123

'outcasts of society', the destitute and the unemployed.110 His parishioners with
'superior talent or ... superior advantages' were reminded that Scripture enjoined
them to use their gifts for the 'good of others.'n '... any class in society will readily
to real sympathy with them, to a real
respond to efforts made on their behalf

of her deep religious and social convictions, she was patroness of several
predominantly Anglican institutions, the Female Refuge (founded 1856), the

interest in their welfare'.112 He urged workingmen, whether employed or
unemployed, to help themselves and each other in their quest for mental, moral
and material improvement.113 Russell had become well -known over the years for

his support for workingmen's causes, such as associations for mutual help and
improvement, early shop closing, co- operation of capital with labour, and, in such

'exceptional circumstances' as the depression of the late sixties, government .
relief.' 14

The extent of 'quiet evangelistic benevolent work' in English parishes had
deeply impressed Russell on his visit in 1868 - 69.1tá Much of that work, he believed,

could well be emulated in South Australia, particularly such adjuncts to normal
parish machinery as 'mission churches, mission clergy, lay readers, parochial
mission women, and brotherhoods and sisterhoods.'116 Returning to St Paul's
rejuvenated, Russell immediately set about expanding its religious and
philanthropic work. On his first Sunday back, he called on his congregation for
assistance with 'house to house visiting, special services in densely populated
localities, the visitation of the sick, Sunday and other school teaching, and efforts
for the suppression of drunkenness and other disgraceful vices.'117 Lady Edith was
one parishioner who enthusiastically supported Russell's new endeavours, both
spiritual and charitable.

As an ordinary parishioner, Lady Edith attended the newly established
Association for Women's Work at St Paul's, possibly the first such organization in

Lady Edith did not confine herself to training choirs. Ex officio, but also because

Orphan Home (1860) and the Servants' Home (1862). They were not official
diocesan charities, but had been established by committees of prominent Anglican
churchmen and, significantly, churchwomen. Their purpose revealed much about
Lady Edith's deepest philanthropic concerns (women and children, especially as

domestic servants),124 their organization much about the role of women in
charitable enterprises in the colony. The Female Refuge had two committees, one
of men, the other of women, their spheres of influence being the public and the
internal economies respectively of the Refuge.125 By contrast, both the Orphan and

Servants' Homes were run by committees of ladies. That of the Orphan Home
consisted of the patroness (Lady Edith from 1869 till 1871), ten ladies (wives of
leading clergy and laymen), and the Home's officers, including the visiting
clergyman. It saw to the provision of 'board, clothing, and useful and religious
education', and found suitable accommodation for children turning fourteen,
usually as domestic servants.126 Aware of the responsibility of selecting appropriate

situations for their charges, the ladies endeavoured to 'choose those in which the
girls will be as much as possible under the eye of the mistress, and the work not too
much for their age or strength.'127 The ladies themselves and their friends possibly
employed some of the girls.
A larger enterprise than the Orphan Home, the Servants' Home was also run by a
ladies committee,128 among them Lady Edith from soon after her arrival in the
colony until her illness and death. Its purpose was to provide lodgings for servants,
respectable, female ones with references, who were unemployed because of illness,
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recent arrival in Adelaide, or any other reason beyond their control.129 The
committee dealt with property and personnel matters, internal domestic
arrangements, preparation and circulation of a servants' registry for prospective
employers, and fund- raising.13°

Through the Servants' Home and St Paul's, Lady Edith was probably also
involved in the organization of a highly successful soup kitchen for the inner city
poor in the winter of 1870, when the colony was in the grip of a severedepression."
Sir James, Alexander Russell, and several other clergy and laymen formed an inter-

denominational (i.e. Protestant) committee of management to assist the Home's

ladies committee and lady superintendent in their task of preparing and
distributing the fare, which was advertised as 'good and strong Meat Soup ... at a
small price.''32 The committees distributed over 4000 quarts of soup in five months
at 1 d a quart, with an insignificant loss of ten guineas which was easily made upby

private donation."
The soup kitchen's slight deficit caused little concern, but the other committees
on which Lady Edith sat were forced constantly to juggle limited funds and to
appeal for subscriptions. Property matters proved difficult. The Orphan Home's
kitchen and lavatory were in a 'ruinous and almost useless state.'134 The ladies of
the Servants' Home moved its location several times in 1869 -70, in an attempt to
reconcile economy with convenience and size." The Home lived a hand -to -mouth
existence in the late 1860s, during which time the committee's decisions were not
always well- advised."6 One critic of the Home suggested that despite the ladies'
best intentions and energy, their mismanagement had reduced the Home to little
more than a reservoir of servants for their needs and those of their friends. Needless
to say, chivalrous defenders rushed to their rescue.137

Lady Edith's part in the running of the Refuge, and the Orphan and Servants'
Homes is unclear from their scanty records and press accounts of their public
meetings. Social convention prevented women from making speeches, irrespective
of the authority of the ladies committee." However, Dove's funeral sermon for
Lady Edith suggested that she was a regular visitor of the Refuge's magdalenes.
... pure in heart, she could feel for her fallen sisters, and was never weary of asserting
of seeking to reclaim them, and to make them entertain
herself on their behalf
cheerful hopes with respect to the future.'"

Sir James revealed a detailed knowledge of the day -to -day affairs of the Servants'
Home, and reported that 'he had the pleasure of hearing of the proceedings of the

Committee of Management [of the Orphan Home] very frequently. '140 His
familiarity with these causes indicated that his wife was more than a figurehead for
these charitable organizations.

Its brevity notwithstanding, Lady Edith's sojourn in South Australia offers
glimpses of philanthropic work in the colony in the late 1860s, particularly the part
played by women, and the philosophies, secular and religious, behind the work.
Lady Edith's favourite charities were run by women for their less fortunate sisters

and their children. These causes absorbed the energies of many aristocratic and
middle -class women philanthropists of her time. Like many of her counterparts in
Victorian England, religious, respectable even titled women who joined the large
philanthropic 'industry' in the mid - nineteenth century, she devoted herself to the
Christian and useful training of domestic servants and would -be servants.141 The
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motives behind such work were a pragmatic and compelling combination of
religious piety, personal talent, social conditioning and self- interest. Sir James
dwelt on the self- interest when commending the Servants' Home to the colonists'
support:
It was as much to the advantage of the community as to those who were inmates.
(Applause.) In a large measure they depended upon their domestic servants. They knew
the advantage and comfort of having good ones, but there was no hope of that comfort
continuing unless they were respectable, and it was a positive necessity that they should
be cared for.12

Asylums were far preferable to refuges. Self- interest could be mellowed by religious
piety, however. Lady Edith's dying thoughts were with the women of these Homes,
especially those in the financially - struggling Servants' Home. Close to death, she

prayed that it might be 'kept upon a proper footing, to save girls from becoming
bad."'"

As Lady Edith made no public speeches, her religious and philanthropic
convictions must be reconstructed from her good works, the accounts (invariably
eulogistic) of her friends and admirers, and, although with reservation, from the
public speeches Sir James made on behalf of his wife's charities and other worthy
causes in the colony. Like Lady Edith, Sir James had a deep- rooted sense of public

duty that was inseparable from his religious and social convictions. The
Fergussons of Kilkerran had strong reputations as generous philanthropists,144 and
Sir James's name for benevolence among the people of Ayrshire preceded him to
South Australia.113 Soon after his arrival, he expressed a desire to be 'a member of
this community ... to live long amongst you as one of yourselves, and to assist in the

good works which members of this community should lay themselves out to
perform.'146 To some extent, he regretted that the lack of an Established Church

deprived him of official occasions to support religious and philanthropic
endeavours.147 Nevertheless, he saw this as a golden opportunity for private

the key to his personal philosophy of moral and social
improvement. It was a theme on which he spoke often when attending
benevolence

philanthropic society meetings. Certain responsibilities, he admitted, fell to the
legislature
'the more general diffusion of a good education, the prevalence of
disorderly houses, and ... check[s] upon contagious diseases.'148 All else,
particularly rescue work among the physically and morally destitute, and the

prevention of such distitution, belonged to individuals and societies. Their
responsibility, through the Orphan and Servants' Homes and other similar
institutions, was to create and preserve in their charges a spirit of healthy
independence and respectability, the surest protection against the 'taint of
pauperism', the shame of destitution.'49
Lady Edith directed her efforts towards women and children. Uppermost in Sir
James's mind was the lack of
public provision by which either the crowded population of the cities or the scattered
settlers of the country may be provided with the means of religion ... it become[s] those
who are privileged to enjoy the opportunities of religion to supply the wants of those
who are less favourably situated."°

His favourite charities were those which aimed at extending pastoral care, usually
Anglican, in city and country." He lent his yacht to Anglican missionary clergy
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(probably his friends Twopeny, Dove and Morse) for their journeys to Kangaroo
Island, Yorke's Peninsula and elsewhere.152 He gave generously to the cathedral
building fund, and was always ready to address meetings to arouse enthusiasm for
the bishop's beloved project.153 He contributed to the fund - raising efforts of
numerous city and rural churches in the diocese.154 He and (when health allowed)
Lady Edith attended concerts and bazaars in various parishes, often those with
incumbents whose churchmanship was at least moderately high.'" Both he and his
wife donated 'pleasant and devotional books' to the men of the telegraph party to
the Northern Territory.156 Lady Edith laid several church foundation stones, and
Sir James attended numerous such occasions with his friend the bishop.157 The
Fergussons' Anglican allegiance was hardly disguised. The vice -regal couple
regularly attended the public examinations at St Peter's College, but never those of
Wesleyan Prince Alfred College.158 Sir James declined to lay the foundation stone

of a Lutheran church, with the curious explanation that he declined such
invitations to denominational stone - layings on principle.159 Many of their
personal friends were prominent, and often controversial, Anglican clergymen.
Even a casual reader of the daily press would have been aware of the close
personal friendships between the Fergussons, the Short and Dove families, and
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home away from home for the Fergussons, socially and spiritually.168
Sir James and Lady Edith invited Anglican clergy to most of their functions at
Government House. Bishop Short and Archdeacon Marryat, and their ladies, were
guests there from the first, not only at large public affairs but also at more intimate
dinner and small parties, the latter arranged by Lady Edith for groups of between
twenty and forty.169 She usually invited clergy of various denominations, and
several Presbyterian and Roman Catholic gentlemen of the cloth were favoured

guests. It was clear from guest lists, moreover, that the Fergussons regarded
Anglican clergy from various traditions of churchmanship as their friends. Denzil
Ibbetson, the leading anti - ritualist clergyman of the diocese, was a regular guest at

Government House with his wife, a member of charitable causes dear to Lady
Edith.170 However, members of the 'advanced' fraternity were usually prominent.
At a party in September 1870, the full spectrum of Anglicanism was represented
among the clerical guests, but conspicuous by their presence were almost all the
'ritualist' clergy in the diocese Dove, Green, Webb, Stanton, and the Rev. Charles
Morse (Christ Church, Yankalilla), and their wives.171
The Fergussons became close friends with their parish clergy, Russell and Dove,

and with the bishop. One other clergyman, Samuel Green, became particularly
close to Lady Edith during her last weeks, in October 1871. Each of these four clergy

they took up residence at Robe, the local Anglican congregation at St Peter's

preached a funeral sermon for Lady Edith. Those by Bishop Short, Dean Russell
and Canon Dove recounted her good works for the Church of England;172 that by
Green was a highly personal account of her spiritual life. During the last stages of
her illness, Lady Edith was moved to Glanville Hall at Port Adelaide, the extensive
house of John Hart, then premier, in the hope that sea air would bring comfort if
not cure.173 Green, the incumbent of nearby St Paul's at Port Adelaide, spent
considerable time with her and was profoundly affected by the experience. In his
funeral sermon, he spoke of her, 'reverently, tenderly, and lovingly', almost with
awe.174 She lived, he said, a 'higher spiritual life than most Christians', as her good
works and her 'attention ... to the interests of her soul' indicated. Green emphasised
to the 'overflowing' congregation at St Paul's in Adelaide that he spoke in such
personal terms 'not to satisfy curiosity ... [but] to present the edifying sight for the
benefit of those who survived.' The Register's report was briefer than that in the
Advertiser, not out of distaste for Green's detail, but for fear that a summary could
do no justice to 'so solemn and deeply interesting a narrative'; the reporter hoped it
would be published as a pamphlet.175
This does not seem to have eventuated, although the Protestant Advocate was
soon attacking Green with quotations allegedly taken from his sermon. The brief

Church welcomed a new incumbent, the Rev. Henry Howitt. He had been Dove's

account in the Advertiser showed the sermon to be generously laden with

several other controversial clergy in the diocese. Sir James often arranged official
and private visits to various parts of the colony around pastoral tours by the bishop
or other clerical friends. Port Elliot, for example, enjoyed a combined vice -regal
and pastoral visit early in 1870, when the Fergussons, Shorts and Doves escaped the
hot Adelaide summer. The vice -regal couple and the clergy were all involved in the
opening ceremonies of several Anglican churches from Yankalilla to Port Elliot,
and in between dined with each other regularly.160 Sir James accompanied Short
and Dove on their visit to the Poonindie native mission near Port Lincoln,161 and
he was travelling with the Rev. Noel Twopeny near Riverton when Twopeny fell
from his horse and expired.162 For his part, Short made an episcopal tour of the
south -east of the colony in 1871, visiting his married daughter there, and then the
Fergussons, who had been spending the summer months of 1870 -71 at Robe. He
returned to Adelaide on Sir James's yacht with Lady Edith.163
South Australia's governors often decamped from Adelaide to Robe during the
summer, to enjoy temperatures significantly lower than Adelaide's.164 A small
Anglican côterie formed there around the Fergussons in 1870 -71. Shortly before

assistant at St Paul's in Adelaide when the governor and his lady joined the

each day.167 With Bishop Short's family nearby, Henry Howitt as the local

sentimentality and details of Lady Edith's spiritual life, but not noticeably laden
with 'advanced' theology. Nevertheless, the Protestant Advocate writer for its
column 'In Town and About' found many causes for complaint. He attacked Green
for a text from the Apocrypha, for praying for the dead, for remarking that Lady
Edith died on the 'festival of S. Simon and S. Jude', a 'Popish abbreviation', and for
daring to suggest that she was 'offering from the place of her rest the prayers the
Almighty loves to hear.' (This was, in fact, closer to the content of Dove's funeral
sermon the same day.)176 Most offensive of all was Green's remark that those who
remained would 'chiefly ... think of her in the sacred hour when we draw nearer to

clergyman, and Lady Charlotte Bacon as house guest, Karam House at Robe was a

the Altar and offer the Holy Sacrifice!' Denouncing this as an 'outrage', the

controversial congregation early in 1869. Howitt was in search of improved health,
and invigorated by the climate,165 he set about consolidating the parish. He opened

a day school there, offering a 'good English education, combined with religious

teaching of the Church of England' (a conscience clause attracted non Anglicans),166 which was hailed as a 'boon ... [to] the neighbourhood.' He
appointed a lady teacher, and, in addition, 'Lady Edith or other members of the
vice -regal household ... [gave] instructions in singing and other accomplishments'
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Protestant Advocate shouted that
no greater wrong could be done to [Lady Edith's] memory than that her passing away
should be made the occasion for the enunciation of a heresy so crass that the bare thought
of it will be enough to steep the hearts of 9 /l0ths of those who read it with a sense of the

deep humilation, and to bring the burning blush of shame to their averted faces.177

Perhaps out of tact and respect for Lady Edith's memory, this particular issue was
not pursued. However, Green and his like- minded colleagues with similar tastes
continued to be the centre of religious controversy in the Church of England as well
as in Protestant circles, not least because they became increasingly 'advanced' in the
1870s.

It is unfortunate that Green's sermon was not published in full, since it would
have been an indication of the theology of the 'advanced' clergy in the diocese of
Adelaide. More importantly, it would have provided considerable insight into the
remarkably rich spiritual life of an unusual woman. Very little material exists on
the nature of faith or the spiritual lives of women in Australia in the nineteenth
century, particularly of Anglican women.178 Evidence of their faith in general, and

of Lady Edith's in particular, must be indirect - good works and charitable
organization, and active support of a distinct brand of churchmanship.
There is also the testimony of friends and admirers. Dove's obituarist (probably

quoting from Dove himself) wrote that in the 'congenial atmosphere' of St
Andrew's at Walkerville, Lady Edith's 'somewhat reserved temperament unfolded
like a flower.'179 Bishop Short also found her a woman of remarkable spiritual
strength, pious but not puritanical, concentrating on the state of her soul (and on

the souls of her unfortunate sisters), but neither disdaining nor frightened of
culture and refinement: 'She was ... rich toward Him, rich in good works,
unobtrusive but discerning in her charities, having that "princely heart of
innocence" which could enjoy without spiritual detriment the pleasures of social
life.'t80

Sir James was well aware of the constitutional limitations on his political
activities. He was equally aware that a colony's prosperity was no longer dependent

on the colonial governor's financial acumen or lack of it, but on the inhabitants'
'own enterprise, prudence and skill. "' Nonetheless, he believed in an active, not a
passive, vice -regal role - in using, for example, his administrative talents and
experience for the well -being of colony and colonists. In particular, he placed great
trust in the power of 'example', administrative, philanthropic, and religious.t82 It
was in this spirit that the Fergussons entered wholeheartedly into the
encouragement of good works and religious observance, albeit of their particular

preference in churchmanship. Lady Edith expended little energy on public
appearances, vice -regal tours and state occasions, although she occasionally
attended the theatre, concerts and race - meetings as well as the opening of
Parliament. She conserved her resources for spiritual exercise and good works. One
country newspaper commended her example as one 'well worthy of being followed

by other people of position and wealth in the colony.'183 Samuel Green, on the
other hand, captured part of the reason why thousands of colonists attended her
funeral and mourned her so: '... from her life and death virtue has gone out.'ts4
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DISSENTERS FROM DISSENT
THE UNITARIANS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA
DAVID HILLIARD
The Unitarians in South Australia have always been a small denomination, but for

a few decades in the late nineteenth century they had an influence in colonial
society that was disproportionate to their numbers. In numerical size they reached
their peak in the census of 1881, which recorded that there were 747 people in the
colony (425 males and 322 females) who regarded themselves as Unitarians.' They

then comprised .27 per cent of the total population

more than double the

I

percentage of Unitarians in Victoria and New South Wales (in both colonies .11 per

cent). Not all of these, of course, were members of the Adelaide Unitarian
congregation; in 1881 the list of subscribers to the church numbered 122
individuals and heads of families.2 In 1881 the Unitarians were about the same size
as the Jewish community, and they ranked eleventh in the census list of Christian
denominations smaller than the Christian Brethren (`Christians' and Churches
of Christ) though considerably larger than the Methodist New Connexion, the New
Jerusalem Church (Swedenborgians), the Moravians and the Society of Friends. In
relation to the total population, South Australian Unitarians had already passed
their highest point, in the 1871 census when they formed .36 per cent of the colony,
or about three in every thousand people.3 In New South Wales and Victoria the
percentage of Unitarians had similarly declined from mid - century peaks.
Although stronger in South Australia than elsewhere, the Unitarians were on the

outer fringe of colonial religious life. There was only one full -time Unitarian
minister in the colony. The first to come to South Australia was the Rev. John
Crawford Woods, son of an Ulster Presbyterian minister and a graduate of the
University of Edinburgh, who arrived in Adelaide in September 1855 and, apart
from two years' leave of absence in England in 1874 -76, ministered to the Adelaide
congregation until his retirement in May 1889." The Unitarians had one church in

Adelaide, in Wakefield Street, completed in 1857, and another congregation at
Shady Grove, near Hahndorf, where a small group of Unitarian farming families
first held services in the early 1850s and opened a church in 1865.5 Because
Unitarians by definition denied the doctrine of the Trinity, they were regarded by
many pious people as dangerously heretical and with no right to call themselves
Christian. Occasionally their beliefs were publicly attacked, as in 1858 when the
Rev. D. J. H. Ibbetson, Anglican clergyman at Kooringa (Burra), published an
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The Unitarian Christian Church, Wakefield Street, Adelaide, about 1866. The church was opened in
1857 and demolished in 1973, having been replaced by a modern meeting house at Norwood.
(S.A. Archives)
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angry pamphlet on The Divinity of Christ, denouncing the Unitarian heresy.
Woods replied with a series of lectures and a tract on Unitarian Christianity,
Scriptural, as well as Reasonable. Years later, Catherine Helen Spence recalled one
shocked reaction to her own Unitarianism: 'Oh, Miss Spence, how can you be so
wicked as to deny the divinity of Christ ?'6

Who were the Unitarians? The name 'Unitarian' was originally used in the
seventeenth century to describe those who conceived of God as a unity rather than a
trinity. In eighteenth century England they were usually called 'Arians' (after the

early Christian heretic Arius) or 'Socinians' (after Socinus, an Italian anti Trinitarian theologian of the sixteenth century). The earliest Unitarian
congregations in England emerged in the eighteenth century from one of the
Presbyterian, Independent or General Baptist.
branches of Old Dissent
Unitarians therefore shared all the legal and social disabilities of Protestant
Dissenters. Although they were able to meet and worship as they chose without

suffering substantial hardship, it was not until 1813 that Unitarianism was
legalised in England, when parliament abolished the penalties for denying the
doctrine of the Trinity.?
The modern Unitarian movement in England is usually regarded as beginning
in 1774, when Theophilus Lindsey opened, in London, the first church specifically

built for the purpose of Unitarian worship. In 1825 the British and Foreign
Unitarian Association was founded, with the object of spreading the principles of

Unitarian Christianity. (By remarkable coincidence the American Unitarian
Association was organised, quite independently, on the same day, 26 May.)
Although a few optimists believed that the whole country would eventually
become Unitarian, the Unitarians did not expand. In 1851 they had 229 places of
worship in England and Wales, and this number did not change greatly during the
century. Their greatest strength was in Lancashire, Cheshire and the Industrial

Midlands, and it was from these areas that several of South Australia's early
Clark, Crompton, Duffield, Monks.8
Unitarian families originated
The central focus of the Unitarian movement was and is that every person
has a right, and a duty, to think for himself or herself, and that authority in religion.

ultimately lay in the individual's enlightened reason and in direct religious
experience. Unitarians therefore rejected fixed creeds, dogmas or statements of
doctrine. They were ready to abandon traditional religious concepts or beliefs in
the light of new knowledge, and they were among the first in England to accept the
German higher criticism of Scripture.9 In nineteenth century England their most
famous theologian was James Martineau (1805- 1900), who powerfully expounded
the view that the insights of conscience were the primary source of all religious

knowledge. During his lifetime he 'changed the face of the Unitarian
denomination and influenced the advance of English liberal divinity'.lo
Early Unitarianism had embraced two very different traditions. Some Unitarians
were biblically -based Protestant with roots (like the Society of Friends) in the
radical wing of the Reformation, who rejected the doctrine of the Trinity on the
grounds that it was unscriptural. Others were heirs of eighteenth century deism,
who preached a rational and commonsense religion and who denied the Trinity

and the divinity of Christ because they were unreasonable. Yet in the early
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nineteenth century the Unitarians were more homogeneous in belief than they
were later to become. They were Unitarian Christians, who were bound together by
their criticism of traditional theology and by their emphasis on freedom of enquiry.
They disliked Calvinist dogmatism on the one hand and Methodist enthusiasm on

the other. (For this reason, because of their disapproval of informality and

extempore prayer in worship, Unitarians were unique among English Dissenters
in using liturgical forms of service, mostly modelled upon the Church of England's
Book of Common Prayer, but omitting the creeds.)" They rejected the doctrines of
original sin, substitutionary atonement and everlasting punishment as
inconsistent with the moral perfection of God. They believed that Jesus was not
part of the Godhead but the greatest of all prophets, the 'ideal of spiritual and
moral excellence', who showed in his life and character what all God's children
should strive to be.12
This idea led Unitarians to become increasingly concerned about the welfare and

progress of humanity. Through the moral self- improvement of individuals, and
with Jesus as model, society could eventually be transformed into a real 'Kingdom
of God' on earth. Accordingly, during the nineteenth century, they became deeply
involved in many movements for political and social reform, and they placed high

importance on popular education, as a means to moral and intellectual

enlightenment. Something of the ethos of the denomination is conveyed in the
refrain of a favourite Unitarian hymn ('Our father's faith, we'll sing of thee'):
This faith in God, and faith in man,
This faith in truth and beauty,
In freedom's might and reason's right,
And all - controlling duty.

Although they were few in number, nineteenth century unitarians in both
England and Australia were confident that they were at the vanguard of
enlightened religious thought, and that liberal religion, based upon 'the
fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man', would eventually permeate the
whole of Protestant Christianity. It was often claimed in Unitarian circles that
there were many people in other denominations who were 'Unitarian without

knowing it'. When Essays and Reviews, a controversial book of essays by a group of
Broad Church theologians of the Church of England was published in 1860, J. C.
Woods in Adelaide preached a series of sermons expounding the ideas that it
contained." The annual report of the Adelaide congregation applauded what was
believed to be the liberation of Anglican theology from the dead hand of 'old and
worn -out creeds', and looked forward to the day when 'the voice of reason and of
liberty' would shatter the barriers between God and man created by ignorance,
superstition and priestcraft.'* Towards the end of his life, in 1902, Woods was
pleased to observe that prominent theologians in the orthodox churches were
publishing views on the Old Testament at least that 'from my own reading of the
Bible, I adopted more than half a century ago'.15 Yet as orthodox theology
liberalised, so Unitarianism lost much of its special appeal to minds troubled by

Victorian doubt, and fewer people felt the need to leave the church of their
upbringing to join a denomination which explicitly encouraged untrammeled
freedom of thought.
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The core of the Adelaide Unitarian congregation was closely knit and many of its
members were interrelated by marriage. At the beginning of the twentieth century
some of its older members could remember the foundation and early years of the
church in the 1850s. One of them (Mrs S. M. Crompton) recalled that before the

church was established in 1855, Adelaide's Unitarians had stayed at home on
Sundays because they had no church of their own faith, and she remembered her
mother (Mrs Caroline Clark) lamenting `How delighted it [sic] would be if we
could have a church of our own faith to worship in. I should like to hear a
Unitarian sermon again.'16 As the old members died, however, it was noted with
concern that their places were not being filled by younger people. By 1916, when
most of the men of military age had enlisted, and because of the war there were no
Sunday morning trams, attendances at the morning service were sometimes below
20. The church committee appealed to members and sympathisers to attend services
at least fortnightly `so that our Church may occupy a more
more regularly

influential and prominent position in the religious life of this State'." The

fortunes of the congregation were not restored until the late 1920s and 1930s, when
under the Rev. George E. Hale (minister from 1921 to 1945) it received an influx of
young attenders, while the regular broadcasting of its services (14 were broadcast in
1931, 11 in 1933, for example) aroused interest in Unitarianism among people who
had no previous connections with the nineteenth - century founding families. For a
few years Hale's eloquent preaching and provocative sermon subjects attracted
large congregations on Sunday evenings (an attendance of almost 300 one Sunday
evening in 1929 was the largest for 25 years);'s but by 1934 the peak had passed and

attendances were reported to be lower than previously. The number of regular
subscribers to the congregation remained remarkably stable, at about 100.
The Unitarian Christian Church in Adelaide suffered greatly from its religious
isolation. As a heterodox religious group, the Unitarians had virtually no formal
contact with other denominations in the city and (with the exception of the small
church at Shady Grove), the nearest Unitarian congregations were in Melbourne
and Sydney. Ministers preached twice on Sundays for years on end, apart from

annual holidays or illness, with no regular replacement or opportunity to
exchange ideas with sympathetic ministerial colleagues. Although pulpit
ti

exchanges were regular events in Protestant churches, it was not until 1924 that a
service in the Wakefield Street Church was conducted by a minister of another
the Rev. L. C. Parkin of Brougham Place Congregational
denomination
Church, who was followed by a few other liberal Congregational ministers.19 The
atmosphere easily became inward - looking and sluggish, as the Rev. Colin Gibson
observed in 1959:
It is difficult indeed to maintain a freshness and enthusiasm, with no one else than

ourselves to engender it, nearly 100 services a year, with the same voice in the pulpit, the
same faces in the congregation. It may make for closeness, but the spark that strikes from
other minds and sets alight our own, is absent.20
The Reverend John Crawford Woods (1824- 1906),

minister of the Adelaide Unitarian Christian
Church from 1855 to 1889. (S.A. Archives)

In these circumstances the rare visits to Adelaide by prominent English
Unitarians were big events in the life of the congregation, and were remembered for
years afterwards. These included the Rev. Charles Hargrove of Leeds in 1904, the
Rev. E. Rosalind Lee and Miss Hargrove in 1921, the Rev. W. Priestley Phillips,
who stayed for three months in 1924 and attempted to begin a branch congregation
in Brighton, and the Rev. Lawrence Redfern in 1937, who came as representative of
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the General Assembly of Unitarian and Free Christian Churches in Great Britain.
During his 16 -day visit he preached at eight services, visited St Peter's and Prince
Alfred Colleges, addressed the Commonwealth Club on The Problem of Freedom

99

likely to be active in the Masonic Lodge, the Adelaide Chamber of Commerce, the

in the Modern World' and the Congregational theological students at Parkin

South Australian Institute or the Adelaide Philosophical Society, 'where their
membership was likely to profit their work' 28 Forty years later, the 1921
Commonwealth census showed that 15.2 per cent of all Unitarian males in South

College, and was given a civic reception by the Lord Mayor of Adelaide 21

Australia were employers, which was the highest proportion of any denomination

in the state, and three times the percentage of employers in the total male
Ip

As a group the South Australian Unitarians at the end of the nineteenth century

had several fairly distinctive characteristics. They were essentially an urban
denomination, with about five - sixths of their adherents in the county of Adelaide
and more than three - quarters in the Adelaide metropolitan area. (The Baptists,
who were the most urbanised of the major denominations, had three out of every
five adherents resident in Adelaide.) Analysis of the 1901 South Australian census
reveals that urban Unitarians were heavily concentrated in middle -class rather than
working -class areas
the city of Adelaide itself (144, living mainly in the southeast quarter or in North Adelaide), Kensington and Norwood (77), Burnside (77,
one per cent of the population), Unley (57) and St Peters (36). By contrast, there

were only 15 Unitarians in the Port Adelaide area, 6 in Thebarton and 3 in
Hindmarsh.22 In Adelaide, as in Melbourne, Unitarianism 'drew its support from
that small section of educated society which was responsive to religious liberalism';
it had little appeal to men and women of the working class.23
Probably the best known of Adelaide's Unitarians was the writer and reformer
Catherine Helen Spence, a convert from Presbyterianism, who began attending

i

population 29
Unitarian women likewise tended to be relatively well educated and prosperous.
In the 1921 census, 88.3 per cent of Unitarian women of all ages in South Australia
could both read and write, a female literacy rate that was exceeded only by members
of a few very small denominations S0 The proportion of Unitarian women in paid

employment was unusually low, which presumably reflects the prosperity of
Unitarian families and the existence of a large number of women who did not
regard themselves as members of the workforce. Many of these women took a
leading part in philanthropic work and were members of committees assisting such
institutions as the Minda Home, the Adelaide Children's Hospital and the South

Australian Institute for the Blind and Deaf and Dumb (now Townsend House).
Caroline Emily Clark was responsible in 1866 for initiating the movement for the
boarding -out of destitute children, and the Boarding -Out Society, which existed
from 1872 to 1886, included on its small committee at least five members of the
Adelaide Unitarian congregation Miss C. E. Clark, Mrs J. H. Clark, Miss S. Kay,
Miss A. M. Martin and Catherine Helen Spence, who was treasurer and later

secretary.S1 Since the 1920s Unitarian women have been prominent in the

services in 1856, soon after the arrival of J. C. Woods, and remained a member of the
congregation until her death in 1910. In 1878, while Woods was ill, she was invited
to take a service and read the congregation a published sermon by Martineau. Later
that year she preached a sermon of her own, and from then until the end of her life

Travellers' Aid Society.
Adelaide's Unitarian congregation in the nineteenth century included a number

she preached from the Wakefield Street Church pulpit (and elsewhere) on more
than a hundred occasions. In this she had been initially inspired by the example of
the Rev. Martha Turner, the first woman to pastor a church in Australia, who was
minister of the Melbourne Unitarian Church from 1873 to 1883. Although in her
later years Catherine Spence's views diverged from Woods, moving in a more
agnostic direction, she gratefully acknowledged after his death in 1906 that he had
provided her with 'the first clear vision'.24 To her conversion to Unitarianism, and
her acceptance by the Adelaide congregation

Birmingham, Liverpool and Manchester), where Unitarians were well represented
among the wealthiest merchants and manufacturers, and were actively involved in
the founding of new universities and public libraries, and in the adult education
movement.32 John Howard Clark was a founder of the South Australian Institute,
and subsequently chairman and board member, and was editor of the Register in

she owed not merely her freedom from the unhappiness and spiritual oppression of her

youth, but also the spur to work for the greater virtue, wisdom and happiness of
mankind, and the conviction that such work was her vocation Y5

Looking back to the 1850s, Catherine Spence recalled in 1910 that 'there were a

number of interesting and clever people who went to the Wakefield Street
Church'.26 The impression that South Australian Unitarians were for several
generations predominantly prosperous and above average in education is
supported by R. B. Walker's analysis of the occupations of 63 subscribers to the
Adelaide Unitarian Christian Church in 1878. Of these 30 can be identified as

entrepreneurs and another

12

in various professions and administrative

occupations.27 If they were wealthy, instead of joining such sporting and social
organisations as the Adelaide Racing Club or the Adelaide Hunt Club, they were

of prominent figures in Adelaide's business and educational worlds. This was

remarkably similar to Unitarianism in English industrial cities (notably in

1870 -78 33 His fellow Unitarian Robert Kay was secretary to the board of governors,

later general director, of the South Australian Institute from 1859 until his death in
1904 34 Edith Hübbe, the first woman to matriculate at the University of Adelaide,
was headmistress of the Advanced School for Girls in 1881 -85 and superintendent
of the Unitarian Sunday school in 1922 -38 35 Joseph Crompton, Alfred Simpson

and their descendants, and the brothers Henry and Frank Rymill, all lifelong
Unitarian subscribers and seatholders, were leaders of Adelaide's business
community. Also associated with the Adelaide Unitarian Christian Church was the
brilliant but erratic lawyer E. Paris Nesbit, who was a seatholder in 1874 -90 and a
member of the church committee in the mid- 1880s.36
From the 1850s to the 1880s many members of Adelaide's Unitarian congregation

were prominent in colonial politics, but by the 1890s their participation in
parliament and party politics had much diminished. At least thirteen members of
Woods' congregation were at different times members of the South Australian
parliament, of whom seven were cabinet ministers. The latter were Sir Henry Ayers
(Chief Secretary in eleven different ministries between 1863 and 1877 and seven

loo
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times Premier), John Baker (Chief Secretary and Premier for eleven days in 1857),
Charles Bonney (Crown Lands and Immigration, 1856 -57), David Bower (Public
Works, 1884), William Everard (Public Works, 1868, Crown Lands and
Immigration, 1873 -75, Education, 1876), Sir William Morgan (Chief Secretary,
1875 -76, 1877 -78, 1878 -81, and Premier, 1878 -81), and John Brodie Spence (Chief
Secretary, 1885, 1886, Public Works, 1885 -86). Other Unitarians who were members
of parliament were Charles Davies (1857 -65), Charles George Everard (1857 -69),
Arthur Hardy (1875 -87), William Kay (1875 -78), William Sandover (1873 -85) and
Alfred Muller Simpson (1887 -94). In the twentieth century only two members of the
Adelaide Unitarian Christian Church have sat in the South Australian parliament.
Unlike their predecessors, however, who had a conservative voting record on most
issues of the day, they were politically radical, and were cabinet ministers in Labor
governments Frederick Samuel Wallis (Chief Secretary, 1909, 1910 -12), and John
Howard Vaughan (Attorney General, 1915 -17). John Cummins Morphett, who
was chairman of the Adelaide church committee in the 1890s and a trustee until the
1920s, was Clerk of the House of Assembly in 1901 -18 and Clerk of the Legislative
Council and Clerk of the Parliaments in 1918 -20.37
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Adelaide's newspapers around the turn of the century provide several vivid
descriptions of services in the Wakefield Street Unitarian Church. A journalist
from a weekly paper of opinion and satire Quiz and the Lantern, in the course of a
series `Round the Churches', visited the Unitarian Church twice in 1895, first to
hear the Rev. Alexander Wilson and later to observe Catherine Helen Spence in the
pulpit. On his first visit he was surprised to find that the evening service which

since 1869 had been a liturgy from Common Prayer for Unitarian Christian
had little to distinguish it from `an ordinary Church of England
Worship
service', even to the use of a prayer concluding with the phrase `These things we ask
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in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord'. Wilson himself had an unfortunate lisp,
conducted the service and read a `dull' sermon with a monotonous voice and a
lugubrious air which `conveys the idea that he is presiding over your final
obsequies'. It was a hot summer evening, the congregation of 50 appeared listless,
and the reporter found the service `inexpressibly dreary'. `The Unitarian Church
wants a brightening up', he concluded. `More music and less dogma would
probably meet the case.'" Yet it was the appeal to the head and not to the heart that

for many was the principal attraction of Unitarianism.
The same journalist, however, was deeply impressed by the 70 -year old Catherine
Helen Spence, whom he described as the `Grand Old Woman of South Australia',
`one of the most remarkable women of the day'. Because of the advertised subject of
her sermon, `Ideal Democracy; Ideal Christianity', there were a number of men in

the congregation who apparently belonged to no church, but `who have been
trade unions and the infant
actively associated with Democratic movements'
Ila3'14,1M%' .

Labor Party. Catherine Spence spoke for 40 minutes, her voice `rendered pleasant
by a slight Scotch accent'. She based her address on the fourteenth verse of the fifth
chapter of the Epistle to the Galatians, expounding her view that:
The Democratic ideal is the great Christian ideal. We need not postpone it to the future
state of existence when there will be a great gathering of all God's children.
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She concluded by quoting two familiar proverbs: 'God helps those that help

At a time when the Protestant churches were more dogmatic than they later

themselves' and The devil take the hindermost'. If, she declared, 'God only helps
the strong, the wise, and the robust, we ought to help the weak, the foolish, and the
afflicted.' This gospel of mercy, observed the reporter, 'should appeal to every
Christian and every honest man or woman who is not a Christian', though he
wished the address had been shorter and less discursive: 'a little condensation
would have been judicious'."
A further description of a service in the Wakefield Street Church appeared in the
Register in August 1903, in its 'Below the Pulpit' series. Once again one is left with
the impression of a church which made few concessions to those who were not
interested in intellectual matters. On this occasion, the minister, the Rev. John
Reid, preached on the first verse of the fourteenth psalm ('The fool hath said in his
heart, "There is no God " '.) This was not so much a pulpit oration as a formal
lecture, which included the reading of a whole article from a recent number of the
Spectator on 'Science and Creative purpose'. The best of all evidence for the
existence of God, Reid told his congregation, was the testimony of pure and
upright lives, guided by belief in a Divine Creator. Although the reporter found the

became, a significant number of educated and thoughtful people were attracted by
a liberal Christianity which stressed reason and tolerance, and by the affirmation
that many Unitarians felt summed up their beliefs:

address heavy - going, he noted that the preacher was 'deeply in earnest, and won the
close attention of the congregation': 'Impressive reverence characterized the service
as a whole'.40

The Fatherhood of God, the Brotherhood of Man, the Leadership of Jesus, the Solemn
Worth of Character, the Progress of Man Onward and Upward for ever."

Footnotes
A shorter version of this article was published in Unitarian Quest (Sydney), May 1982.
1. South Australia. Census of 1881, Part V, in South Australia, Parliamentary Papers,
1882, IV, no. 74.

2. Unitarian Christian Church, Adelaide, Annual Report, 1881, pp. 7 -8.

3. The number and percentage of Unitarians in South Australia at each colonial and
Commonwealth census in which they were enumerated separately are as follows:
Percentage in Population
Number
Year
1866
1871
1876
1881
1891
1901
1911
1921
1933
1947

In nineteenth century Adelaide the religious beliefs of many people were fluid,
and there was a good deal of overlapping in both denominational affiliation and
church attendance. A significant number were Unitarians for a period of their lives,
but not for a lifetime. Finding themselves unable to accept without qualification

the doctrines of traditional Christianity, and drawn by the personality and
scholarly preaching of J. C. Woods, they found a temporary resting -place in
Unitarianism, from which they either returned to orthodoxy or moved on to a
confident scepticism. Some who regularly attended Unitarian services, 'and hold
precisely similar views with regard to the fundamental principles of our faith',41
were members of more conservative denominations - in the same way that many
members of orthodox churches in the early twentieth century sympathised with
Theosophy, Spiritualism, Christian Science or British Israelitism, which their
clergy regarded as heretical. For liberal- minded members of the Church of England
in particular, the Unitarians' use of a liturgical form of service made the transition
an easy one.
Of the politicians named above, for example, John Baker was a prominent
parishioner and benefactor of Anglican churches near his home at Morialta, as well
as being a founding member and trustee of the Unitarian Christian Church in
Adelaide. Sir William Morgan was given an Anglican burial when he died in
England in 1883, but for many years previously he had been a seatholder (until
1875, the year he became a cabinet minister) and an annual subscriber to the
Unitarian Church. Sir Henry Ayers, although usually described as an Anglican,

was a seatholder (in 1866) and generous financial supporter of the Adelaide
Unitarian congregation until 1872. In none of these cases are their Unitarian
connections mentioned in their biographies in the Australian Dictionary of
Biography.42
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Colonial Architecture in South Australia: A
Definitive Chronicle of Development
1836 -1890 and the Social History of the Times.
Elfrida and Rolf Jensen. Rigby, Adelaide, 1980. Pp. xii + 888. $99.

,d

There have been numerous books which have addressed themselves to
architectural history in Australia. Among the earliest of these were Herman's The
Early Australian Architects and Their Work (1954), Freeland's Architecture in
Australia: A History (1968) and Early Adelaide Architecture by Morgan and Gilbert
(1969). They helped to promote an appreciation of architecture in Australia, and

although some aspects of these publications can now be seen as simplistic or
inaccurate, they nevertheless indicated by their scope how much additional
research was required in order to set prominent buildings in their respective
historical and architectural contexts.
The wish of Elfrida and Rolf Jensen, in their endeavour to describe in detail
Colonial architecture in South Australia, is the clarification of 'a number of
misapprehensions due to hearsay evidence or historical myth' by the use of 'factual
and contemporary records, on which this work has been almost entirely based.' (p.
x). Their book contains approximately 1,500 illustrations, almost half a million
words, it has an index of about 12,600 entries and there are almost 6,760 references.
It is quickly realised, however, that there is no bibliography and that the references
concern, in the main, newspaper entries, a number of which are incorrect. Of the
other 'factual' entries, many are simply noted as 'National Trust' (file numbers not

being noted), and material which is presumably held by State or other public
collections is not accompanied by any catalogue number. The reference to
Exporting the Gothic Revival (footnote 115, chapter 7) records the author and the
magazine but not the page number or year of publication. Random selection of

references indicates similar lapses, one simply referring to the Cyclopaedia of
South Australia and another a casual reference by name alone to the highly
influential 20th century architect and polemical author, Le Corbusier. In addition
to the above, two 'factual' entries are given as Northern Territory Notes, Tourist
Bureau (footnote 95, chapter 8) and others are simply noted as 'Owner's statement'
or 'Tender's and owner's statement' (footnotes 1009 and 1010, chapter 9). The

pleasing appearance of this volume does little to allay these initial fears,
particularly as it is noted on closer inspection that the sources of engravings and
Archives photographs are not given.
The basis for this volume lay in research carried out by the Jensens as part of the
campaign to save the former Bank of South Australia building in King William

Street, Adelaide (later the A.N.Z. Bank), designed by Edmund Wright in
collaboration with the Melbourne architect, Lloyd Tayler. Even though Donald
Leslie Johnson and Donald Langmead, in their review of Colonial Architecture in
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South Australia, (Journal of Australian Studies, no. 8, June 1981) have stated that
there is reason to believe that Tayler was the designer and not Wright, the Jensen?
main focus of attention in the early 1970s had become the work of Wright.
In the Introduction, the authors indicate some of the reasons why their interest in
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As an example of reference by the authors to world affairs and social history, the
following subjects are dealt with on page 566: On Christmas Eve, E. T. Smith was
serenaded by choristers from the Cathedral choir outside his residence '... the house
sold to him by Gunson, now the Loretto (sic) Convent.' In the next paragraph the
development in 1878 of the Deepsea Fishing Company is noted, and following this
less than three lines are devoted to the establishment of an advanced school for girls,
there being no indication of the architecture of the school, the architect, or even
where the school was to be situated. Then the Zulu War is reported as becoming
more grave, this piece of information being tenuously linked to South Australia by
the death at Rorkes Drift of Lieutenant Edgar Anstey, a son of G. A. Anstey. In
addition, Cetawayo (we are not told the importance of this person) was fined 500

Wright resulted in a study of South Australian architecture in general. They
remark that 'It was no more possible to do full justice to Wright and his work,
divorced from the context of his time, than it was to discuss the development of
South Australia without some reference to the world around.' (p. x). However, far
from placing South Australian society and its endeavours in context, this book
encapsulates the newspapers of the day into a series of quotes and paraphrased
information which may or may not relate to executed building work. As Donald
Langmead rightly indicates in his own review of this book in the Advertiser of 7
January 1981: 'There is no reason to believe that newspapers of a century ago were
less subjective than those of our own day .... The great danger in basing any history

cattle for carrying off women from Natal. Finally, there is a geographical

kaleidoscope of events, including the launching at Portsmouth of a 'Dreadnought
Turret Ship'; the proposed construction of the Manchester Canal; famine in India;

book on documents which have been edited is that the whole will not be

famine in China; the 'Ebbw Vale' colliery disaster in South Wales and the

discovered.' Although newspaper tender notices are valuable clues to the designers

disembowelling of the Rocky Mountains for a railway tunnel.

of notable buildings, they should not be taken as conclusive evidence of

The undisciplined use of historical information is again illustrated in the

authorship.
It can be seen from the staggering list of references to newspapers that there are
few primary sources, and that the text relies almost exclusively on contemporary
newspapers. Although the authors state on page 262 that 'by no means all building

following paragraphs which are quoted in full from pages 248 and 249:
The Kingdom of Italy became a reality on Garibaldi's birthday on 19 March 1861. In
January 1862 it was reported that the American Civil War on the Potomac River was
going badly for the "rebels ", "who are brave fellows but badly led ". From the "very
beginning the Confederate Army had been deficient in Generals ", an opinion many
might dispute, preferring to believe it was a deficiency of money and material. The
question was asked in May 1865: "Is Canada to be abandoned if the United States

work executed was advertised for tender in the Press', they, judging by the subtitle,
still regarded their volume as definitive, which is clearly not the case. In addition,

the unimaginative use and aggregation of the information gleaned from

attacks ?" However, the Civil War in America ended in July and such fears were set at rest.

contemporary newspapers has led to the incorporation of a series of often unrelated
anecdotes and entries which cannot be seen as social history. Discrete facts beg a
structure within which they can be accorded significance, relevance and meaning,

At the end of the month, "Sympathy with Mrs Lincoln at the assassination of her
husband" was expressed by D.C. (possibly Crocker) of Portland Estate. King
Kamehameha of Hawaii died in May 1864, but his "son is known to be wise ", it was
reported.
A reader of Vigue's Travels in Mexico and South America wrote that the "hole in the
sky near the Southern Cross is known to sailors as the coalsack ", which in the light of
new thinking on anti - matter and "black stars" and the massive influence they exert on
the universe is interesting, making doctrinal "hell" no longer a fable.

and the frustration felt by the reader in being unable to relate the information
contained within the text to executed projects is often due to the authors' inability

to interpret research material, or even be selective about its use. References to
subject matter often of similar periods are scattered, and relevant information is
buried in other material which is so impossibly vague as to be of little use to the

Multiple births are not solely a consequence of modern drugs, for in Trumbull
County, Ohio, octuplets were born in December 1864, and all were still living four
months later. From Britain came the horrifying story a year earlier of the skeleton of an
erect dressed stowaway found in the ship Result on its arrival from Australia.

researcher. For example, the widening of City Bridge Road, John and Poole Streets
is allowed four and a half lines on page 443, and is set between the installation of
lamps and lamp standards in Adelaide, the purchasing of an iron mud barge for the

Torrens and a brief discussion of the proposed Federation of the Colonies of

Many other such examples of scrapbook -like assembly of information can be found
where the almost comical juxtaposition of historical events is seen by the authors as

Australia. 'City Bridge Road together with John and Poole Streets were widened in

social history. Clearly such lack of discipline removes the book from what it
presumptuously claims to be: The Social History of the Times.

September of that year [no date is given], the former by slicing 20 ft. off the
Government Domain. Spoil from the cut was used to level and widen the road
lower down towards the bridge. Compensation to owners of land in John and

Illustrations of varied quality are scattered throughout the book with little or no
relationship with the adjacent text, and several buildings mentioned are actually
outside the time span indicated by the subtitle. Some of the most notable errors in
this regard are the photographs of the Langhorne Creek Church, the Savings Bank
of South Australia in Gawler and the E.T.S.A. Offices at Clare (pages 222, 300 and
526 respectively). The Church at Langhorne Creek appears in the chapter entitled
The Colonial Architect's Legacy, 1855 -1860, and it is in fact St John's Anglican
Church, the foundation stone of which was laid on 1 June 1929. The photograph of
the Gawler branch of the Savings Bank of South Australia inexcusably printed

Poole Streets amounted to £2,500.' There is no subsequent discussion of the result
of this action, or even any indication of exactly where these streets were. The fact

that in widened form they linked the City through North Adelaide to the Main
North Road via O'Connell Street is given no special importance by the authors.
That this action in part led to the increased importance of O'Connell Street at the
expense of the former 'High Street' atmosphere of Tynte Street is ignored. As
Johnson and Langmead state 'there is no evidence to suggest cause and effect' in the

authors' understanding of social history.

i
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in reverse
was in fact built in 1910 and opened in 1911 (not 1865 as indicated in
the caption), and the E.T.S.A. Offices in Clare were built in 1917, to the design of F.

Kenneth Milne. In addition to these examples, there are numerous misleading
references and incorrect captions to photographs which indicate the lack of
correspondence between the authors' own research and the buildings to which the
information refers. Unfortunately, inconsistencies occur so often that it is not
possible here to indicate in full the errors found, but some of them will be noted to

indicate that this volume should not be seen by the casual researcher as the
definitive source of architectural history for this period in South Australia.
On page 127, in chapter 3, the period of which is given as 1849 -54, the Methodist

Church at Mt Torrens is illustrated with the date 1854 noted in the caption.
Although the building features a stone marked with the inscription 'Mt. T. B.C.C.
A.D. 1854', this obviously commemorates the existence of an earlier structure. The
actual date of erection of the illustrated church is indicated by the foundation stone
of 1888 (which can incidentally be seen in the photograph, located in the wall in

which the stone marked 1854 is set). The Q Theatre, Halifax Street, Adelaide,
illustrated on page 346, is not of the period 1865 -70, the section at the rear having
been erected in 1878, while the section photographed was erected in 1882, both
sections being built as missionary endeavours by the Stow Church and used as a
Sunday School. Quick recourse to such a fundamental research tool as the Smith
Survey of Adelaide (1880) would have indicated that at least part of this building

was of a later period. Similarly, the Eagle Hotel, Hindley Street, Adelaide,
illustrated on page 365 is stated by the authors to have been erected in 1867 with
subsequent additions in 1870 -76, the architects supposedly being English and Rees.

In reality, the Eagle Tavern which existed on this site was a single- storeyed
building being illustrated as such in the Observer as late as 1903. The present
appearance dates from a rebuilding programme of about 1905, Garlick and
Jackman being the architects for the existing frontage to Hindley Street. The
present Torrens Arms Hotel in Mitcham is illustrated on page 211 in chapter 5
(1855 -60) and is stated as dating from 1857. It was, in fact, rebuilt in 1881 -82 to a
design by English and Soward. This information actually appears in the book on
page 791, emphasising the lack of care and follow -up which dogs this volume from
start to finish. (The Maid and Magpie Hotel, Stepney, stated on page 171 as dating
from c. 1851 is also mentioned on page 791 as having been rebuilt in 1881 -82.)
David Watkin, in The Rise of Architectural History (Architectural Press, 1980),
has summarised the aims of architectural history as the practical, the historical and
the aesthetic: the practical task being the establishment of what was built, when,
and by whom; the historical being the uncovering of the reason for a building's
erection; and the final task being the description of, and accounting for, the visual
or stylistic differences between one building and another. From the following it
will be shown that this volume very rarely even satisfies the initial task.
As has been stated previously, the research for this volume grew out of an
investigation by the authors of the architect Edmund Wright, his family and his

work. The authors state in the Introduction that they believed 'Wright's
architectural achievements at best were fully comparable with the work of
Greenway and Verge....' (page x). One would therefore expect that the research into
the contribution made by Wright to the physical development of South Australia
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would be relatively definitive. However, there are significant gaps, in particular
their lack of recognition of Wright's contribution to the erection of the Pirie Street
Methodist Church Meeting Hall in Adelaide and the building now known as
Belmont in Brougham Place, North Adelaide.

The Meeting Hall illustrated on page 105 is simply captioned as an 'Old
building adjoining the Pirie Street Methodist Church ... (probably pre 1850)',
whereas in fact it was erected in the early 1860s, to the design of Wright (and
Woods ?). Of more interest, perhaps, is the building now known as Belmont,
Wright's design of this building having only recently been established by the

author of this review, as part of the City of Adelaide Heritage Study. The Jensens
rightly quote the reference to Edmund Wright winning the competition for the
design of a Masonic Hall in Brougham Place, but they failed as they have in so
many instances
to establish whether the building to which this information
refers is still in existence. In fact, Belmont and the Masonic Hall are one and the
same, the foundation stone for this building having been laid on 25 August 1858,
the Hall opening on 27 December 1858 for the North Adelaide Masonic and Public
Hall Association. In Colonial Architecture in South Australia Belmont is only
mentioned once, the caption for the photograph on page 94 stating that Belmont
(once known as Swift House) was erected before 1850, which is now known to be
incorrect. These are unfortunate omissions, particularly since the authors place so
much emphasis on the activities of Wright and his family. Such lapses are not

isolated, however, and often relate to the more important buildings in South
Australia, particularly in Adelaide.
On page 374 the property known as Kingsmead (adjacent to Belmont) in North
Adelaide, is illustrated with the accompanying caption: 'Kingsmead, 78 Brougham
Place, North Adelaide, for E. M. Bagot, 1870. Architect R. Rees.' Although the
property became associated with E. M. Bagot, the original section of this important
and early Italianate styled house was built for prominent merchant Charles Jacobs
in 1864 -65. It was purchased by E. M. Bagot in 1869. The attribution to Rees of the
design of Kingsmead is curious since Rees only arrived in South Australia in late
1869, this caption obviously being taken in unsubstantiated form from a similar
caption on page 107 of Early Adelaide Architecture 1836 -1886. To add insult to
injury the newspaper references relating to the erection of Kingsmead are actually
contained on pages 277 and 375 (the latter opposite its illustration although no
connection is made between the two). The same subject is dealt with in two separate
chapters some 98 pages apart, both references dating from 1866 and stating for
whom the building was erected (Jacobs), the builder (Farr) and the architects
(Wright and Woods).
Similarly, the present Naval and Military Club at the north - western corner of
Wakefield and Hutt Streets, Adelaide, is illustrated on page 347, the caption dating
the building as 1866. The relevant newspaper reference to the erection of this house
is to be found on page 471, where it is stated that 'in January 1873 a house for John
Rourtsevell had been erected at the corner of Wakefield Street in Glen Osmond
stone....' Examination of the relevant Directories for this period, cross - referenced
by perusal of the Adelaide City Council's Rate Assessment Books for 1872 -73,
would have revealed exactly on which corner of Wakefield Street the building is
situated.
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A building, the historical background of which has been until recently even more

enigmatic, is the Tynte Street Fire Station in North Adelaide. This building is
illustrated on page 801, simply captioned as 'Fire Station premises, Tynte Street.' A

title search of the property has revealed its association with John Lammey,
storekeeper. From this- and other sources it was possible to link the building with
the description contained in the text on page 376. 'Daniel Garlick's plans for John
Lammey's premises in Tynte Street consisted of a shop front with a living room at
the rear and living quarters on the upper floor. French windows led onto a balcony
fenced with ornamental wrought iron: dimensions of the whole shop were 30 ft x 40
ft depth. By January 1867 Tapson and Niesche had completed construction.' The
building, although altered in 1904 when it was converted to a Fire Station, is still
recognisable from the above description and dimensions. In similar fashion, no
connection has apparently been made by the authors between the illustration on
page 439 of the former People's Palace (originally built as the German Club House
in 1878 -79) in Pixie Street, Adelaide, and the illustration of the German Club House
on page 449. The associated text describing the design competition, the winning
design and the erection of the building is to be found on pages 617 and 619.
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contemporary illustrations', together with technical advice. Even so, both authors,
the editors and publisher must share the responsibility for the appalling lack of
corroboration as well as the disservice to the historian. It is to be hoped that in
future publishers have access to more sceptical and informed editors.
Paul B. Stark,
Department of City Planning,
Adelaide City Council

The Gosses: An Anglo- Australian Family.
Fayette Gosse. Brian Clouston, Canberra, 1981. pp. 224. $19.50.

While it is relatively easy to locate such baffling blunders, there is one

For the last hundred years the name Gosse has been fairly well known in South
Australia. The founder of the South Australian branch of the family, William

outstanding error which deserves comment since it illustrates well the authors'
obviously impaired expertise in the field of architectural history. On page 25 the
building erected for the South Australian School Society on North Terrace,

survivors of their seven children born to them in a London outer suburb. Six
months after his arrival he set off for the gold diggings in Victoria. That move

Adelaide is illustrated. For its date of 1839 -40, it is an extremely sophisticated essay

in masonry and brick, with well - detailed heads to openings, and a composition
evocative of the Georgian era, with central two storeyed element and identical
flanking wings. In the text, however, the 'pleasing simplicity' of the composition is
likened to a Manning house (those manufactured by Henry Manning in London
and described as Portable Colonial Cottages). The authors compare a sophisticated
masonry building with the essentially ephemeral nature of the timber Manning
house which utilised a panel system, thereby allowing for easy transportation,
erection and disassembly; this comparison could only have been made on an ill informed premise. They were therefore in no position to clarify the
misapprehensions existing until recently regarding the historical background of St
Mark's cottage located immediately east of the Master's residence on Pennington
Terrace in North Adelaide. The authors' reference on page 204 to St Mark's cottage

as having been 'constructed by the Morphett family in the 1840s' is unfairly
attributed to the National Trust (footnote 96 of chapter 5). In fact the basis of this

'cottage' is a timber Manning house, imported by Henry Watson in 1839, and
erected in the same year. The Manning house was subsequently encased in brick in
1840, the verandahs then being extended in brick, the building reaching its present

form; the house was sold to E. I. S. Trimmer, who then sold the property to a
member of the Morphett family on 19 October 1849.
This last example indicates the level of inaccuracy found in the book, which
given the nine years to complete had so much potential; it can be seen that far from
clarifying misapprehensions the authors have, in fact, contributed to them. It is of

interest in this regard that the contribution made by Rolf Jensen, Emeritus
Professor of Architecture and Town Planning in the University of Adelaide, has
been described on page 887 as 'primarily that of providing the majority of the

Gosse, a doctor, arrived in Adelaide in 1850. He brought with him his wife and the

illustrates a strain of adventurousness and restlessness in his make -up and in the
make -up of several Gosses. Back to Adelaide, another strain in the Gosse make -up,
geniality and intelligent adaptability, soon made him a successful practitioner.
There were only fifty doctors in all South Australia at this time. One of his sons and
one of his nephews were also successful practitioners though both met their ends
prematurely, illustrating another Gosse trait
early deaths. The widow of the
medical son migrated to England and, in keeping with Gosse independence,
became an anti - medico Christian Scientist. Another son, William Christie Gosse, a
surveyor by training, acquired a high reputation as an explorer, notably in the
Centre in 1872 -3, and as a result was promoted to the post of Deputy Surveyor General. But he soon lost his health and died at the age of 38 in 1881. Two other of
the founder's sons were failures in the material sense and dropped down in the
social scale. They died early. Perhaps the most successful was the founder's
grandson James who began as a clerk in G. & R. Wills and ended up as head of the

firm and with a knighthood. Also, he married one of the gifted Barr Smith
daughters. Perhaps the most interesting though not the most effective were the
descendants of the founder's daughter, Agnes, who married the attractive

Alexander Grant. They were unsuccessful as the writers or artists they sought to
become but they had the artist's inner life and the courage to live with eccentricities.
Among the Australian Gosses, moreover, there has been a continuing record of fine
service as volunteers in the armed services. George Gosse, for instance, as a naval
officer won the George Cross for a dazzling piece of gallantry in World War II.
The Australian Gosses were descended from a family in England whose records
back to the middle of the eighteenth century have been unearthed by the author. At
that time they were pre Industrial Revolution clothiers in Ringwood, a village in
Hamphsire. But their fortunes scarcely kept apace with the changes and they
tended to fall into the various and varying ranges of the lower middle classes. As the
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author says in this connection, the Australian founder's 'aunts had unashamedly
worked for a living and his father had trumpeted the cause of Methodism'. What
she could have added was that social mobility, going up and down the ladder, had
for generations been a characteristic of England as well as of Australia, though
more pronounced in the latter country.
What is clear from her researches is that the Gosses not only moved away from
Ringwood and tended to make Poole in Dorset their base but they also developed
connections through small -scale shipping and fish trading with Newfoundland.
In fact the founder of the Australian branch was born in that dark wintry country.
Further, over the generations the family showed traits which repeated themselves
again and again mobility and change, grim evangelical religion (running from
Methodist and Baptist to Plymouth Brethren), and force of mind and character
above average.

The four generations of English Gosses the author deals with also illustrate
notable family traits. Thomas Gosse (1765 -1844) earned his living as an itinerant
portrait painter, systematically travelling over the English countryside, mainly on

foot and in manifest poverty, painting a sitter at a couple of guineas a time. In
middle age he married, apparently a domestic, and had several children. Some of
his miniatures survive and are reproduced in this book. They happen to be portraits
of Gosse family members and they show skill well above average. They also show a
collection of faces so glumly ugly as to be endearing. How did such a family throw
up eccentrics, artists and naturalists as fascinating as some of the Gosses turned out

to be? Thomas was an eccentric as well as a gifted miniaturist. He was also a
religious zealot and had a strong and not unattractive character. Mrs Gosse says that

his unpublished recollections show that he could write well too.
His son Philip, a self - educated man, the father being too poor to provide him
with much formal education, developed such ability as a naturalist that he ended
up as a FRS and a familiar of Charles Darwin and of Charles Kingsley. His books
were best sellers in their day. He was also near to madness with religion religion
of a ferocious evangelical bigotry. Some remarkable instances appear in this book.
Philip's only son, Edmund, was only seven when his mother died with cancer.
Philip was resolved that Edmund would give his life to God, more particularly to
God as conceived by the Plymouth Brethren. To this end he sought to isolate.
Edmund from the wickedness of the world. This meant isolation from playmates,
much Bible reading, a ban on Christmas and other 'hateful Popish festivals', a total
ban on all fairy tales and fiction, including Shakespeare. The Church of England
was viewed with horror. Edmund like his father also had little formal education; he
was another autodidact.

The marvel is that with this background behind him he grew into being a
sophisticated and very worldly. He
leading littérateur of his day in London
escaped to London from his father at the age of seventeen, having got a job as a
cataloguer in the British Museum. There he was poorly paid but he could and did
read widely, and to good effect. He also developed his remarkable flair for
languages. In addition to a good knowledge of Greek and Latin he acquired
French, German and Italian. His knowledge of the Scandinavian languages was
good enough to get him the post of translator to the Board of Trade, a job which
gave him a good salary, good leisure, and a good social standing. His social
standing became such that thirty years later, in 1904, as Sir Edmund Gosse, he was
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given the highly paid and highly meritorious post of Librarian to the House of
Lords. Already, and more and more so until his death, his place in the world of
letters in England was powerful, to put it mildly. Few dared thwart him; all but a
few were flattered to be noticed by him. He appears and re- appears constantly in
literary memoirs of the period. Some, like his distant kinsman, Evelyn Waugh,
found him detestable. He was certainly a climber, a snob and a sycophant. But he
was also a man of erudition and he had a concern for standards. His virtues come
out clearly when he is compared with the literary mandarins of later times, for
instance with Cyril Connolly. Robert Louis Stevenson took him seriously.
He also wrote a classic, Father and Son. It has got over - looked in recent years but
it will re- surface. The theme of temperamental and cultural clash between fathers
and sons is too omnipresent, too deep- cutting, and Gosse's handling of it has too
much oppositeness and too much sincerity, for his classic to die. G. Bernard Shaw

thought highly of it.
Sir Edmund, this only and improbable son of the half - crazed fundamentalist
naturalist, also had an only son, Philip. Unlike the preceding Gosses he had the
advantages of a measure of affluence and of a Public School and University
education. He did Medicine but he practised it haphazardly, giving his life to
Nature Study, to various eccentric interests, such as piracy, and to writing. He also

re- cemented ties with the Australian Gosses by marrying one of them, though
apparently bringing little joy to his colonial kinswoman.
There is obvious scope in a book on the Gosses for interplay between the two
branches, English and Australian, and scope for irony too. The stamp of sanity and
balance, if you like of the commonplace, was firm on the Australian Gosses in
general. The stamp of eccentricity, colour and creativity was firm on the English
Gosses. The stamp of complexity from the inter- marriages was there too. Families
were large; a dozen children were common, the wretched first wife often dying as
was usual after all the pregnancies no wonder Queen Victoria hated pregnancies
and was followed by a much younger second wife who commonly added her half
dozen or so the quiver. Infantile mortality, however, was so high that the family
just survived. In England it has now died out in the male line. One of the favourite

hymns of the Newfoundland Methodist mother of Dr William Gosse was Ah
Lovely Appearance of Death.
Mrs Gosse's canvas has to be wide. From a well -known Adelaide family herself,

she has the advantage of marrying into the family and so of acquiring by
background facts and names. The reader at times, struggling with the confusing
variety of Thomas, Philip, William and Agnes, and latterly with such refinements
as both Grant Gosses and Gosse Grants, feels that it is proper that the age of the
computer is now arriving. Mrs Gosse has done her demanding job well. She has
given us an interesting and readable piece of Australiana. As it covers two centuries,
and the two opposite ends of the new world, Canada- Newfoundland and Australia,
as well as the England which cradled the family, she has also given us a useful piece

of social history. She has, unlike too many writers on Australian history, some
insight into' the history of England over the last two centuries, her research has
manifestly taken years and has been done with care, and she writes well, including
with humour. Her work loses nothing in charm through occasional aberrations in
grammar (e.g., pp. 51, 75) and in spelling (e.g., Prime Minister Deakin becomes
Dekin).
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In the flat grey levels of the equalitarianism imposed on Australia as the
unquestionable orthodoxy, colour like that of the Gosses is rare and surely not
unwelcome. The Gosses got on because they had some luck but also because they
were superior to the average
superior in intelligence, in adaptability, in selfdiscipline and in courage. It is to be hoped that Mrs Gosse will now give attention
to the Barr Smith and Elder families into which her father -in -law Sir James
married families of Scots origin and of the background of the education- loving
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the new Canberra Art Gallery, but plenty to justify this modest local celebration.
You may have to prowl among the (I won't say dusty) vaults of libraries, or discover
the treasury (which might be) of some eccentric enthusiast who has made a whim of
collecting him, to get even a sight of Boothby nowadays; you will catch no glimpse
of him by merely glancing back over your shoulder. And yet, as I said; there is still
that insistent 'and yet!' ... A literary corpse, about whom however there lingers a
faintly fascinating aroma of arsenic, or bitter almonds rather like the smell of
an old box you might open up after years of oblivion and neglect. In his time, we
have to admit, Boothby had his moment perhaps more than a moment of
glory and notoriety; and if we care to push the claim a little, we might call him a
notable Australian writer ... a notable colonial Australian writer at any rate; we
have to take the colonial facts into consideration. They are not uninteresting and
have never been evaluated with any really illuminating perceptiveness. It is too
soon, perhaps; they are not yet removed so distantly from the modern scene as to
have acquired the right kind of old- fashioned exoticism. But with Boothby we are
making progress.
Boothby wrote a certain amount in Australia, but nothing of surviving interest,
before settling down to a sudden and phenomenal success as a novelist in London
in 1894. He was then twenty seven. An exception may be his first book, On the
Wallaby, which he may possibly have carried to England with him in his colonial
carpet bag; possibly he had also begun his first novel, In Strange Company, since

Presbyterian manse, with uncommon gifts of mind and character and of
uncommon achievement.
Walter Crocker

Guy Boothy: His Life and Work.
Paul Depasquale. Pioneer Books, Seacombe Gardens, S.A., 1982. Pp. 127. $30.

Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Nikola: A Study and a
Speculation.

both books appeared in that year. He died rather suddenly, of something like
influenza, only eleven years later. In those eleven years he managed to produce the
astonishing total of something like fifty works of popular fiction. They were not all
bad, as Mr Depasquale remarks convincingly; and some that were, were not bad all

Paul Depasquale. Hermit Press (Pamphlet No. 1), Seacombe Gardens, S.A., 1982.
Pp. 40. $20.

through. (This I can bear out from my own experience, though I am not the

It may seem odd to begin a review of two pieces of writing which have given me no
little pleasure, with the remark that it appears to me Paul Depasquale has missed
the bus. Not merely that, but he clearly didn't signal driver. Not for him the land of
literary Beulah that nestles snugly under the rainbow of the distant east, where
gather all the prettiest wits, cits and crits of our elegantly awakening nation. I see

diligent reader Mr Depasquale is.) They are all formula novels, and written to meet
market demands; but this was at that time a relatively new industry and Boothby
tackled it with considerable success, at times with taste, discretion and a reflective

intelligence. Some of the works can still be enjoyed in a faded way, though Mr
Depasquale is by no means reticent in discovering their faults, whether of matter or
style. From a present -day point of view, I dare say the faults are more or less
irrelevant; it is the perspective that makes the books interesting, and within limits
they all stand up quite well to this examination.
Boothby was born into an Adelaide family more noted in legal than literary
circles, but himself showed no inclination for the family profession. He seems by
disposition to have been something of a playboy in his youth. In about 1875 his
parents separated and Guy and his two brothers were taken home to England,
where they went to school. A decade or thereabouts later he returned to Adelaide
and became a clerk in the Town Clerk's office, and then, in 1890 -91, private

him waiting at the stop, with his provincial swag (not forgetting the hobnail
boots), for the old shandrydan to come back and take him in the direction he wants
to go. He evidently hopes to find some nice quiet little place in the country where,

under the shade of a noble red river -gum, he can camp for a while beside the
pleasant waters, do a little fishing perhaps, and for the rest, just sit and read. As for
the academic harp, he will hang it on the nearest willow, and make what music he
wants with a simple rustic flute. There will be no sophisticated concertos.
Mr Depasquale is as much an antiquarian as a critic of literature. Moreover, his
literary world is the world that immediately surrounds him, and wide enough to

suit his somewhat curious (the word does not mean only odd, but also diligent and
careful) tastes. This indeed is what saves him, and rescues these two small obiter
scripta from provincial banality. It is difficult indeed the wise men of the east
will certainly say to recognize in Guy Boothby an Australian literary figure of
any noble significance. And yet ... one way and another, there is a fairly secure place
for him on the antiquarian's shelf, if nowhere else. He was born in Adelaide (1867),
he became an impressively successful author (novelist), and he is now forgotten.
Isn't that enough? not to get him a bust in Westminster Abbey, or a portrait in

secretary to the mayor, Lewis (later Sir Lewis) Cohen. His interests at this time were

largely theatrical, both as an actor on the boards and as an ambitious young
dramatist. He collaborated on one occasion with the distinguished musician Cecil
Sharp (at or about that time organist at St Peter's Cathedral, later a well -known
authority on English folksong) in an operetta, and followed it a little later with
what Mr Depasquale refers to as 'a colonial drama set in revolutionary France', on
which he fairly obviously counted as a step to advance his literary fame and fortune
once he could return to London. There were two productions of The Jonquille, the
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first faintly approved, the second (intended to finance his return to England) a
dismal failure (the Sydney Bulletin published a devastating paragraph by way of
notice). The mayor having recognized his talents, but thought them not related to
local government, recommended Brisbane as a more hopeful field of opportunity
for him (no reason given). At any rate Boothby shook off the dust of Adelaide very
soon afterwards, not for Queensland, but with London as his goal. Since The
Jonquille had supplied no funds, he could not afford the whole fare; but set off
nevertheless, with a friend, and got as far as Colombo, where the money ran out.
Since a change of plan was inevitable, they accepted an adventurous challenge and
took various jobs on tramp ships round the islands. Eventually they found

themselves back in Australia
first on Thursday Island, and afterwards
(ironically) in north Queensland, whence they made their way back overland to
Adelaide by a bravura trip from Charleville, via the Darling, travelling by buggy,
boat and other resourceful means. They finally arrived backeven poorer than they
set out, but having acquired a useful stock of experience and recollections which
would serve the novelist in valuable stead later. The result of this eccentric odyssey
was On the Wallaby which was a work of remarkable brio, and one would be
delighted to think it substantially truthful. In my view Mr Depasquale does not
make as much of this enterprising work as he very well might have. But of course it
is not a novel, and if Boothby has any pretension to fame it must be for his novels. It
certainly merits notice as a Boothby byway, a categorization which agrees with the
assessment given to it by Miller and Macartney.
Before leaving Adelaide in December 1891 (Boothby in On the Wallaby says 1892,

but Mr Depasquale corrects the error), an interesting encounter occurred which
may well have had some considerable bearing on the young author's future plans.
This was a meeting in Adelaide with the famous Rudyard Kipling. It must have
been extremely brief, perhaps on that account the more potent; for the Advertiser
reported that Kipling arrived in Adelaide by the express on Wednesday, 25
November, and at once `took train to Largs Bay to join the Valetta', on which he
sailed for India the same day. What actually transpired at this interview is not
revealed, but it was never forgotten; and it is true that there were later contacts with
Kipling in England; how extensive it is not clear, but they were evidently friendly.
It would appear that Kipling was not over sanguine about the prospects of The
Jonquille in London (and indeed that work was never heard of again), but he may
have seen some samples of Boothby's writing in other styles on which he was more
encouraging.
Mr Depasquale covers Boothby's canon in several literary departments with brief
but effective thoroughness, and is generous with both extracts and reproduced
illustrations. This was thoughtful, since it is no doubt quite improbable that
Boothby may ever expect a full -scale literary revival. The extracts provide a number
of quite exciting and vivid insights, and convey (if nothing else) a perceptively
interesting sense of period. The books as a whole may not always prove as
rewarding as the extracts seem to promise; they are quite stimulating pointers
nevertheless. One of Boothby's inventions for which he must have considerable
credit is the character of Dr Nikola, a complex, partly sinister, partly romantic idealist mystery man who has a firmly established historical niche in the then rising
literary genre of crime and detection. It may be true that Nikola represents a bogey
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who no longer terrifies and whose mysteries scarcely have much power to thrill. But

he was a gothic marvel in his day.
Boothby's success was something of a nine -day's (or eleven years') wonder, and
even in its short duration had time to fall away somewhat. But his appeal was able
all the same to support at least two posthumous novels. At the peak of his fame he
became to all appearances very wealthy; but it was to a large extent swagger, and he
left no substantial fortune. In his best days he visibly enjoyed the grand gesture. He
posed as the literary eccentric, lived in luxury, conducted an impressive stable, kept
a sort of zoo, and let it be known that he had rather oddly unusual habits of writing.
Fiction poured from his pen. He was, of course, not the only author of his day to use
production -line methods of composition; others that will be recalled (to name only
a few with Australian connections) are Fergus Hume, A. G. Hales, Hume Nisbet,

Mrs Campbell Praed. All produced lists of publications of astonishing numbers;
but Boothby stands out among them for the rapidity of his achievement. In a later
day Edgar Wallace was even more prolific, nor is the art altogether lost today, as
Barbara Cartland alone will demonstrate.
The smaller pamphlet, Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Nikola, is what its title sets
out: a study of the relationship between two fiction- figures celebrated in their day
and who were in some sense rivals. Mr Depasquale treats the comparison between
Boothby and Conan Doyle as a lively literary joke, and clearly enjoys himself. No
doubt the study will not add tremendously to the already fully expanded body of
Sherlock Holmes criticism, but I think it may aspire reasonably enough to a more
or less distinguished footnote in some future documentation of that portentous
corpus. It is interesting to note that Mr Depasquale, though he claims no priority of
significance for Dr Nikola, fairly convincingly argues for an interesting continuity
of interaction between the two. His essay has the appearance of a closely reasoned
and industriously scholarly analysis of the literary and intellectual issues involved,
and who can ask more of any exercise of this relatively arcane literary kind?

Brian Elliott

The Making of a Labor Politician.
Penelope Hetherington, Nedlands, WA. 1982. Pp. 203. $8.50.

The politician is Ronald Redvers Loveday. The author is his daughter. Loveday
deserved a book for his part in the South Australian Labor Movement for the thirty
years preceding his retirement in 1970, and still more because of the man himself
and his life.

After years as a pioneering trade unionist

unpaid secretary of the

and as pioneering the ALP in Whyalla, he
entered the House of Assembly in 1956. He was 56 at the time. On Labor's bringing
Playford's long years in office to an end in 1965 he became Minister of Education
and of Aboriginal Affairs; and on the return of an LCL Government in 1968 he

Amalgamated Engineering Union
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became the Opposition spokesman on those two portfolios. Under Labor's new age
rules he had to retire in 1970.
As a parliamentarian, and also as a Minister, Loveday was well regarded for his
ability, his hard work, his modesty, and his integrity. He was pre - eminently a good
and decent man. His idealism sometimes took on an innocence not common in the

political world but he was no simpleton. The excellent photographs in the book
give a good notion of his personal qualities as also of his family life. Loveday the
man was in fact more interesting and more significant than Loveday the politician.
He had behind him a life unusual in its range, its endeavour, its set - backs, its
endurance and, be it added, in the doings of that jade luck.
He was born in 1900 in the pleasant old Essex town of Chelmsford, the son of a
jeweller who owned his own business. The family was thus
in the parlance of
those days
lower middle class, not working class. His father was an employer.

Life in England then was hard for all but a small minority. For the pettybourgeoisie to keep its solvency and its independence it was a life of unremitting
labour and of scarce luxuries. It was also religious, frequently a high- minded but a
rather grey evangelical Nonconformist sectarianism. It was literate too. Loveday
received a good basic education at the Chelmsford Grammar School and from there
passed into the administrative wing of the Home Civil Service. Throughout his
variegated life he was better educated than most of his associates. But by the time of
his entry into the Civil Service the First World War had overtaken Europe. Loveday
enlisted at the age of 17, volunteered for the dangerous Fleet Air Arm, and in due

course was commissioned. There is a photograph of him in his uniform, an
engaging and rather handsome young officer.
On demobilization in 1919, his beloved mother now dead, and his somewhat

unsympathetic father re- married, he decided to emigrate to Australia. He
disembarked at Adelaide at the end of the year and before long got a job with
William Mills, a grazier near Nairne well -known for his Merino stud. Mills, who
was well -off and who had lost two sons in the War, and who before long would
become both a Member of the Legislative Council and Chairman of the Country
Party, was well- disposed to the young English migrant. So was Mills's youngest
and favourite daughter, Liza, which was not without relevance.
After a couple of years with Mills, conforming to the drive which for years
possessed him to become independent and to have land of his own, Loveday
exercised his right as an ex- serviceman to apply for a fruit block at Renmark. He,
like other returned soldiers, was given 15 acres, far too small for a living. He planted
it and slaved on it but after 5 years decided he would never get anywhere on it. In the
meantime in 1924 he had married Liza. She left her comfortable and beloved home
to slave with him. Selling the block in 1926, he used such cash as the sale brought
him for buying a truck and to build up a small trucking business in Adelaide. After
two years of that he had to admit failure once more.
His next venture was on the advice of, and with some help from, his father -inlaw. He applied for a 2000 acre block of virgin land, largely stunted mallee, in the
wilds near Cungena on the West Coast. These were the days, just before the great
depression, when the cry was 'Grow More Wheat'. When Liza reached their land
her heart sank but, loyally, she kept her misgivings from her husband. His heart
sank too and he likewise said nothing about it. They were housed in a tin three or

four roomed shanty. For eight years they slaved at clearing the scrub, fencing,
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conserving water, and doing wheat farming with inadequate implements or credit.

As if this were not enough there came first a wheat glut, the grain almost
unsaleable, and then a long drought. Their debts piled up. They carried on as long

as they did firstly because of a debt moratorium and public aid schemes and
secondly because of help from William Mills. When Mills died in 1933 his daughter
received a much needed legacy. The time at Cungena was not all waste, however.
Not only was there a good deal of mutual help among the battling settlers, and the
births of five of Liza's seven children, but Loveday discovered in himself a flair for

community and public affairs. He rose to be unpaid head of the Farmers'
Protection Association and a force in the Wheat Growers' Association. He also read

a good deal and for a time took up Henry George and Single Tax and Major
Douglas's Social Credit ideas. But he decided he would have to give up the farm.

Using Liza's legacy, they bought 130 acres of first -class land out from Port
Lincoln and with a commodious house on it, Kernilla. Liza, now with six children,
at last had a homestead comparable to what she had left at Nairne. This venture,
however, also turned out to be a mistake. The pigs and the sheep did well but the
holding was too small. Loveday therefore had to find work in Port Lincoln. It was,
or should have been, clear by then that for all his hard work, he was not cut out for

pioneer farming, and that for all his reserve and all his alienation from pubs,
football matches, and betting, he was urban and gregarious. He had no feel for the
Australian bush. When after two years of Kernilla the opportunity came to work in
the new town of Whyalla he got his way with his wife and moved to there. After he

found a small house on the outskirts Liza moved back to the dusty north with
loathing but with the children. She hated leaving once more the green she had
grown up with. She was, like Loveday, nearly 40 at the time.
Whyalla was where Loveday found fulfilment at last. He soon got involved in
trade union and ALP affairs and his standing among the workers rose steadily. It
deserved to. He was active, intelligent and unselfish. Just as he had gone through a
phase of enthusiasm for Single Tax and then for Social Credit at Whyalla for a time

he went through a phase of enthusiasm for 'the Russian Experiment'. He was a
driving force in the 1942 -43 campaign of Sheepskins for Russia. (We are not told if

they reached their destination, and how.) He was specially struck with how 'the
Russian Experiment' had, contrary to Playford and LCL Governments during the
depression, 'shown how society could solve the problem of the agricultural sector';
a revelation which reads strangely in 1982 when Russia, in spite of its huge area, is
still a frantic importer of food grains. Another interest of Loveday's was education:
he did good work for the adult education movement in Whyalla. Yet another was
the Aborigines though he was free from any silliness about them. Later he took up
the case of the so- called Scientologists though apparently he was never one of them.

Loveday's life was more than useful and decent. There was not a little of the
heroic about it. He remained, manifestly, something of an outsider throughout.
Even in the ALP, to which he gave the last thirty years of his active life with
complete dedication, his better education and habit of reading and reflecting and

his wider experiences, marked him off. It led him to gradualism, reasoned
discussion, and opposition to the totalitarianism and the philosophy of the end justifies- the -means of the Communists in the trade unions and some sections of the
ALP.
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But it is his wife, Liza, who stands out for heroism. The ninth child, the spoilt
favourite of her father, coming from the comfortable home of a well -to -do grazing

Elysian Fields: Sport, Class and Community in

family, rather clever, a good pianist, a good horsewoman, a good shot, good
looking, independent- minded, and courageous, she gave unfailing loyalty and
support to Loveday, a somewhat unpractical and unsuccessful man though
definitely a chivalrous and gentle husband. For thirty years she showed the

John A. Daly. Published by the author at Gillingham Printers, Adelaide, 1982.

qualities of the archetypal Australian pioneer woman, roughing it out at Renmark,

Colonial South Australia 1836 -1890.
Pp. 229. $28.95.

in Adelaide, in the West Coast malice, at Kernilla and then at Whyalla, and

Sports history, particularly in Australia, is still in its infancy and thus usually

bringing seven children into the world. The life she managed to give her family is
suggested by the photographs of the children well cared for, well brushed, neat,
healthy and happy children. They seem to have done well in life, thanks to the
education she insisted on. When the children left home she, at the age of 50, took a
teacher's training course and taught until she was over 60.
Here then is a story of interest above average and about people above average,
battered by life and misfortune but adding more to the life of their fellows than they

cannot yet be part of the cumulative historical process in which one scholar builds
upon the work of his predecessors. Inevitably, with most authors being pioneers,
many publications concentrate simply on setting the record straight and are often
criticised, more it might be said by academics than by sports fans, as being mere
fact - finding exercises. Fortunately, although Dr Daly has compiled a mass of

took out of it. This is the good wine that needs no bush.
The author, one of the Loveday daughters, an academic married to another

academic now become an ALP politician, seems to think otherwise. She has done a
good deal of research and has produced a book which is interesting as well as a
useful contribution to South Australian political history. Whether the stand -point
from which it is written, however, not only stiffly ALP but under the influence of
psycho- history in the TA pages of bibliography no less than 1 pages are given to

various gems from the psycho- history diadem
adds to the book or not will
depend upon the reader's preferences and prejudices. She is rather patronizing
about her mother's family and one wonders about her sensitiveness as regards her
parents. The reader learns about the money grubbing a phenomenon so alien, of
course, to leftist academics
about male egotism and 'men- excepting roles', `the
unhealthy closed world of a nuclear family', and yet there 'was nothing masochistic
about Liza', the horrid class distinctions at Port Lincoln she should have seen
them at Terowie or Carrieton or'Thebarton!
the children were 'encapsulated' in
this or that, and Ron's dozen or so years battling on the land were 'an unconscious
attempt ... to avoid falling into some occupation which would define his place in
the structure of Australian society'.
For one reader at least the book would have been better for less jargon and less of
the stereotypes in vogue and for a little more plain history, for instance about why
Single Tax got a hold in Eyre's Peninsula for a couple of decades. E. J. Craigie's
name is not mentioned. What effect did he have on Loveday? The author is shaky
on Britain and its economic and social structure too.
There are a few inaccuracies. The founder of BHP is always referred to as
Essington -Lewis (Essington was his Christian name); the former Liberal Premier
is referred to as Steele -Hall (Steele is his Christian name); Romalo as Romallo.
Playford by 1965 had not been in office for 30 years. An index would have been
worth adding.
Walter Crocker

material, for which sports historians will be grateful, he goes beyond a
chronological catalogue and provides us with an analytical study of sport in
colonial South Australia. His basic premise is that sport often reflects prevailing
social mores and hence sports history can yield useful material for the social
historian. Accordingly he presents a unique view of nineteenth century South
Australian society as derived predominantly from sports references in the colonial
press.

He shows that, 2s part of their attempt to create a 'new Britannia in the
Antipodes', many South Australian colonists pursued the sports of the mother
country. Almost within a year of Proclamation a race- meeting had been promoted
and other imported sports soon followed. In doing this, of course, the English were

no different from other colonists: as Daly shows, the Scots participated in their
Highland games and the Germans took up their traditional shooting and skittle
sports. A possible problem with Daly's thesis here is that in the current state of
sports history we are not certain of the exact character and structure of English

sport at the time of the founding of South Australia. Nevertheless it seems
reasonable to argue that the English migrants brought English sports with them,
though it should be noted that in some cases South Australian conditions produced
adaption rather than merely adoption as in the climate and the regenerative nature
of the turf allowing winter and summer games to share facilities and horse racing to
have a year round flat season. A more important problem is that the extent to which
later changes in English sports were also imported to the colony is not made clear.
Certainly the new sports of tennis, cycling and golf found their way here, but little
mention is made of the possible influence of commercialisation and
professionalisation which transformed English sport from the 1880s. Moreover, in

some areas South Australia went its own way as in the development of the
antipodean version of football despite the great success of soccer in Britain.
Some of the English, however, were seeking more than a nostalgic link with
home. They wished to recreate the English class structure in the colony and saw
sport as a means of demonstrating their social superiority. Partly this was done by
keeping some sports, such as polo and hunting, socially exclusive by means of cost

and strict social vetting, though later the patronage of lower -class sports
institutions was also seen as a way of demonstrating one's social position. To a
degree Daly's study has to be asymetrical on this point as it is much easier to identify
those at the upper end of the social scale. Nonetheless, by reference to contemporary
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comment and by a diligent examination of ciub and committee memberships he
constructs a strong case for the operation of class distinction in South Australian

sport. However, he also shows that the distinctions were not so readily
acknowledged with deference by the supposedly inferior classes. No doubt wearing
hunting pink to chase kangaroos and morning suits to a hot and dusty race meeting
effectively distinguished the gentry from the masses but it also left them open to
ridicule.
Although Daly justifiably emphasises the role of sport in unifying communities,
it is also clear that great friction arose between communities, especially country
towns, because of victory or defeat in the sporting arena. Success in sport became a
major yardstick of a community's standing, particularly when the opponents were
from a neighbouring location. Clearly nineteenth century country town sport was

twentieth century international sport writ small.
Within his self- imposed framework, Daly provides an excellent case study of
sport and society. However, some interesting questions were not tackled fully. To
what extent was the character of South Australian sport influenced by the sex- ratio,

the supposed relative lack of the criminal element, and the extent of religious
nonconformity? Furthermore, if Daly is correct that social attitudes are reflected in

sports activities, it would have been useful to have had more on aborigines and
sport than one photograph of aborigines playing cricket and a couple of textual
references. The major defect of the book, however, is not the author's fault but that
of the available source material. Daly has searched thoroughly for his data, but
inevitably his book becomes constrained by the selective reportage of the unearthed
material. We learn a good deal about organised sport but much less about informal
sport. Whether the majority's participation in sport was by ad hoc kick - abouts or

scratch games of cricket is not known, and perhaps never will be.
The above criticisms should not be considered as undermining Daly's work. It is
always easier to review than to write, particularly where a pioneering study is
concerned. Dr Daly is to be congratulated for producing this fine book, illustrated
by a superb collection of photographs, which shows quite clearly that sport in
South Australia was not just fun and games but had major social implications.
Wray Vamplew,
Discipline of Economic History,
The Flinders University of South Australia
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A Land Full of Possibilities: A History of South
Australia's Northern Territory.
P. F. Donovan. University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1981. Pp. xxii + 267.
$19.95.

Far Country: A Short History of the Northern
Territory.
Alan Powell. Melbourne University Press, 1982. Pp. xii + 301. $24.50, $14.95 pb.

Most studies of Australia's political history make little if any mention of the
Northern Territory. In one sense, this is no surprise. The Territory was not granted
its own Legislative Assembly until 1974, and it has only been a 'self- governing'
region since 1978. For only the last decade, then, have Territorians had any real
control over their own affairs.
In another sense, however, the lack of interest in, and dearth of written material
about, the Northern Territory is surprising. The society has always been unique: a
frontier area, isolated in every sense of the word, with a transient white population
and, most important, a significant proportion of Aboriginal people. More recently,
the Territory has become newsworthy as a potentially energy -rich area, as the focus
of Aboriginal land rights and as a 'gateway' to Southeast Asia.
But even with these attractions to political scientists, sociologists and
anthropologists, the collection of students of the Territory has remained small, and
the NT has remained the 'forgotten colony', as one commentator put it, for the rest
of Australia. The publication of two studies in the one year of the history of the NT
comes as something of a surprise.
Both books have apt titles: the Territory was and remains a 'Far Country', and
both its history and contemporary standing can accurately be called 'A Land Full of
Possibilities'. But these are books with different emphases, on different fields, and
from different perspectives, and you will need both to obtain a relatively complete

picture of the Territory then and now. The sub - titles, in fact, provide a more
accurate description of what each is about. Donovan's is 'A History of South
Australia's Northern Territory'; Powell called his 'A Short History of the Northern
Territory', and both remain faithful to those descriptions.
Peter Donovan's study had its genesis in his post - graduate dissertation, and its
origins are evident, and are a shortcoming. The book reads as a thesis which had to

be truncated for publication, but it has been 'scissored and pasted' rather than
rewritten. As a result 'thesismanship' is obvious and the sections omitted contained

much which would have brought the book more alive, and better located its
essential arguments in the literature which Donovan sets out to revise.
Donovan takes the reader through a brief description of the land, its explorers
and first settlers in his opening chapter, moves to the annexation of the NT by
South Australia in 1863, and the following eight chapters provide a detailed

account of policy- making for the Territory by South Australia up to the
relinquishing (with a sense of relief) to the Commonwealth in 1911. The emphases
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are important, for Donovan's book is a study of the relationship between South
Australia and its Territory (essentially a one -way relationship) and of the various

policies that were tried and were found wanting over the half- century. It
summarises a depressing history of policies formulated, and decisions made, for the
Territory by governments and colonists who had either little idea about the region
or attempted to impose enterprises on an environment which was not suitable for
them.

Donovan challenges the conventional interpretation of why South Australia's

Territory failed, and further historians will have to take his analyses and
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recommendation is that you should purchase both. The Northern Territory
government is to be commended for its support for both authors. Both have
attempted to describe and analyse a history which they find fascinating and which
is fascinating. Their efforts deserve to be read, and their conclusions deserve to be
thought about.

Dean Jaensch,
Discipline of Politics,
The Flinders University of South Australia

conclusions into account. He argues convincingly that those who lay all of the
responsibility for the long list of failures on various governments in South
Australia found only part of the blame. As he concludes:
Neither the wisest legislation, nor any amount of capital which South Australian
governments might have been able to invest in the Territory, could have ensured that
profitable economic development there which the contemporaries envisaged.

Given that in 1983, the only way the Territory can carry out its development and

state -like functions is through massive injections of money from Canberra,
Donovan's conclusion reads as sound.
If the reader is looking for a detailed academic, historical study of the trials and

tribulations of policy- making in relation to the Northern Territory, then
Donovan's book is a good starting point. If you want to understand the turbulent
history of a unique region, and obtain a sense of the colour and the confusions of
the Territory, then Powell's Far Country y provides the starting point. The book
takes the reader from pre - settlement to 1980 in 243 pages where Donovan stops at
1911 with a similar word length. Yet Far Country contains details as well as
overviews, and brings the humanity (and inhumanity) of a turbulent society to the
fore. Like Donovan's study, Powell's Far Country is not a happy story. The failures

and the ignorance come out just as much, but with more impact, as they are
described and analysed more in human terms than in policies.
Far Country brings out the complexity and the contradictions about the
Northern Territory which make it so fascinating, and Powell has given us a rich

REX v. EDWARDS: COMMENT

collection of fact and anecdote which will stimulate the reader to find out more.
One of the strengths of his book is the way in which the modern Territory is shown

R. R. ST C. CHAMBERLAIN

to be still under the same constraints of the 'colonial' one. The isolation,
determination and confusion which are evident today also characterised the society

and the settlers in the 1880s. And as Powell rightly emphasises, two major
questions which the Territory faces today
development, and the role of
Aboriginal people within the society have been at the forefront from the time of
the first failed settlement. The solutions are still hard to find.
Powell has written a serious history which deserves to be read seriously, if for no
other reason but to become better informed about a neglected area. Far Country
debunks many of the myths that 'southerners' still hold about the Territory, but in
doing so it opens a compendium of facts which are just as intriguing.

I have nothing to add to what I have already said except that I think it is a great pity
that Mrs Edgar (Journal, no. 10) should have seen fit to have published so gross a

libel on the memory of so eminent and widely respected a person as the late Sir
George Murray. Edwards would have been quite capable of inventing a story about
'irregular sexual relationships' along with his other lies which he circulated in his
campaign to help his defence, but he certainly did not say anything of the kind in
open court. I would never have allowed so gross a contempt of court to pass without

prompt action, and the suggestion that it occurred and the record of it was
suppressed is fantastic nonsense.

Both books are welcome additions to a pathetically short list of studies of a
society which deserves to be studied. Which book you find most satisfying depends

on whether your interest is in specific or general history, in broad or specific
politics, in getting a feeling for a society and history, or explaining them. My

Sir Roderic Chamberlain was Crown Solicitor of South Australia 1953 -59 and a Justice of the
Supreme Court 1959 -71.
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THE SOCIETY'S ACTIVITIES, 1982
It is pleasing to report the completion of another rewarding year of interest and
diversion, comprising monthly lectures, field trips and related activities. Guest
speakers, and the subject of their addresses, were as follows:
February

Members Night: Six Society members reported on topics
currently being researched.

March

April
May

June

Mr Gordon Young: A Comparison Between an Early English
Settlement and a German Settlement in South Australia.
Dr Peter Edwards: Dr Walter Henderson A South Australian
in Charge of an Australian Foreign Office, 1924 -1930.
Mr Colin Thiele: A Country Community in the 1920s.
The South
Mr Michael Page: Muscle and Pluck Forever
Australian Fire Brigade, 1840 -1982.

An Evening of

July

Mr David Dallwitz: From Ragtime to Jazz
Music and History.

August

Dr Wray Vamplew: Horse Racing in South Australia

The

First 75 Years.

September

Seminar at Flinders University: Religious History in South
Australia.

October

Mr Donald Johnson: Some Notes on South Australian
Vernacular Architecture.

November

An Evening with The Mount Lofty Districts Historical Society.

December

A Tour of The Art Gallery of South Australia.

My thanks for their contribution and services are extended to Mrs Helen Pearce
(who retired as President of the Society after holding office for two years), to Mr C.

Nance and Dr P. Cahalan, who did not seek re- election to Council, and to Ms
Stephanie Moss (Secretary), Mrs Enid Ulbrich (Treasurer), Miss T. M. Donnellan
(Minutes Secretary) and Mr Glen Ralph (Auditor) for their efficient administration
of Society affairs. New members welcomed to Council were former office - holder Ms

L. G. McGillivray, together with Mr J. F. Faull and Dr A. J. Stimson.
The year began when a number of members and their families celebrated
Australia Day with a picnic lunch at the National Park, Belair, followed by an

inspection of Old Government House. During the year an interesting tour
(organised by Ms M. E. Ragless) was made through South Australia's historic lower
north; in the city area a visit was made to the Hebrew Synagogue and the Lutheran

Publishing House, and Dr Arnold Hunt arranged for a tour of several selected

historic churches. All field excursions and tours were well attended, and
demonstrated a growing interest in the history of our State.
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The Council wishes to place on record its pleasure at the award of Member of the
Order of Australia conferred in the Queen's Birthday Honours on Mr R. M. Gibbs,
the foundation President of the Society. The citation `For service to education,
particularly in the field of history' cannot fully describe the energy, enthusiasm and
organising ability shown by Ron Gibbs in establishing the Society in 1974.
Five Newsletters were produced during the year and the Council is grateful to Ms
Annely Aeuckens for editing the Newsletter, and to the Secretary for preparing the

material for offset printing. Journal No. 10 was published in 1982 under the
meticulous editorship of Dr John Playford. The Journal provides one of the few
outlets available for publication of the increasing amount of South Australian
historical material now being written.
The escalating costs of printing, publishing and posting the Journal and
Newsletter have thrown a strain on Society finances, and the Council is making
every endeavour to reduce expenditure and increase income. In this connection a
very successful function was held at Edmund Wright House on 17 October with the
Australian Society for Keyboard Music. Mr Karl Schenscher, an expert pianist and
restorer of early pianos, gave a piano recital of music appropriate to four especially

restored instruments dating from 1797 to 1840. Although other fund - raising
functions will be held next year, the Council has decided it will be necessary to
make a slight increase in membership subscriptions, as from 1 January 1983.

The Society participated with the Federation of Historical Societies in a
submission to the Federal Treasurer for donations to Historical Societies to become
allowable as a deduction for Income Tax purposes as is the case with donations
to the National Trust. Although the application was unsuccessful, the matter will
be actively pursued, as it is considered that tax deductibility could provide an
incentive for donations to be made to Historical Societies by public companies,
organisations and individuals.

The Society is grateful to the Libraries Board of South Australia for the
continued use of the old Chess Room in the Institute Building as a storage area, and
for Council meetings. Attendances at the Society's monthly meetings (which are
open to the public) have been well maintained, and Friday night appears to have
become established as the most suitable time for the majority of members, and the
general public. The number of financial members of the Society was 423 as at 31
December 1982.

A successful Seminar on Religious History in South Australia was held at
Flinders University on 18 September. Chaired by Professor Eric Richards, the
Seminar included addresses by Dr Arnold Hunt, Dr Janet Scarfe, Mrs Ruth

Schumann, Dr David Hilliard (who organised the Seminar) and Mr Brian
Andrews. The combined effect of an excellent attendance, the quality of the

speakers and their subjects, and the discussions which ensued, has resulted in the
planning of another Seminar to be conducted in October 1983.
On 17 November the Society was well represented at an `Evening with the Mount
Lofty Districts Historical Society.' Following dinner at the Crafers Hotel, the
group moved to the Stirling East Primary School, where a welcome was extended
by the President of the Society, Professor C. J. Horne. The guest speaker, Mr Robert
Martin, gave an interesting address on the `Tiersmen' and the early development of
the area. The Society was congratulated on the progress made since its formation in
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1978, and appreciation was expressed at the opportunity given for the exchange of
ideas and experiences between the two Societies.
For some time the Society has had under consideration the type of historical

14c

project deemed most suitable as a contribution to commemorating the SesquiCentenary of South Australia in 1986. The project finally agreed upon is the
publication of a volume of facsimile issues of the South Australian Gazette and
Colonial Register, the first issue of which was printed in London on 18 June 1836
all subsequent editions being published in Adelaide. Details have been lodged

10
L_ _4

with the Jubilee 150 Board as a project worthy of official recognition and support.

It is envisaged that the facsimile volume
which is intended to contain an
explanatory Foreword and a comprehensive Index
would provide a source of
historical reference not at present readily available. Several past and present
members of the Council are involved in Jubilee 150 planning activities, either at
Board or Committee level, namely, Dr Peter Howell, Dr John Tregenza, Dr John
Playford, Dr Tony Stimson, Mrs Helen Pearce, Mr Christopher Nance, and myself.
A varied programme of events for 1983 has been planned, and it is the Society's
hope that the degree of interest and participation evidenced by members in 1982
will be maintained. I extend my personal thanks to Council members for their

support and co- operation, to the State Government and the Federation of
Historical Societies for financial assistance and, finally, to the Society's Patron, Sir
Walter Crocker, for his encouragement of the activities of the Society.

R. H. B. KEARNS
President
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